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\textbf{Abstract}

Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) is a theory of choice under \textit{radical uncertainty} – situations where outcomes cannot be enumerated and probabilities cannot be assigned. Whereas most theories of choice assume that people rely on (potentially biased) probabilistic judgments, such theories cannot account for adaptive decision-making when probabilities cannot be assigned. CNT proposes that people use \textit{narratives} – structured representations of causal, temporal, analogical, and valence relationships – rather than probabilities, as the currency of thought that unifies our sense-making and decision-making faculties. According to CNT, narratives arise from the interplay between individual cognition and the social environment, with reasoners adopting a narrative that feels “right” to explain the available data; using that narrative to imagine plausible futures; and affectively evaluating those imagined futures to make a choice. Evidence from many areas of the cognitive, behavioral, and social sciences supports this basic model, including lab experiments, interview studies, and econometric analyses. We identify 12 propositions to explain how the mental representations (narratives) interact with four inter-related processes (explanation, simulation, affective evaluation, and communication), examining the theoretical and empirical basis for each. We conclude by discussing how CNT can provide a common vocabulary for researchers studying everyday choices across areas of the decision sciences.

Before the wheel was invented... no one could talk about the probability of the invention of the wheel, and afterwards there was no uncertainty to discuss.... To identify a probability of inventing the wheel is to invent the wheel.

John Kay and Mervyn King, \textit{Radical Uncertainty} (2020)

\section{1. Everyday decisions}

A government amidst a public health lockdown debates exit strategy; a couple debates divorce. A university graduate considers her career options; the CEO of a toaster company considers expanding into blenders. A widow, awoken by a strange sound, contemplates whether to investigate its source; a burglar, outside, contemplates whether he is making a grave mistake.

We make such decisions, grand and petite, every day. This is remarkable because many everyday choices require us to solve six challenges – each daunting, together herculean:

- \textbf{Radical uncertainty}. \textit{Our knowledge about the future often eludes quantification.} (Experts give conflicting advice to the government; the bickering couple cannot know whether their past signals their future.)
- \textbf{Fuzzy evaluation}. \textit{The criteria for evaluating the future are ambiguous and multidimensional.} (The couple must consider their feelings, children, finances; careers bring different forms of satisfaction.)
- \textbf{Commitment}. \textit{Decisions and outcomes are often separated in time, so we must manage our course of action as the situation evolves.} (People must sustain career training and organize their plans for years on end.)
- \textbf{Sense-making}. \textit{The right decision about the future depends on grasping the present.} (The government considers which epidemiological models are most plausible; the widow makes her best guess about what caused the noise.)
- \textbf{Imagination}. \textit{Since the future does not yet exist, we must imagine it to evaluate its desirability.} (Decisions about love, appliances, intruders, and viruses require future forecasts.)
• Social embeddedness. The decision depends both on our beliefs and values, and those of others. (The government persuades the public to implement its policies; beliefs about marriage are shaped by our culture and media diet.)

These challenges are ubiquitous, yet their solutions elude dominant theories of decision-making.

This paper presents Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) – an account of choice under radical uncertainty. According to CNT, narratives – mental representations that summarize relevant causal, temporal, analogical, and valence information – are the psychological substrate underlying such decisions. Narratives support and link four processes – explanation (structuring evidence to understand the past and present, yielding emotional satisfaction), simulation (generating imagined futures by running the narrative forward), affective evaluation (appraising the desirability of imagined futures and managing commitment toward a course of action over time), and communication (transmitting decision-relevant knowledge across social networks to justify, persuade, and coordinate action). Narratives are why the above-mentioned properties so often co-occur: In contexts marked by radical uncertainty and fuzzy evaluation, we use narratives to make sense of the past, imagine the future, commit to action, and share these judgments and choices with others.

Narratives bubble beneath every example above. Governments debate whether a virus is more like flu or plague; these narratives yield very different explanations of the situation, hence predictions about the future, hence emotional reactions to particular options. The couple can interpret their fights as signaling differences in fundamental values or resulting from temporary stresses; either narrative can explain the fights, portending either a dark or rosy future. The toaster CEO might consider her company ossified, complacent, or innovative; these narratives have different implications about the risks and benefits of new ventures, motivating different decisions. In each case, the decision-maker’s first task is to understand the current situation, which informs how they imagine a particular choice would go, which is deemed desirable or undesirable based on how the decision-maker would feel in that imagined future.

Narratives pervade decision-making. This article explains why and how.
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2. The logic of decision

2.1. Two problems

Any theory of decision-making must account for how beliefs and values yield action. We divide this question into two problems – mediation and combination.

2.1.1. The mediation problem

Since data must be interpreted to be useful, decision-making requires a mental representation – a currency of thought – mediating between the external world and our actions (dashed lines in Fig. 1). When we face a decision, we form beliefs – based on prior knowledge and new data – to characterize what will likely happen given potential actions. Those beliefs must be represented in a format that can be combined with our values to guide action (Baumeister & Masicampo, 2010). Put differently, external data or raw facts do not become actionable information until interpreted in conjunction with our broader knowledge (Tuckett, Holmes, Pearson, & Chaplin, 2020). The burglar must consider, were he to burgle, the likely outcomes (beliefs) and their desirability (values). Some mental representation must simultaneously be the output of the reasoning process that judges what will happen and an input to the decision-making process that combines those beliefs with each outcome’s desirability.

In classical decision theory, the currency of thought is probability – continuous values that quantify risk. The burglar’s decision depends on his perceived chance he will be caught (C) or not caught (NC). But this assessment depends potentially on many things – the police presence, burglar’s skill, odds the inhabitants are home, etc. These data must be aggregated through Bayesian inference (Section 4.1), combining prior knowledge with new evidence.

The burglar weighs the evidence, assigning 0.2 probability to C and 0.8 to NC. These probabilities summarize all relevant data about the external world in a format used internally to combine these beliefs about outcomes with values about their desirability. Probabilities solve the mediation problem because a single representation can be the output of belief-formation and the input to decision-making.

2.1.2. The combination problem

Decision-making requires a process – a driver of action – that combines beliefs and values to yield action. The burglar must not only assess the likelihood of being caught or not, but how bad or good that would be. If the mediation problem has been solved, we have a suitable representation of likelihood to combine with value judgments. Yet a further principle must govern this combination.

In classical decision theory, the driver of action is utility-maximization: Disparate sources of value are aggregated into an outcome’s utility, multiplied by each outcome’s probability to yield an option’s expected utility. The decision rule is simply to maximize this quantity. The burglar would consider the sources of (dis)utility associated with being caught (C) – social stigma, financial costs, prison – and with not being caught (NC) – newfound wealth, perhaps guilt. The utility of C and NC might be −8 and +3, respectively. Then, the expected utility is each state’s utility, weighted by its probability:

\[ U(C) \times P(C) + U(NC) \times P(NC) = (0.2)(-8) + (0.8)(3) = +0.8 \]

Crime is expected to pay, so the rational burglar would attempt the burglary. Although expected utility maximization is not the only justifiable decision rule, philosophers and economists have
marshalled powerful arguments for its rationality (Savage, 1954; Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944).

2.2. Two puzzles

The reader may already feel uneasy about these admittedly ingenious solutions to the mediation and combination problems: Where do these numbers come from? Varieties of this puzzle afflict both probabilities and utilities.

2.2.1. Radical uncertainty

Radical uncertainty characterizes situations when probabilities are unknowable (Kay & King, 2020; Knight, 1921; Volz & Gigerenzer, 2012), because we do not know the data-generating model or cannot list all possible outcomes. Debates over pandemic policy are riddled with uncertainty about the infection itself (contagiousness, lethality) and policy responses (efficacy, unintended consequences). We don’t know the right model for any of these – without a model, how do we calculate probabilities? Moreover, we cannot enumerate the potential implications of each policy choice – without a list of outcomes, how do we assign probabilities to them? Similar problems afflict our other examples earlier – try assigning probabilities to the prospects of the bickering couple, the toaster CEO, or, indeed, the burglar, and it becomes clear that radical uncertainty haunts many everyday decisions.

Radical uncertainty has many sources. Some derive from aleatory uncertainty from the world itself (Kay & King, 2020):

- **Non-stationary distributions.** Stationary processes have constant probability distributions over time, learnable over repeated observations. Many real-world processes are non-stationary. Each time a pathogen mutates, its previously observed properties – the severity of disease in population sub-groups, its responsiveness to treatments, and prevention by vaccines – change in unknowable ways. The question “What is the probability of dying of a mutating virus if I contract it in 6 months?” has no answer.

- **Agency.** Human behavior is often unpredictable. This is especially obvious for pivotal historical events – the assassination of Caesar, Putin’s invasion of Ukraine – but smaller forms of agency-driven uncertainty render foggy whole swaths of the future. Technological innovation depends on the insights and happenstance of individuals (Beckert, 2016; Knight, 1921; Ridley, 2020), yet produce profound discontinuities. Behavior emerging from interactions among collectives adds further uncertainty, as illustrated by waves of virality in social media. The sweeping effects of government policies often depend on the preferences of one person or unpredictable interactions among a group. The COVID-19 pandemic would have had a far different shape were it not for many unpredictable choices – the rapid development of vaccines by scientists, the often-haphazard decisions of politicians.

Radical uncertainty also results from the epistemic limitations of our finite minds:

- **Information limits.** Often, we lack information to fully understand a situation. In the early days of a pandemic, we know little about how a pathogen is transmitted or who is afflicted. At other times, we have more information than we can process: An endless parade of potentially relevant data resides in our environment and the deepest trenches of memory. There is often an abundance of relevant information, if only we knew where to find it. But life is not an exam problem – information is not branded with “relevant” or “irrelevant.”

- **Specification limits.** When we do not know the data-generating model, we often cannot rationally assign precise probabilities (Goodman, 1955). This means that Bayesian inference – combining precisely expressed prior beliefs with quantitative assessments of how well the data fit each hypothesis – is often mathematically ill-posed. Much thought is instead more qualitative (Fisher & Keil, 2018; Forbus, 1984); while this can create bias, it is often unclear even normatively how to assign precise values. To generate probabilities, data must be interpreted; interpretation requires a model; and our models, for all but the simplest situations, are incomplete.

- **Generation limits.** Most realistic problems are open-ended, requiring us to generate our own hypotheses. There are endless reasons why a new cluster of virus cases can arise – a resident returned from abroad, a tourist brought the virus, a superspreader event happened, a new variant has arisen. Even if we can test individual explanations, we will never be able to list all possible explanations. Our imaginations are limited and so we cling to small numbers of especially plausible hypotheses – raising the question of where they come from.

- **Capacity limits.** Our minds have limited attention, working memory, and inference capacity (Miller, 1956; Murphy & Ross, 1994). Bayesian calculations rapidly reach absurd calculational complexity. For each calculation of a posterior, we must separately calculate the prior and likelihood and combine them, and an inference may require posteriors for many plausible hypotheses. This is bad enough, but often our inferences are chained (Steiger & Gettys, 1972). In the case of a pandemic, we cannot generate reliable predictions of how death numbers will respond to policy interventions because the responses of both individuals (e.g., distancing behavior) and the virus (e.g., mutations) are uncertain and intertwined in feedback loops.

Probabilities, by definition, are inappropriate under radical uncertainty. Although uncertainty has long been a thorn in the side of
Incomparable outcomes. When we compare objects along a single dimension, we can often simply rank them pairwise along that dimension. But so often, one object excels on one dimension while another object excels on another. When the attributes are incomparable, trading off attributes across choice objects is necessary to make a choice, yet it is often unclear how to do so rationally (Walasek & Brown, 2021). For example, consider choosing between careers as a clarinetist or lawyer (Raz, 1986). Neither career is clearly better, nor are they equally good – they are good in different ways: One involves more self-expression, the other more opportunity to improve the world. The relative desirability of these attributes eludes quantification. Imagine increasing the clarinetist’s salary by 1%. Although clearly better than the original clarinetist job, it is still not clearly better than the lawyer job, violating transitivity (Sinnott-Armstrong, 1985). Gaining further information is unlikely to help here, where there are good arguments for and against each choice – a recipe for ambivalence (Smelser, 1998).

Non-stationary values. Our values may be unstable over time, yet we often make decisions for our future selves. Innovators face the challenge that consumers may not know what they like until they actually experience it – as in Henry Ford’s (apocryphal) remark that if he had asked customers what they wanted, they would have said “faster horses.” We decide whether to have a first child before the experience of parenthood radically alters our priorities (Paul, 2014). Just as beliefs are uncertain when probability distributions are non-stationary, so are values uncertain when they change unpredictably. Moreover, even if one could accurately predict one’s future values, how can current decisions be governed by future preferences?

Just as neoclassical and behavioral models differ in their approach to uncertainty mainly in assuming optimal versus biased probabilistic processing, their approach to preferences differs mainly in adding additional sources of utility (e.g., social utility; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999) or biases (e.g., reference-dependent preferences; Tversky & Kahneman, 1979). Such approaches are poorly suited to many everyday decisions where utilities are non-calculable and fuzzy evaluation reigns.

3. Conviction Narrative Theory

Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) characterizes the social and informational context in which decision-making occurs and the cognitive and affective processes governing it. CNT provides alternative solutions to the mediation and combination problems that eschew probabilities and utilities.

Under radical uncertainty and fuzzy evaluation, decision-making requires us to extract relevant information by explaining the past, use that information to predict the future, and evaluate possible futures. CNT posits narratives as the key mental representation underpinning these processes: A narrative is selected that best explains the data, which is then used to imagine possible futures given potential choices, with emotional reactions to those imagined futures motivating choices – producing conviction to take sustained action (Tables 1 and 2). (For precursors, see Chong & Tuckett, 2015; Tuckett, in press; Tuckett et al., 2020; Tuckett & Nikolic, 2017.)

Context. Although not every decision is taken under radical uncertainty and fuzzy evaluation – probabilities and utilities are well-suited for studying gambles typical in risky-choice experiments – these properties are common in everyday decisions that do not wear numbers on their sleeves. Despite drawing on fewer resources by avoiding probabilities and utilities, CNT draws on more resources in another sense – decisions are typically socially embedded, with beliefs and values influenced by others and subject to cultural evolution (Section 9). This often permits reasonable decision-making in the absence of probabilities and utilities.

Representations. CNT posits narratives as structured, higher-order mental representations summarizing causal, temporal, analogical, and valence structure in a decision domain (Section 5). For example, the widow hearing the noise has different causal theories of why sounds occur at different times: draws analogies between the present case and similar situations; and keeps track of the nefarious or innocent intentions implied. This knowledge might be represented in “burglary” versus “noisy cat” narratives. Similarly, different individuals may hold sharply distinct narratives about a global pandemic by drawing on different causal and analogical theories (see Fig. 5 in Section 5).

Despite the ecumenical representational format, narratives are constrained by their functions: They explain and summarize data, facilitate predictions, and motivate and support action. These correspond to the three key processes underlying individual decision-making in CNT, which are intertwined with narratives (Fig. 2).

Processes. Explanation makes sense of available data in a unified mental framework by evaluating potential narratives (Section 6). For example, the widow would consider the evidence – time of day, type and duration of noise – to adjudicate the burglar versus noisy cat narratives. Explanation draws on multiple sources of evidence, including prior beliefs, shared narratives, and new observations. Because probabilities are not available under radical uncertainty, heuristics – simple rules relying on small numbers of cues – are used to evaluate narratives, including those exploiting causal, analogical, and temporal structure embedded in narratives. These heuristics are often implemented through affect – which narrative feels right.
The narrative is then used to simulate the future (Section 7). Given the burglary narrative, the widow would consider the likely outcome if she were to investigate (being violently attacked), ignore the noise (losing possessions), or equip her investigation with a baseball bat (showing the burglar who’s boss). Whereas explanation works by thinking across narratives and adopting the most plausible, simulation works by thinking within the adopted narrative and imagining the future. We project ourselves into a narrative and imagine what would happen if an action is taken by “running” causation forward. This process generates a representation we term an imagined future—a specific sequence of imagined events, represented iconically with a temporal dimension; unlike a narrative, it need not include detailed relational information except an ordered sequence of events. However, imagination has sharp limits—rather than imagining multiple potential futures and “averaging” them, we typically imagine only one future for each choice.

We then affectively evaluate that imagined future and take (sustained) action (Section 8). Emotional responses to that future combine beliefs and values. When emotions such as excitement or anxiety are triggered by contemplating an imagined future, we are motivated to approach or avoid that future (Elliot, 2006). The widow imagines an unpleasant future from ignoring the noise, and a more palatable one from a cautious investigation, motivating approach toward the latter future. CNT describes two ways emotions can appraise futures: A default strategy based on typical appraisal dimensions used by our affective systems, and an ad hoc strategy based on the active goal(s) in our goal hierarchy (Section 8.2). Emotions are also needed for maintaining decisions (Section 8.3). Uncertainty breeds ambivalence, with good arguments for multiple options and the need to sustain decisions over time. When emotions become embedded in narratives, such conviction narratives can manage the incorporation of new information into decision-making while maintaining commitment. As the widow approaches the noise’s source, it is natural to feel deeply ambivalent about her choice. Confidence in a stable narrative and imagined future helps to maintain a consistent course of action. When used adaptively, decision-makers incorporate new information from the world into their narratives, creating feedback loops and allowing us to improve repeated or sustained decisions over time.

Table 1. Elements of Conviction Narrative Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Radical uncertainty</th>
<th>Many everyday decisions require beliefs about outcomes that are not finitely enumerable nor their probabilities calculable.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy evaluation</td>
<td>Many everyday decisions require trade-offs of values that are incommensurable across choice objects and unstable over time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social embeddedness</td>
<td>Beliefs and values are influenced by social context.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representations</th>
<th>Narratives</th>
<th>Structured, higher-order mental representations incorporating causal, temporal, analogical, and valence information about agents and events, which serve to explain data, imagine and evaluate possible futures, and motivate action.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imagined futures</td>
<td>Iconic representations of specific sequences of imagined events generated from a narrative in response to a particular choice being contemplated.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative fragments</td>
<td>Subsets of the elements in a narrative which can be readily communicated.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared narratives</td>
<td>Elements of narratives held in common across members of a social group, transmitted through narrative fragments.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>The process of selecting and constructing narratives based on evidence available from the informational, social, and internal cognitive environment, using heuristics and affect.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>The process of generating imagined futures by projecting a narrative forward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective evaluation</td>
<td>Affective evaluations of imagined futures motivate choices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imagined futures can be appraised on default or ad hoc dimensions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emotions are used to manage decisions extended over time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Shared narratives facilitate social coordination.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared narratives shape social learning and evolve.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared narratives propagate through social networks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description of key aspects of the decision-making context, mental representations, and mental processes invoked by CNT.

Table 2. Propositions of Conviction Narrative Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narratives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These propositions are elaborated in Sections 5–9 with supporting evidence.
4. Relationship to alternatives

Although we believe our model is the most comprehensive explanation of how and why narratives predominate in decision-making, CNT draws on several related approaches.

4.1. Rational approaches

Bayesian cognitive science models go beyond classical decision theory in showing how probabilities can be calculated and applied to many tasks (Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011). First, such models specify the hypothesis space. For example, the CEO considering a new blender model might entertain three hypotheses: “We cannot engineer the blender,” “We engineer the blender but cannot successfully market it,” “The blender expansion succeeds.” The reasoner assigns prior probabilities to these hypotheses, evaluates each hypothesis’s fit with the data, and combines these using Bayesian inference. For example, the CEO might assign priors of 0.4, 0.35, and 0.25 to these hypotheses. As evidence accumulates — engineers develop a prototype, marketers run focus groups — she considers the likelihood of this evidence under each hypothesis, using Bayes’ theorem to combine likelihoods with priors. Despite the simplicity of this toy example, Bayesian cognitive science models make a range of substantively interesting claims about how people think in a vast array of contexts.

Many critiques have been written of these models (Bowers & Davis, 2012; Jones & Love, 2011; Marcus & Davis, 2013), and we do not endorse all points of criticism. From our perspective, Bayesian approaches potentially work, both in principle and practice, quite well under risk. But their inescapable limitation is the same as for classical decision theory — probabilities cannot be modeled under radical uncertainty, which can interfere with each modeling step:

- **Hypothesis space.** Many problems resist an enumeration of possible outcomes. The CEO has neglected many other possibilities — competitors entering the blender market, engineers generating a prototype no better than competitors’, regulators blocking the expansion. This is due to both aleatory uncertainty (some possibilities cannot be imagined even in principle because the future is unknown) and to generation limits (our finite cognitive capacity to imagine possibilities in open-ended problems).
- **Priors.** It is often unclear even in principle how to rationally set priors. How did the CEO assign a 0.4 probability to her engineering team’s failure? Why not 0.2, 0.35, or 0.7? Is it reasonable to use the base rate of engineering team failures given...
that this product has never before been designed? This is a specification limit – one cannot non-arbitrarily favor one value over another within a range of plausible values. This not only limits the psychological plausibility of these models, but can be problematic for the models themselves since the specific priors chosen sometimes drive the model’s fit (Marcus & Davis, 2013).

- **Likelihoods.** Likelihoods reflect the probability of the evidence conditional on each hypothesis. This raises three problems in realistic contexts. First, information limits: How do we know what evidence is relevant? The CEO may scan the newspaper, consumer research, and marketing reports to grasp the blender market, but will struggle to know which pieces of information bear on her hypotheses. Second, as for priors, specification limits: How do we assign probabilities non-arbitrarily? How is she supposed to estimate the likelihood of particular focus group feedback conditional on the product’s future success? Third, capacity limits: With very many pieces of evidence and hypotheses, the amount of calculation rubs up against memory and attention limits.

- **Updating.** Bayesian inference itself quickly approaches capacity limits as the number of hypotheses increases, since priors and likelihoods for each hypothesis must be stored and combined. This is especially problematic for the chains of inference that are common in real-world problems. The probability of successful roll-out depends on the quality of the product, the performance of the marketing team, word-of-mouth, predictions made by analysts and retailers, and countless other factors, often mutually dependent. Moreover, the problems surrounding hypothesis spaces, priors, and likelihoods compound at each step.

Rational approaches – both classical and Bayesian varieties – are nonetheless valuable. They can characterize “small-world” problems, such as risky decisions with enumerable outcomes and probabilities; sometimes provide normative benchmarks for assessing human decisions; provide valuable insights for designing artificial systems (Lake, Ullman, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017); and provide insight at Marr’s (1982) computational level by characterizing the goals of a cognitive system. And although probabilistic approaches cannot capture cognition under radical uncertainty, they have inspired some of the boundedly rational approaches discussed next.

### 4.2. Boundedly rational approaches

Both classical and Bayesian approaches have been criticized for their lack of psychological realism, leading to several varieties of *bounded rationality* as amendments. Their core insight is that, although our minds are limited and prone to error, we get quite far with these limited resources: We can be rational within the bounds of our finite minds.

The dominant theoretical style in behavioral economics is surprisingly continuous with neoclassical modeling. Traditional models assume that economic agents are rational, then specify the institutional environment through which the agents interact (e.g., firms and consumers in a competitive market with priced goods) and examine the resulting equilibrium. Behavioral models use the same steps, but tweak the agents to incorporate biases or non-standard preferences, as explained in Section 2.

Like classical approaches, we believe these models produce valuable insights, particularly how small changes to the assumed psychology of economic agents qualify the results of standard models. Yet such models struggle with radical uncertainty and fuzzy evaluation. The same problems that plague classical models with probabilities apply to behavioral models with “decision weights”: Such models may capture real psychological biases in how people process probabilities, yet assume probabilities exist to be processed. This makes sense for some formal models and laboratory tasks, but not when probabilities do not exist (Section 2.2.1). Likewise, models that stuff the utility function with goodies can capture genuine trends in preferences, but create an illusion of precision when evaluation is fuzzy and options are incommensurable (Section 2.2.2).

Several important principles of bounded rationality, however, do not depend on the intelligibility of optimization:

- **Resource rationality.** In coinig the term “bounded rationality,” Simon (1957) did not view humans as capriciously irrational, but as managing the best we can given our cognitive and environmental limitations. This approach has been refined in sophisticated models of *resource rationality* (Lieder & Griffiths, 2020), emphasizing the rationality of simplifying strategies such as sampling (Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro, 2010). Rationing limited resources is one reason to adopt simplifications – such as narrative thinking – in the face of the computational difficulties of uncertainty. Equally importantly, probabilistic strategies under uncertainty are not always capable of giving any answer at all.

- **Heuristics.** A heuristic is a fallible-but-useful shortcut. Heuristics are often discussed in contexts where correct answers exist but algorithmic approaches are infeasible or knowledge too limited to provide an optimal answer: Some researchers (“heuristics-and-biases”) emphasize the “fallible” part of “fallible-but-useful,” and others (“fast-and-frugal”) the “but-useful” part (Gigerenzer, 2008; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). For our purposes, we note that heuristics also may be useful in situations where no objectively correct answer exists, yet some answers are more reasonable than others.

A parallel debate has raged in normative and descriptive ethics. Utilitarianism emphasizes calculation (Bentham, 1907/1789), positing a duty to maximize social utility. Yet just as Bayesian calculations are often impossible in principle, utilitarian calculations often fail in real-world situations. Aristotle (1999/350 BCE) bemoans the impossibility of a complete theory of ethics, instead urging us to cultivate habit and virtue to do the right thing in particular situations. Indeed, people distinguish between “rational” and “reasonable” behaviors (Grossmann, Eibach, Koyama, & Sahi, 2020), with the former characterized by optimization and abstract universalism, the latter by pragmatism and context-sensitivity (Rawls, 2001; Sibley, 1953). This is likely why descriptive accounts of moral decision-making point to tools such as rules (Greene, Sommerville, Nystrom, Darley, & Cohen, 2001; Kant, 2002/1796; Mikhail, 2007), norms (Nichols, 2002), sacred or protected values (Baron & Spranca, 1997; Tetlock, 2003), and character virtues (Johnson & Ahn, 2021; Uhlmann, Pizarro, & Diermeier, 2015), which often act like heuristics (De Freitas & Johnson, 2018; Sunstein, 2005). For moral decisions, like many everyday choices, often no clearly correct option exists, yet some are more readily justifiable.

- **Ecological rationality.** A crucial point made by some researchers from boundedly rational traditions is that decision-making is adapted to real environments, so seemingly irrational behaviors observed in atypical contexts may be manifestations of more deeply rational – or at least adaptive – behaviors (Todd...
& Gigerenzer, 2007). If most everyday decisions are taken under radical uncertainty, then behaviors that may be adaptive in the real world may manifest as demonstrably suboptimal decisions in the context of risky (often lab-based) contexts.

Narrative approaches to decision-making are compatible with these insights, and can be considered a species of bounded rationality – albeit, at least for CNT, one for which the appropriate benchmark is *reasonableness* rather than *rationality*.

### 4.3. Narrative approaches

Several researchers in both psychology and economics have argued that narratives guide decision-making.

From early days in the heuristics-and-biases tradition, causal thinking was thought to play a privileged role in judgment (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982), such as our ability to use base rates (Ajzen, 1977; Krynski & Tenenbaum, 2007; Tversky & Kahneman, 1980; cf. Barbey & Sloman, 2007; Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995; Koehler, 1996). However, the first decision-making model to consider detailed cognitive mechanisms underlying narrative thought was the Story Model of Pennington and Hastie (1986, 1988, 1992, 1993), most famously applied to juror decisions. In their model, jurors reach verdicts by constructing causal stories and assigning the story to the most appropriate verdict category (e.g., manslaughter, not-guilty). In their studies, participants generated verdicts based on real trial evidence. When describing their reasoning, participants overwhelmingly supported their verdicts with causal stories (describing intentions and behaviors) rather than unelaborated lists of facts, with these stories differing greatly across individuals depending on their verdict (Pennington & Hastie, 1986). Manipulating the ease of constructing coherent stories (scrambling evidence order) dramatically shift participants’ verdicts (Pennington & Hastie, 1988, 1992). Although the Story Model’s legal applications are best-known, it has also been applied to other contexts including economic decisions (Hastie & Pennington, 2000; Mulligan & Hastie, 2005).

Research since this seminal work has developed in two directions. In cognitive science, increasingly sophisticated theories model how people think about networks of causal relationships (Gopnik et al., 2004). For example, Sloman and Hagmayer (2006) argue that people conceptualize their decisions as interventions on a causal network – an idea in sympathy with CNT, wherein choice points in a narrative are opportunities to select among different imagined futures implied by the narrative. A separate but kindred line of work on the Theory of Narrative Thought (Beach, 2010; Beach, Bissell, & Wise, 2016) emphasizes the pervasive role of narratives in memory and cognition, and, like CNT, highlights the importance of narratives for forecasting (Beach, 2020).

A second direction (Abolafia, 2020; Akerlof & Shiller, 2009; Akerlof & Snower, 2016; Shiller, 2019) emphasizes the role of shared narratives in economic outcomes. Shiller argues that when shared narratives go viral, they influence expectations about the future, shaping macroeconomic activity. Shiller’s view also provides a powerful role for contagious emotions, especially excitement and panic.

CNT develops these ideas in a third direction: Incorporating ideas about narrative decision-making into a broader framework that elaborates processes and mechanisms, explains how narratives and emotion combine to drive and support action, and accounts for the role of cultural evolution of narratives to render decision-making adaptive even under radical uncertainty. We see CNT as complementing rather than contradicting these perspectives, developing these approaches to the next stage in their evolution.

### 5. Narratives

Prior work has not coalesced around a single definition of “narrative,” much less a single notion of representation. For example, Beach (2010) defines “narrative” as “...a rich mixture of memories, of visual, auditory, and other cognitive images, all laced together by emotions to form a mixture that far surpasses mere words and visual images in their ability to capture context and meaning,” while Shiller (2019) follows the Oxford English Dictionary in defining it as “...a story or representation used to give an explanatory or justificatory account of a society, period, etc.” (quoted in Shiller, p. xi). Meanwhile, Pennington and Hastie (1992) say that stories “...could be described as a causal chain of events in which events are connected by causal relationships of necessity and sufficiency...” The hierarchical structure of stories – for instance, that events can be grouped into higher-order episodes – is also often noted as a common feature (Abbott, Black, & Smith, 1985; Pennington & Hastie, 1992).

Across these conceptions, causation is central but not the only hallmark of narratives – they provide meaning by explaining events (Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994; Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Rumelhart, 1975).

In our view, ordinary causal models (Pearl, 2000; Sloman, 2005; Spirtes, Glymour, & Scheines, 1993) are a crucial starting point, yet not quite up to the task of representing narratives. (That said, some progress has been made toward formalizing some economic narratives in this way; Eliaz & Spiegler, 2018.) For our purposes, causal models have two shortcomings: They do not represent some information – such as analogies and valence – that will prove crucial to narrative thinking; and operations over causal models are usually assumed to be probabilistic – a non-starter under radical uncertainty.

We define narratives as *structured, higher-order mental representations* incorporating causal, temporal, analogical, and valence information about agents and events, which serve to explain data, imagine and evaluate possible futures, and motivate and support action over time. No doubt, this definition itself requires some explanation.

### 5.1. Narratives are structured, higher-order representations

In a *structured* mental representation, relations are represented among the objects it represents. For example, a feature list is an unstructured representation of a category, whereas a propositional, sentence-like representation with explicit predication (i.e., assigning attributes to specific elements and specifying relations among elements) is highly structured. Similarly, causal models are highly structured, as are representations of categories whose features are related to one another through analogy (Gentner, 1983).

Narratives may have been difficult to pin down in past work because they are structured, like causal models, but contain richer information that is not typically represented in causal models. Specifically, we argue that narratives can represent causal, temporal, analogical, and valence structure. Complicating things further, not all types of structure are necessarily invoked in a given narrative. Narratives are *higher-order representations* that flexibly include lower-order representations.
5.1. Causal structure

Narratives represent at least two types of causal relationships: event-causation and agent-causation. Event-causation can further be sub-divided based on the kind of event (individuals or categories) and how the events are connected (e.g., colliders, chains, or webs).

Event-causation refers to dependency relationships between either individual events (the Central Bank lowered interest rates, causing investment to increase) or event categories (lower interest rates cause increased investment). Both kinds of event-causal relations are important since narratives incorporate information both about individual events (e.g., the course of my marriage) and event categories (e.g., how relationships work generally), including analogical links between these knowledge types. We are agnostic about the representational format of event-causation, and indeed these representations may involve aspects of networks, icons, and schemas (Johnson & Ahn, 2017). For familiarity, the diagrams we use to depict narratives are elaborated from causal network conventions (Figs. 3–6).

Patterns of event-causation also vary in their topology and inference patterns (Johnson, 2019). Three common types of causal patterns in narrative contexts are colliders, chains, and webs (Fig. 3A–C).

In a causal collider (Fig. 3A), we can observe evidence and seek an explanation for it, which may in turn generate further predictions. For example, if a central banker makes some statement, this licenses inferences about the banker’s intention, which may yield predictions about the bank’s future policies.

In a causal chain (Fig. 3B), a sequence of events is causally and temporally ordered. Mrs O’Leary went to milk her cow; the cow objected and kicked a lantern; the lantern started a fire; and so began the Great Chicago Fire (supposedly). A mysterious individual invented blockchain technology; it fills an important economic niche; it gains value; it becomes widely adopted. We can think about the plausibility of these sequences overall, fill in missing events from the chains, and predict what will happen next.

In a causal web (Fig. 3C), we ask how a set of variables relate to one another – an intuitive theory (Shulman, 2017). Some intuitive theories probably have innate components (Carey, 2009a), but many decision-relevant intuitive theories are learned. For example, investors must have mental models of how macroeconomic variables such as exchange rates, inflation, unemployment, economic growth, and interest rates are linked (Leiser & Shemesh, 2018), and voters have intuitions about trade, money, and profits (Baron & Kemp, 2004; Bhattacharjee, Dana, & Baron, 2017; Johnson, Zhang, & Keil, 2018, 2019). These intuitions likely drive much political and economic behavior, yet differ strikingly from economists’ consensus (Caplan, 2007; Leiser & Shemesh, 2018). This may reflect both divergences between the modern world and evolved intuitions (Boyer & Petersen, 2018), and the difficulty of correctly extracting causal structure from causal systems with more than a few variables (Steyvers, Tenenbaum, Wagenmakers, & Blum, 2003).

Narratives often center around the intentional actions of human agents, and such agent-causation appears to be a very different way of thinking about causation. Rather than representing events as causing one another (e.g., Alan Greenspan’s forming the intention to decrease interest rates caused interest rates to decrease), people sometimes appear to think of agents as causing events directly (e.g., Alan Greenspan caused interest rates to decrease). This reflects the intuitive notion that agents have free will; that our choices, when construed as agent-causes rather than event-causes, are themselves uncaused (Hagmayer & Sloman, 2009; Nichols & Knobe, 2007). Agents can act for reasons (Malle, 1999); they make intentional choices based on their beliefs and desires which are assumed to be rational (Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Jara-Ettinger, Gweon, Schulz, & Tenenbaum, 2016; Johnson & Rips, 2015). Complicating things further, reasons are often anticipations of the likely effects of one’s action.

5.1.2. Temporal structure

Narratives often, but not always, include temporal information about the order, duration, and hierarchical structure of events. For example, causal chains are necessarily ordered sequences of events because causes occur before effects. At the opposite extreme, temporal order often is lacking entirely from causal webs that depict causality among event categories rather than individual events. That said, people can track the order, delay, and part-whole structure of causally related events and use these different types of temporal information to disambiguate causal
5.1.3. Analogical structure

Both the power and peril of narrative thinking compound when people perform inference not only by causal thinking within a single domain, but across different domains through analogies. Structure-mapping theory (Gentner, 1983) is a model of how people select analogies and use them to make inferences, emphasizing that matches in the relationships within a domain make it a good or bad analogy for another domain. Thus, analogy is especially powerful when combined with other relational systems such as causal systems (Holyoak, Lee, & Lu, 2010). (Fig. 4A)

Analogies are important to narratives for at least two reasons. First, they allow us to use familiar domains to make sense – if imperfectly – of less familiar domains. For example, people have highly impoverished mental models of central banking, but more detailed mental models of cars. In a car, stepping on the gas pedal causes more gasoline to enter the engine, increasing the car’s speed. People often use this analogy for discussing and understanding central banking; the central bank prints more money, causing more money to enter the economy, causing the economy to go faster. Second, abstract and gist-like representations apply to a broader set of future situations, particularly when making decisions about the distant future (Schacter & Addis, 2007; Trope & Liberman, 2003). Thus, forming analogical links among specific past events and, ultimately, between specific events and more abstract event categories is crucial for generating generalizable knowledge. This is how our representational system incorporates some aspects of narratives’ hierarchical structure.

5.1.4. Valence structure

Stories involve good guys and bad guys, goals being achieved or objectives thwarted. Information about norms (right or wrong) and valence (good or bad) is processed rapidly and automatically (Moors & De Houwer, 2010) and influences thinking in many domains including causation (Knobe, 2010). For example, people are likelier to identify norm-violations as causes and non-norm-violations as non-causes (Kominsky, Phillips, Gerstenberg, Lagrado, & Knobe, 2015), reason differently about the potency of good versus bad causes (Sussman & Oppenheimer, 2020), and tend to think that good events cause other good events (LeBoeuf & Norton, 2012). Macroeconomic understanding is dominated by a “good begets good” heuristic (Leiser & Aroch, 2009), wherein “bad” events (inflation, unemployment, stagnation, inequality) are thought to be inter-related and negatively related to “good” events (price stability, full employment, economic growth, equality) (Fig. 4B). In reality, the opposite often holds.

5.1.5. Coherence principles

Given their rich representational capacities, coherence principles are needed to constrain narratives’ vast possibility space (determining which narratives to entertain) and draw inferences about missing information (filling in details within a narrative). For example, Thagard (1989) develops a theory of how explanations and evidence cohere, Gentner (1983) presents a theory of how analogical correspondences are drawn, and Rottman and Hastie (2014) summarize evidence about how people draw inferences on causal networks. In addition to principles governing each type of lower-level representation individually, we suggest three principles as starting points for how different types of lower-level representations cohere: (i) Causal, temporal, and valence structures are preserved across analogies; (ii) Causes occur before their effects; (iii) Causal relationships between agents and events with the same valence status (“good” or “bad”) are positive, whereas they are negative for links between “good” and “bad” events.

5.1.6. What narratives are not

Narratives are a flexible representational format, but they are not indefinitely flexible. We (tentatively) suggest the following test for whether a representation is a narrative: It must (i) represent causal, temporal, analogical, or valence information, and (ii) for any of these it does not represent, it must be possible to incorporate such information.

This distinguishes narratives from several other kinds of representations, including probabilities, spatial maps, associative networks, images, categories, and logical relations: Such formats do not necessarily include any of the four structured information types. (However, elements of narratives may be linked to such other representations in memory. Indeed, this may be required
Figure 5 provides additional examples of possible narratives that might underlie decision-making in the context of a global pandemic, as in one of our running examples.

5.2. Narratives characterize real-world decisions under radical uncertainty

Lab experiments are ill-suited for testing the prevalence of narrative thinking in everyday decision-making. Thus, we bring linguistic and qualitative data to bear.

5.2.1. Linguistic data about macroeconomic narratives

Shiller (2019) uses time-series data from Google N-Grams to track language linked to particular shared narratives. Shiller emphasizes that "viral" narratives, even if false, can affect macroeconomic events. We would add that shared narratives held true within one's own social network (rather than those held true somewhere else) may be the only way for many to make sense of complex macroeconomic causation.

The shared narrative that labor-saving machinery creates unemployment is perennial. Shiller traces it from Aristotle, through worker riots during the Industrial Revolution, to economic depressions, to present-day concerns about artificial intelligence displacing humans. (Most economists disagree: Since machines increase productivity, wages rise and labor is redeployed to higher-valued uses.) Shiller traces the frequency of "labor-saving machinery" in books from 1800 to 2008, with the term peaking during the 1870s depression and again in the lead-up to the Great Depression, with the new term "technological unemployment" reaching epidemic proportions throughout the 1930s. Plausibly, the fear produced by such narratives exacerbated the underlying problems causing the Depression. Shiller notes that
Figure 6. Economic narratives from linguistic and interview data.

Panels A–C depict simplified versions of three narratives drawn from Shiller’s (2019) linguistic studies of viral economic narratives and Tuckett’s (2011) interview studies of money managers. In panel A, a generic causal mechanism of machinery generally leading to increased efficiency (Ma and Ef) is analogized to machinery in one’s particular industry leading to increased efficiency in that industry (Ma2 and Ef2). Efficiency is thought to cause unemployment (UN) directly by displacing human workers and indirectly through underconsumption (UC), because unemployment is seen as bad, all other variables in the causal chain are inferred to be bad too. In panel B, greedy businessmen (GB) are inspired by the opportunity of World War I (W1) to increase prices (HP), which leads to inflation (Inf). A boycott (By) is thought to reduce demand (RD), which would in turn push prices back down (negative effect on HP). Since inflation and the greedy businessmen who cause it are bad, the countervailing boycott chain is perceived as good. In panel C, negative news about a company (NN) is thought to affect its stock price at a initial time (P1), but only the company’s fundamentals (F) affect its stock price later (P2). Other investors (Other) are less observant and only act based on the negative news, but our investment firm (Us) is more observant and sees the fundamentals, creating a profit opportunity.

this dovetails with the then-popular folk theory – never accepted by economists – that machines would produce such plentiful products that we could never consume it all, generating unemployment. Accordingly, the term “underconsumption” skyrocketed during the Depression. A simplified version of this narrative can be seen in Figure 6A.

Another of Shiller’s examples concerns boycotts following World War I (Fig. 6B). The US dollar experienced 100% inflation after the war, contributing to an anti-business shared narrative, with mentions of “profiteer” in newspapers peaking at the start of the subsequent depression. According to this narrative, businesses were raising prices to achieve “excess profits” during the war, explaining the inflation. (Although economists now reject this view of inflation, similar narratives were proposed by some American politicians during the inflation episode in 2022.) Protests ensued, resulting in boycotts on the theory that if consumers did not buy products beyond minimum necessities, the drop in demand would force prices back to “normalcy.” Although prices never declined to pre-war levels, deflation did indeed result in the 1920–1921 depression.

5.2.2. Interview data about microeconomic decision-making

In the same spirit, but using a very different method, Chong and Tuckett (2015) and Tuckett (2011, 2012) interviewed 52 highly experienced money managers in 2007 and 2011, gathering accounts of decisions to buy or sell securities, using a standardized non-schedule interview approach (Richardson, Dohrenwend, & Klein, 1965; Tuckett, Boulton, & Olson, 1985).

These accounts consistently invoked narratives. For example, consider one of the respondents selected at random for detailed presentation in Tuckett (2011, p. 33). When interviewed, he directed a team of 20 and was personally responsible for allocating stocks into a $35 billion portfolio. His task was to try “to move through the smoke and emotion” surrounding market moves and “be contrary to the consensus notion of ‘let’s wait for the smoke to clear.’” “I mean the problem with that philosophy” as he put it, is that “if you wait for everything to be clear you will miss most of the money to be made.” “Once everything’s clear...it’s easy, right?”

He described one stock his firm had bought the previous year (Fig. 6C), which had been experiencing issues with a main supplier, leading to very negative news. His team, however, “kicked the tyres and did a lot of work” to conclude that the situation was not so dire as widely perceived, taking a large stake that rose over 50% within weeks. After exiting their position, there were more negative news items, involving a very large shareholder selling the company’s stock, causing apprehension in the market and price drop; they again concluded that the company was undervalued and “re-established the position.” “It was somewhat controversial... It was not easy going against consensus sentiment but that’s...what distinguishes us.” It worked out.

Respondents’ narratives coalesced around common themes (Tuckett, 2011, p. 89). For instance, among the 165 “Buy” narratives from the 2007 interviews, themes included spotting some attractive features through the respondent’s exceptional ability or effort (45% prevalence as rated by independent content-coders); the company/sector offering exceptional opportunities (39%); limits to downward surprise (27%); management as proven and reliable (26%); successful management of the respondent’s own emotions (11%); and (temporary) monopoly or market power (10%).
In addition to providing examples of narrative thinking, these interviews illustrate five features of the radically uncertain decision context money managers face, which suggest why narratives are useful (Tuckett, 2011, pp. 50–54). First, they acted in situations where they could only speculate about the outcome of their actions and doing nothing was an action. Second, the financial assets they traded had unknowable future values. Given their mandates to try to outperform each other, they sought opportunities that they thought wrongly priced. To establish mispricing, they imagined how various stories might influence future income streams of a firm and how others would react in those situations. The issue, in the several hundred decisions analyzed, was always the same: How to know and create confidence in their particular story about future prices. Third, the available data to help them form price expectations were effectively infinite – a massive range of public and privately available information, some of questionable provenance, from countless sources in numerous languages. Fourth, they made decisions in a social context. Most respondents talked with or explored their views of the future with others or had to justify their decisions (and reputations) to others. Fifth, decisions were never final and time horizons were always part of the context. For how long would prices go lower before rising? Had prices reached their peak? The money managers’ decisions had many of the features depicted in Section 1, which they managed using narratives.

Interviews do not provide conclusive evidence about cognitive processing, but do underscore two key points – the respondents’ decision context is characterized by radical uncertainty, and respondents frequently invoke narratives in their reflections on these choices. Plausibly, narratives may have played some role in many of these choices, but finer-grained experimental evidence is needed to understand this role more precisely.

6. Explanation

Good decisions about the future often depend on how we understand the present. Explanation is how we create these understandings – how narratives are constructed and evaluated.

We have a fundamental motivation to make sense of things (Chater & Loewenstein, 2016) – a drive that pervades mental life. The world is not perceived directly, but must be interpreted (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1981; Gregory, 1976; Von Helmholtz, 2005/1867). Light hits our two-dimensional retinas, and perception allows us to infer from this a three-dimensional world – to make sense of data under uncertainty. Much cognitive processing has a similar logic: Assembling relevant facts into useful models that can guide predictions and choices. Categories license predictions about individuals, using an object’s observed features (evidence) to determine the appropriate category (hypothesis) (Murphy & Medin, 1985). Causal cognition explains events (evidence) in terms of hidden causes (hypotheses) (Lombrozo, 2016). Our memories use scattered strands of remembrance (evidence) to piece together a coherent story about what happened (hypothesis) (Bartlett, 1932; Johnson & Sherman, 1990). Theory-of-mind uses others’ observed behavior (evidence) to infer mental states (hypotheses) (Gergely &Csibra, 2003).

Bayesian approaches to explanatory reasoning are popular in both cognitive science and philosophy of science. This approach conceptualizes the phenomenon to be explained (explanandum) as evidence and potential explanations as hypotheses to be evaluated using Bayesian inference. Thus, rational explanation requires the reasoner to evaluate the prior probability of each explanation [P(H)] and the fit of the evidence with the explanation [P(E|H)].

In two important respects, this is a successful theory. First, it uses the same mental machinery to understand many explanatory inferences. There is a common logical structure to explanatory inferences such as causal reasoning, theory-of-mind, and categorization; rather than invoking entirely separate mental mechanisms, it assumes common computational mechanisms. This is in keeping with the empirical evidence as well as theoretically parsimonious. Second, it accounts for why people are reasonably adept at explaining events. Enterprises such as science, technology, and commerce – not to mention everyday activities such as social interaction – depend on explanatory processes; to the extent we are adept at these activities, we are necessarily adept at explaining things.

Yet this approach cannot be quite right. For the reasons above (Section 2.2.1), such calculations are often impossible in principle, much less for flesh-and-blood humans, given aleatory and epistemic limits on probabilities. Bayesian accounts can try to avoid this problem by claiming agnosticism about the actual processes used to reach the outputs of Bayesian theories (retreating to the computational level) or by invoking approximation mechanisms that do not require the full probabilistic machinery. Despite our sympathy with both approaches, the theoretical problems can only be fully resolved if these strategies avoid invoking probabilities altogether under radical uncertainty.

Even eschewing probabilities altogether – as in some Bayesian sampling approaches (Sanborn & Chater, 2016) – cannot avoid another problem: A dizzying array of empirical anomalies relative to Bayesian predictions. For instance, people often favor explanations that are simpler than merited by the evidence (Lombrozo, 2007), while in other contexts favoring overly complex explanations compared to rational models (Johnson, Jin, & Keil, 2014). Although people reasonably prefer explanations that explain more observed evidence (Read & Marcus-Newhall, 1993), they also prefer explanations that make no unverified predictions (Khemlani, Sussman, & Oppenheimer, 2011), contradicting Bayes’ theorem. Yet these anomalies are not random: They point to systematic principles we use to evaluate explanations in the absence of precise probabilistic reasoning.

6.1. We use a suite of explanatory heuristics to evaluate narratives

Successful explanation under radical uncertainty requires strategies that circumvent probabilistic reasoning, but instead exploit other forms of structure available in a given situation. People use a variety of heuristics and strategies satisfying this criterion (e.g., Horne, Muradoglu, & Cimpian, 2019; Lombrozo, 2016; Zemla, Sloman, Bechliavidis, & Lagno, 2017). These strategies are useful, not because they are infallible or optimal (which may not even be meaningful under radical uncertainty), but because they do not require explicit probabilistic reasoning, yet exploit regularities that often make these strategies broadly truth-tracking.

Above, we highlighted how temporal, analogical, and valence information are incorporated into narrative representations. Heuristics exploiting such information are valuable because they capitalize on regularities we naturally attend to, such as event structure and causal mechanisms, while powerfully constraining which explanations are deemed plausible (Einhorn & Hogarth, 1986). For example, people use temporal order (Bramley, Gerstenberg, Mayrhofer, & Lagno, 2018), the delay between cause and effect (Buehner & May, 2002), and the part–whole structure of events (Johnson & Keil, 2014) to disambiguate causal
directionality, determine which events are causally relevant, and assign causal responsibility. Such strategies are adaptive because they exploit regularities in the environment that are less susceptible to the problems of radical uncertainty, even if they are not infallible.

Likewise, analogies allow us to extend hard-won knowledge of one domain into another. Much of our causal knowledge appears to be stored in the format of stereotyped causal schemas (Johnson & Ahn, 2015, 2017). We can analogically reason from a known story (e.g., my cousin’s marriage; the Spanish Flu) to the current situation (e.g., my marriage; COVID); or at a more abstract level, we reason from known causal mechanisms when evaluating an unfamiliar domain, as when we compare the economy to a stalled car or a bureaucratized corporation to an arthritic giant. The notion that “good begets good” (Leiser & Aroch, 2009) can be thought of a highly generalized causal schema, with narratives failing to match this schema (e.g., actions that decrease inflation are likely to increase unemployment) fighting an uphill battle for plausibility. In other cases, we have domain-specific expectations (Johnston, Sheskin, Johnson, & Keil, 2018), such as the belief that physical causation follows more linear causal pathways compared to the more web-like structure of social causation (Strickland, Silver, & Keil, 2016).

Other heuristics derive from causal structure itself, accounting for the anomalies above. People often substitute the vague and challenging question of an explanation’s prior probability for the more straightforward question of an explanation’s simplicity (Lombrozo, 2007). Yet, because simpler explanations often explain less of the data, people also use an opponent complexity heuristic to estimate an explanation’s fit to the data or Bayesian likelihood (Johnson, Valenti, & Keil, 2019). Likewise, people prioritize explanations that account for a wider range of observations (Read & Marcus-Newhall, 1993) and attempt to make inferences about evidence that has not actually been observed (Johnson, Kim, & Keil, 2016a; Johnson, Rajeev-Kumar, & Keil, 2016b; Khemlani et al., 2011).

Explanatory heuristics are used widely across cognition – for problems such as categorization, causal attribution, theory-of-mind, stereotyping, and even some visual tasks (Johnson, 2016; Johnson et al., 2014; Johnson, Merchant, & Keil, 2015a; Johnson, Rajeev-Kumar, & Keil, 2015b; Johnson et al., 2016a, 2016b; Sussman, Khemlani, & Oppenheimer, 2014) and emerge early in development (Bonawitz & Lombrozo, 2012; Cimpian & Steinberg, 2014; Johnston, Johnson, Koven, & Keil, 2017). They are also linked to action: People favor explanations that license task-relevant and high-utility actions, and which highlight stable causal relationships likely to apply across contexts (Johnson et al., 2015b; Vasilyeva, Wilkenfeld, & Lombrozo, 2017, 2018). Explanatory heuristics, though imperfect, aid people in circumventing specification limits and information limits (Section 2.2.1).

6.2. Explanatory fit is experienced affectively

Although these heuristics may function to push us toward more useful or probable portions of the hypothesis space, their phenomenology is often more affective than cognitive. Emotions rapidly summarize information not readily available to consciousness (Rolls, 2014; Rozin & Fallon, 1987; Todorov, 2008). Because emotions have an intelligence of their own (Nussbaum, 2001), we make inferences from them (Cushman, 2020; Schwarz, 1990) and often rely on “gut” feelings to assess situations (Klein, 1998). This can be a broadly rational strategy despite leading to some mistakes. In the case of explanations, we feel “satisfied” when we achieve a sense of understanding (Gopnik, 1998; Lipton, 2004). Despite the adaptive basis of many of these heuristics, we do not feel like we are performing rational computations when using them. Instead, good explanations often are accompanied by positive emotions or even aesthetic beauty (Johnson & Steinberger, 2019), as when scientists and mathematicians claim to prioritize beauty in constructing their theories. Conversely, explanations that conflict with prior beliefs produce cognitive dissonance and may therefore be rejected (Festinger, 1962).

Although heuristics often lead to error (Kahneman, 2002), they can be adaptive in solving problems given cognitive and environmental limits (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996; Simon, 1955). Good thing, too: Under radical uncertainty, they often are all we have.

7. Simulation

Having selected a narrative through explanation, we project the narrative into the future through simulation. This is why sense-making and imagination are linked: We make sense of the past to imagine the future.

7.1. Imagined futures are simulated by projecting a narrative forward

The brain mechanisms involved in prospective thought about the future overlap with those used for episodic memory about the past (Schacter, Addis, & Buckner, 2008) and may even be subsystems of a broader mental time travel faculty (Suddendorf & Corballis, 1997, 2007). This is consistent with our view that the same representations – narratives – underlie explanations of the past and simulations of the future (Aronowitz & Lombrozo, 2020). Moreover, simulation can rely on step-by-step reasoning using causal mechanisms. For example, when shown a set of interlocked gears and asked which direction one gear will turn given that another gear is turned, people solve this problem by mentally turning one gear at a time (Hegarty, 2004). Likewise, thoughts about how reality might be different – counterfactuals – operate over causal structures (Rips, 2010; Sloman, 2005) and are central to imagination (Markman, Gavanski, Sherman, & McMullen, 1993).

However, less work has looked at how particular features of narratives manifest in simulations or how these simulations manifest in choices. Our recent research program has studied the role of narrative-based simulation in financial decision-making.

Our strategy relies on the idea that cognitive processes have specific signatures associated with their limitations or biases. To use an example from a different area (Carey, 2009b), a signature of analog magnitude representations is that the ability to discriminate two magnitudes is proportional to their ratio. Since discriminations for large (but not small) numbers have this property, this implies that representations of large numbers are analog.

Analogously, we look for signature limitations associated with using narrative representations for predictions and decisions under uncertainty. Since narratives can incorporate causal, valence, temporal, and analogical structure (Section 5.1), we designed experiments to examine whether introducing these structural features into forecasting problems produces signature biases relative to standard financial theory. Although any one study does not necessarily implicate narratives, their combination
triangulates on the conclusion that people project narratives to simulate the future.

7.1.1. Causal structure: internal and external attributions

Narratives contain causal structure which provides explanations. Therefore, if people use narratives to forecast the future, causal explanations should affect future forecasts. To test this, participants read about companies that had recently changed in stock price (Johnson, Matiashvili, & Tuckett, 2019a). According to financial theory, the reason for the price change is irrelevant to predicting future prices. For example, when a CEO retires, the firm’s stock price often declines. But this decline occurs when the CEO’s retirement becomes publicly known, after which it does not reliably produce further declines. Nonetheless, if people use stories to predict the future, it should be irresistible to look for why the price changed and use these inferred causes to predict further price changes.

In one study, we compared three explanation types for a price change – no explanation, an internal attribution (relating to skill or quality, e.g., an ill-considered management change), or an external attribution (relating to factors outside the company’s control, e.g., a market crash). Participants predicted more extreme future trends when an explanation was given rather than not given, and more extreme trends when the explanation was internal rather than external. This suggests that people look for causal stories to account for events and predict future ones, the most compelling stories involving internal or inherent features (Cimpian & Steinberg, 2014).

Financial markets are volatile: Prices often shift with little apparent cause (Shiller, 1981). Might people nonetheless supply causes of price changes by default, affecting downstream predictions? To find out, we compared the no-explanation and internal-explanation conditions to a noise condition, in which the price change was explained as random. Several conclusions followed. First, participants still projected more positive trends after a positive (vs. negative) price change, even if told that the change was random: People are “fooled by randomness” (Taleb, 2001; Tversky & Kahneman, 1971), even when randomness is noted explicitly. Second, the no-explanation condition was always more extreme than the noise condition, but less extreme than the internal-explanation condition: People consider unexplained price changes to contain some signal but not as much as explained changes. Third, this effect was asymmetric. For positive changes, the no-explanation was closer to the internal-explanation condition, whereas for negative changes, the no-explanation was closer to the noise condition. Thus, unexplained price changes – accounting for most volatility – are treated more like signal when positive and like noise when negative. This could lead to bubble dynamics, wherein positive price trends build on themselves but the corresponding force in the negative direction is weaker.

7.1.2. Valence structure: approach and avoidance

Events in narratives often have positive or negative valences, motivating approach or avoidance behavior. To test the effect of valence structure on forecasts, participants read about fictitious companies which experienced either good (an increase in earnings) or bad news (a decrease in new oil discoveries), announced prior to the most recent stock price quotation (Johnson & Tuckett, 2022). According to financial theory, there is no further effect on the stock price once the information is publicly revealed and priced in. However, if people use narratives to organize their beliefs, they should continue to rely on this valence information to predict future value.

They did. Without news, participants thought that a stock would increase in value by +4.3% in the following two weeks. These predictions were much more extreme when news was available (+10.1% and −5.9% for good vs. bad news). This implies that people believe that markets profoundly underreact to news, leading to price momentum (prices trending in a particular direction). Could participants have intuited the finding that financial markets do experience modest price momentum in the short- to medium-term after news announcements, which then reverts back toward the baseline trend (Shefrin, 2002)? If so, they should predict smaller gaps between positive and negative news at longer intervals. In fact, the predicted gap is larger at a one-year interval (+16.1% vs. −5.9%). Price expectations seem to follow valenced stories about the companies’ underlying causal propensities – with companies categorized as “good” versus “bad” – rather than economic intuition.

7.1.3. Temporal structure: asymmetries between past and future

Narratives also contain temporal structure, which implies a boundary condition on the effect of valence: When information is related to the future (vs. the past), we should see more of an effect of its valence on predictions. Indeed, consistent with CNT but not standard financial theory, news about the future (e.g., a revision to next quarter’s projected earnings; +17.5% predicted one-year change) stimulated more extreme predictions compared to news about the past (e.g., a revision to last quarter’s actual earnings; +14.7%). Thus, not only the valence but also the temporal orientation of news affects forecasts, in line with narrative representations (Johnson & Tuckett, 2022).

Moreover, the valence- and time-based predictions described in Sections 7.1.2 and 7.1.3 manifested in emotions – more positive forecasts led to more approach emotions, more negative forecasts to more avoidance emotions – which in turn motivated investment decisions. This confirms a basic principle of CNT: People use narratives to imagine the future, react affectively to that future, and choose in line with their affect (Section 8.1).

7.1.4. Analogical structure: pattern detection and extrapolation

Analogies allow us to impose structure on problems by using our knowledge of one thing to understand another. Although some analogies compare radically different things (e.g., an atom is like the solar system), most analogies are much more prosaic: This dishwasher is like that dishwasher, this dog behaves like the solar system)), most analogies are much more prosaic: This dishwasher is like that dishwasher, this dog behaves like the solar system). Analogies have this property – successful people tend to become even more successful; objects in motion tend to stay in motion (as in the analogy of “momentum” itself). At the same time, it seems equally plausible that if prices have trended one way, it’s only a matter of time before the trend reverses – mean reversion. Mean reversion too is common among familiar variables – extreme weather regresses toward the mean; objects thrown into the air come down eventually. The extent of momentum and mean reversion in real prices has been a matter of great debate in behavioral finance. Given that people can harness sophisticated intuitions for pattern detection and extrapolation (Bott & Heit, 2004; DeLosh, Busemeyer, & McDaniel, 1997), how might we
resolve these conflicting analogical intuitions when predicting future prices?

We anticipated that these analogies are triggered by different evidence, with these analogical frames imposed on time-series data to best explain it and project that explanation into the future. This signature bias would contrast with standard financial theory, which says that only the current price and its variance (risk) are relevant to future prices, as well as with existing behavioral models which assume that people are linear trend extrapolators (Barberis, Greenwood, Jin, & Shleifer, 2015).

In our studies, participants encountered prices series in one of three patterns (Johnson, Matashvili, & Tuckett, 2019b). In the linear condition, the prices had been trending in either a positive or negative direction for five periods. Here, participants linearly extrapolate the trend, consistent with past work (Cutler, Poterba, & Summers, 1991; De Bondt, 1993; Hommes, 2011; Jegadeesh & Titman, 1993). But in two other conditions, we find strikingly different results. In the reversion condition, prices had previously experienced a reversal during the past 5 periods – they had the same starting price, ending price, and mean as the linear condition, but experienced higher variance in the intervening periods. Participants had a greatly dampened tendency to project this trend linearly, with many believing that prices would reverse again. In the stable condition, prices had previously hovered around one price level before experiencing a sudden increase or decrease to the current price. This pattern too led many to predict reversion, toward the previously stable price.

These results suggest that people draw on analogies – such as momentum and mean reversion in other data series – to generate narratives to account for past price trends, projecting these narratives to forecast the future. We find similar pattern-based expectations for many other consumer and investment prices, and real stock prices in an incentive-compatible task. Beyond their theoretical implications, these results may be economically significant, as price expectations play key roles in asset pricing (Hommes, Sonnemans, Tuinstra, & van de Velden, 2005) and inflation (Carlson & Parkin, 1975).

### 7.2. Imagined futures are simulated one at a time

We have focused so far on how narratives circumvent limitations on probabilistic thinking. Yet narrative thinking has limits of its own: Once we have adopted a particular narrative, we are often blind to alternative possibilities. We simulate narratives one at a time.

For example, different government policies lead to different predictions about market prices. If the central bank raises interest rates, this is likely to depress market prices. But central bankers often speak opaquely. If an investor assigns a 75% chance to the story that the banker plans to raise rates but a 25% chance to the story that the banker plans to leave them alone, does she account for both possibilities or rely on just one? A Bayesian would calculate the likely effect on markets if each story is true, taking a weighted average when estimating future prices. But an investor who “digitizes” and treats these stories as either certainly true or false would “round up” the 75% chance to 100% and “round down” the 25% chance to 0%. Only the dominant narrative resulting from explanatory reasoning would be retained for downstream computations such as forecasting.

We found that investors are not Bayesians, instead digitizing (Johnson & Hill, 2017). In one study, participants were given information leading them to think that one government policy was likelier than another (in one variation, they were even given these probabilities directly). Comparing conditions identical except the effect of the more-likely (75% chance) policy, there was a large difference in predictions. But comparing conditions identical except the effect of the less-likely (25% chance) policy, predictions do not differ at all. Investors take account of the implications of more-likely narratives, but ignore entirely the implications of less-likely narratives: They adopt a single narrative as true, treating it as certain rather than probable.

Digitization is a broad feature of cognition; similar effects have been found in causal reasoning (Doherty, Chadwick, Caravan, Barr, & Mynatt, 1996; Fernbach, Darlow, & Sloman, 2010; Johnson, Merchant, & Keil, 2020) and categorization (Lagnado & Shanks, 2003; Murphy & Ross, 1994). Yet it has boundary conditions: People do reason across multiple hypotheses in cases where one of the hypotheses invokes a moral violation (Johnson, Murphy, Rodrigues, & Keil, 2019) or danger (Zhu & Murphy, 2013), and expertise in a domain may promote multiple-hypothesis use (Hayes & Chen, 2008).

Despite boundary conditions, simulations produce, by default, a single imagined future. Electrons may exist as probability clouds rather than in one definite state. But stories resist Heisenberg’s principle – they take only one state at a time.

### 8. Affective evaluation

We have seen how narratives solve the mediation problem: They summarize available data (about the past) in a format used to predict what will happen (in the future) given a particular choice. But choices must somehow combine these visions of the future with our values and goals – the combination problem. Since emotions function to coordinate goals, plans, and actions (Damasio, 1994; Elliot, 2006; Fishbach & Dhar, 2007; Ford, 1992; Lewin, 1935; Oatley & Johnson-Laird, 1987; Rolls, 2014), affective evaluation is tasked with solving the combination problem.

Let us first consider how existing theories of emotion address simpler choices. Suppose someone cuts into the supermarket queue and you must decide whether to assert your rightful place. According to the appraisal-tendency framework (Lerner & Keltner, 2000), the decision-maker evaluates this situation along several dimensions – including certainty, pleasantness, controllability, and others’ responsibility – which jointly determine which emotion is felt (Smith & Ellsworth, 1985). In the queue-cutting case, one might perceive the event as unpleasant and the queue-cutter as responsible, but the situation as certain and under control – leading to anger; or instead, one might be less sure that the queue-cutter acted deliberately but perceive the situation as less controllable and certain because the queue-cutter appears big and mean – leading to fear. These emotions, in turn, motivate different actions (Frijda, 1988); anger is an approach emotion motivating aggression, whereas fear is an avoidance emotion motivating withdrawal. Finally, once these emotions are active, they shift attention to relevant dimensions for subsequent events; for example, fear leads one to perceive subsequent events as relatively uncontrollable compared to anger (Lerner & Keltner, 2001).

CNT adds three modifications to account for challenges in complex, future-oriented decision-making. First, emotions are felt not only in response to actual events but to imagined futures generated from narratives, motivating us to approach or avoid associated choices. Second, appraisals of those futures can rely either on a default set of dimensions or on ad hoc evaluations relative to specific goals. Finally, since decisions must often be
sustained over time, feelings of conviction in a narrative permit committed action in the face of uncertainty.

8.1. Affective evaluations of imagined futures motivate choices

We feel emotions in response not only to the present situation, but to situations we imagine (Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, & Welch, 2001; Richard, van der Pligt, & de Vries, 1996). This is why we experience emotions when understanding literature (Mar, Oatley, Dikic, & Mullin, 2010) or empathizing with others (Mitchell, Banaji, & Macrae, 2005). CNT accords a central role to the emotional reactions we experience in response to imagined futures generated from narratives. These emotional reactions within a narrative, by motivating approach and avoidance behaviors, drive action in the real world.

Some emotions are inherently future-oriented: If one feels excited (or anxious) about a potential future, one acts to approach (or avoid) that future. But even past-oriented emotions, such as regret (Loomes & Sugden, 1982), can influence our choices through simulations of how we would feel. For example, people anticipate more regret over not playing in postcode lotteries (where non-players can learn if they would have won) versus traditional lotteries, which motivate participation (Zeelenberg & Pieters, 2004). Many other anticipated emotions are known to guide choices, including guilt, sadness, anger (Baron, 1992); pleasure (Wilson & Gilbert, 2005); dread and savoring (Dawson & Johnson, 2021; Loewenstein, 1987); and envy (Loewenstein, Thompson, & Bazerman, 1989). Emotions mediate between our predictions of the future and decisions to approach or avoid that future, coloring narratives with emotion (Beach, 1998; Bruner, 1986).

8.2. Imagined futures can be appraised on default or ad hoc dimensions

The fuzzy evaluation problem (Section 2.2.2) results from the challenges of summarizing incommensurable attributes as a single utility, especially when our values may change over time. CNT proposes two computational simplification strategies that the affective system can use to address this problem – a default, bottom-up strategy and an ad hoc, top-down strategy.

This is analogous to the distinction between natural categories and ad hoc categories. Natural categories – such as BIRD, TABLE, and MOUNTAIN – roughly capture regularities in the external world (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976); by default, objects are classified bottom-up, automatically and effortlessly, into natural categories (Greene & Fei-Fei, 2014). In contrast, ad hoc categories (Barsalou, 1983) – such as THINGS TO SELL IN A GARAGE SALE and WAYS TO ESCAPE THE MAFIA – are constructed on the fly to achieve specific goals, using effortful, top-down processes. Whereas bottom-up classification into natural categories proceeds by default and relies on predetermined dimensions, top-down classification into ad hoc categories requires effort and relies on spontaneously determined, goal-derived dimensions.

Analogously, in line with the appraisal tendency framework, one strategy for evaluating imagined futures relies on a default set of dimensions mirroring those for evaluating actually present situations (e.g., controllability, certainty, pleasantness), which determine which emotion is felt. That emotion, in turn, motivates action. Because these dimensions are thought to be evaluated automatically with minimal effort (Lazarus, 1991), this default appraisal strategy is an appealing solution to the fuzzy evaluation problem. Specific emotions are felt in response to qualitative appraisals of predetermined dimensions. Because the dimensions are predetermined, the computational problem of identifying dimensions is avoided; because the appraisals are qualitative, the need to trade off these dimensions is circumvented. Moreover, although particular preferences may well change over time, our basic emotional architecture does not. Thus, the problems of incommensurable attributes and non-stationary values are averted.

However, these default dimensions often do not suffice when we have specific goals, leading to a second, ad hoc strategy based on the decision-maker’s goal hierarchy. A decision-maker’s attention will be deployed according to the active goal(s) at the time of decision-making (Van Osselaer & Janiszewski, 2012). Narratives can be used to generate imagined futures, on an ad hoc basis, that are evaluable with respect to these goals. The compatibility of those imagined futures with those goals produces approach and avoidance emotions that motivate action (Elliot, 2006; Oatley & Johnson-Laird, 1987).

This ad hoc route depends on two claims. First, we assume that although we may have many goals, a small subset are typically active at once, because goals are triggered context-dependently (Panksepp, 1998; Tuckett, in press) and organized hierarchically. For example, when basic physiological needs are not met, these are likely to supersede less immediately essential needs such as social belonging (Lavoie, 1994; Maslow, 1943). This is not only helpful for survival, but also a crucial computational simplification: Goal hierarchies allow us to evaluate imagined futures over a much smaller number of dimensions. This is how ad hoc appraisals, like default appraisals, help to resolve the fuzzy evaluation puzzle. This insight also casts new light on multi-attribute choice strategies (Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1988). A couple facing divorce faces a dizzying array of potential attributes. Yet, for many such couples, their children’s well-being is paramount. If this dimension does not prove decisive, they may move on to other concerns, such as their financial well-being or sexual satisfaction. The hierarchical organization of goals can explain why particular situations call for particular decision rules, such as lexicographic rules (using a single attribute) or elimination-by-aspects (eliminating options beneath a minimum criterion on a key attribute, then iteratively considering other dimensions; Tversky, 1972).

Second, we assume that we can generate imagined futures containing details relevant to evaluating the required dimensions. For example, our married couple might first imagine their future with respect to their child’s well-being, then elaborate this image to consider their romantic prospects, then their finances. Although these different imagined aspects may well emanate from a shared narrative of the couple’s married life, it is unlikely that this complete conception of their future would emerge fully formed, but instead must be simulated one piece at a time. Although we do not know of any research directly examining this proposed ability in the context of narratives, evidence about other domains suggests that this is possible; for example, people can fluidly reclassify objects dependent on goals (Barsalou, 1983) and can manipulate their mental images dependent on queries (Kosslyn, 1975).

8.3. Emotions are used to manage decisions extended over time

Hamlet’s uncertainty paralyzed him for three acts; by the fifth act, it was too late. Hamlet learned the hard way that strong, conflicting arguments produce ambivalence that can stop action in its
tracks (Armitage & Conner, 2000; Festinger, 1962; Rosner et al., 2022; Rucker, Tormala, Pety, & Briol, 2014; Smelser, 1998). Many a couple and many an investor have talked themselves in circles while romantic and financial opportunities slipped away; committing to one distinct course of action often yields better fortunes, even if one can never be certain a choice is truly “right.” Moreover, high-stakes decisions often are extended through time, requiring commitment. Failure in this respect leads many novice investors to overtrade and devalue their gains through transaction costs (Barber & Odean, 2000). Conviction bears dividends.

Yet conviction also bears risks. Blindly following a plan, while ignoring new information, is equally a recipe for disaster as Hamletian paralysis. Complex problems such as the COVID pandemic, Putin’s Ukraine invasion, or climate change require different approaches as events or our knowledge evolve. Emotions are instrumental in the inter-related processes of conviction management – gaining conviction (acting in the face of ambivalence), maintaining conviction (committing to a sustained course of action), and moderating conviction (taking account of new evidence and potentially changing course as the situation changes). To manage conviction is to manage our emotional attachments to a person, object, or course of action. A lack of emotional attachment against the temporary vicissitudes of fortune yields indecision, yet an inability to reappraise a truly changing situation can yield calamity.

Cognition and affect are intertwined in generating conviction. Conviction-generating narratives integrate information about the past and expectations about the future to emotionally support a course of action. Experiments have probed this process. In a purely cognitive model, confidence in a decision is proportional to the strength of the arguments in its favor; in a purely affective model, confidence in a decision is proportional to its propensity to trigger approach emotions. Instead, cognition and emotion work together (Bilovich, Johnson, & Tuckett, 2020). When situations trigger approach emotions, investors find favorable arguments more relevant, with the converse for avoidance emotions. Perceived relevance in turn influences investors’ choices. Although emotions profoundly affect choice, they do so by influencing intermediate cognitive processing.

This interplay between cognition and affect is also illustrated by the conviction-generating strategies cited by the investment managers in Tuckett’s (2011) interview study (Chong & Tuckett, 2015). Numerous respondents (90%) referred to one or more “attractor” narratives, producing excitement over an investment due to an exceptional opportunity for gain. Attractor narratives typically cite either the investment’s intrinsic properties (e.g., exceptional products) or the investor’s own special skills (e.g., exceptional insight). A similar proportion of respondents (88%) referred to one or more “doubt-repelling” narratives, reducing anxiety over an investment. Doubt-repelling narratives typically raise and then counter a potential concern, placing bounds on either uncertainty (e.g., competent managers) or downside surprise (e.g., solid fundamentals).

Uncertainty can undermine conviction, but so can excessive certainty in dynamic situations. At a single time-point, people are more confident in investments described as having a specific, predictable return (8%) rather than falling within a range (3–13%) (Batteux, Bilovich, Johnson, & Tuckett, in press; Du & Budescu, 2005). However, building conviction by masking uncertainty is not sustainable: Once point forecasts are shown to be unreliable – an inevitable event under uncertainty – trust is reduced in the forecaster (Batteux, Bilovich, Johnson, & Tuckett, 2021a). This has implications for risk communication: When uncertainty is communicated in vaccine announcements, trust in vaccines is buffered against subsequent negative outcomes (Batteux, Bilovich, Johnson, & Tuckett, 2021b).

Conviction is not good or bad in itself. It is needed to overcome ambivalence and sustain commitment, but is only adaptive if it does not preclude learning. When emotions are regulated well (Gross, 1998), conviction buffers against the vicissitudes of the unfolding situation, but can be moderated. In such an integrated state, we can be sensitive to new information and adjust decisions in an orderly way; one adopts a particular narrative but acknowledges the possibility of error and stays attuned to evidence for competing narratives. In contrast, in a divided state, ambivalence is hidden by attentional neglect of information inconsistent with the preferred narrative. Whereas new information in integrated states can trigger curiosity and evidence integration, incongruent information is rejected in a divided state (Tuckett, 2011; Tuckett & Taffler, 2008). This is why ambivalence has been linked both to maladaptive responses, such as confirmation bias and behavioral paralysis, and adaptive responses, such as broader attention and willingness to consider multiple perspectives (Rothman, Pratt, Rees, & Vogus, 2017). Decision-makers who experience balanced emotions are likelier to rely on “wise reasoning” strategies, such as epistemic humility and integrating diverse perspectives (Grossmann, Oakes, & Santos, 2019). Integrated conviction management is adaptive because it permits decision-makers to accept a narrative as provisionally true and act accordingly – a crucial characteristic when there is a cost to changing course – while accumulating evidence in the background, changing course when clearly merited.

Integrated conviction management is closely linked with one way that feedback loops help decisions to become adaptive over time. Although under radical uncertainty we often have no choice but to make some decision without a clear sense of whether it is the best option, we can accumulate evidence about what does and does not work. Thus, acting on one narrative can yield information that is then used to reappraise that same narrative, potentially leading to a shift in narrative and decision in an iterative manner. Extended decisions can often be treated as a series of experiments, providing information about what does and does not work (Fenton O’Grevey & Tuckett, 2022).

9. Communication

Many everyday decisions are inseparable from their social context. The communication processes through which narratives or narrative fragments are transmitted across minds are crucial for understanding decision-making at macro scales. Subjecting narratives to cultural evolution has allowed narratives to adapt over time to generate reasonably high-quality decisions in the absence of calculable probabilities and utilities.

9.1. Shared narratives facilitate social coordination

Decisions are socially embedded in part through their shared consequences – when decisions are taken collectively, as in political decision-making, or when one individual’s decision affects others in their social group. Socially coordinated decisions can generate more value than the sum of their individual components (Chwe, 2001). However, coordination is challenging, due to both divergent interests and divergent information. Shared narratives help to coordinate both interests and information.
Reputation-tracking is key to aligning individual incentives with collective interest (Rand & Nowak, 2013; Tennie, Frith, & Frith, 2010). People are motivated to evaluate others’ reputation based on their actions, even actions only affecting third parties. For instance, people evaluate others’ moral character based on prosocial actions such as donation (Glazer & Konrad, 1996; Johnson, 2020), volunteering (Johnson & Park, 2021), and eco-friendly actions (Griskevicius, Tybur, & van den Bergh, 2010), generating incentives for apparent altruism. Conversely, bad reputations are costly: People sacrifice resources to punish free-riders (Jordan, Hoffman, Bloom, & Rand, 2016). Because we are aware that others are tracking our reputations, we are motivated to take actions bringing reputational benefits and avoid actions bringing reputational harm.

An important means for reputation management is how we justify choices to others (Lerner & Tellock, 1999; Mercier & Sperber, 2017). Narratives often play this justificatory role, maintaining reputation in the face of disagreement and coordinating group activity when other stakeholders must adopt the same decision. For instance, stories shared by the Agta, hunter-gatherers in the Philippines, express messages promoting cooperation, allowing skilled storytellers to achieve greater cooperation (Smith et al., 2017). Closer to home, scientists often debate what “story” they will sell to readers and reviewers. Why are narratives so effective for reputation maintenance?

First, narratives contain causal structure that can generate reasons justifying a position. For example, when deciding which parent should be awarded custody of a child, people favor the parent with both more extreme positive (above-average income) and negative attributes (work-related travel) over one with more neutral attributes (typical income and working hours), since the former gives more positive reasons favoring custody. But when asked instead who should be denied custody, people again choose the more extreme parent because there are also more negative reasons against custody (Shafir, Simonson, & Tversky, 1993). More extreme attributes support more causally potent explanation, generating both supporting and opposing narratives.

Second, narratives can not only justify decisions after the fact but to persuade others to adopt our perspective (Krause & Rucker, 2020). Arguments communicated with a narrative are often more persuasive than those communicated with facts alone (Chang, 2008; De Wit, Das, & Vet, 2008; Shen, Ahern, & Baker, 2014), in part because narratives are readily understood (Section 9.2). Narratives induce emotional engagement, mental imagery, and attention, creating “narrative transportation” that can lead reasoners to believe elements of the story (Adaval & Wyer, 1998; Escalas, 2004; Green & Brock, 2000; Hamby, Brinberg, & Daniloski, 2017; Van Laer, de Ruiter, Visconti, & Wetzels, 2014). Moreover, the broader narratives espoused by a communicator, such as moral and political worldviews, can lend additional credence to their claims (Johnson, Rodrigues, & Tuckett, 2021; Marks, Copland, Loh, Sunstein, & Sharto, 2019). Persuasion is crucial in coordination because it allows a group to have the same narrative in their heads, making narratives a part of our collective or transactive memory (Boyd, 2009; Chwe, 2001; Hirst, Yamashiro, & Coman, 2018; Wegner, 1987) and providing a shared plan for coordinated action.

9.2. Shared narratives shape social learning and evolve

Decision-making is also socially embedded through the informational environment. Human knowledge arises largely through our cumulative cultural heritage (Boyd, Richerson, & Henrich, 2011; Henrich, 2018). Indeed, because it is so often the ability to access external knowledge when needed that is crucial for decision-making rather than our internal knowledge itself, we often confuse knowledge inside and outside our heads (Sloman & Fernbach, 2017).

Communication of narratives is a crucial way we learn beyond immediate experience (Boyd, 2018), with some even suggesting that the adaptive advantage of sharing narratives is the main reason that language evolved (Donald, 1991). However, we do not suggest that narratives in the full form described in Section 5 migrate wholesale from one mind to another. The knowledge that is transferred from one mind and stored in another is relatively skeletal, or even a placeholder (Rozenblit & Keil, 2002) as when we store the source of a piece of information rather than the information itself (Sloman & Fernbach, 2017; Sparrow, Liu, & Wegner, 2011). Instead of full narrative representations, we assume instead that primitive elements – narrative fragments such as basic causal schemas, memorable analogies, and emotional color – are the key narrative elements that are shared and shape social learning. These narrative fragments, communicated consistently within a social group, give rise to a set of elements that are common among the narratives represented within those group members’ individual minds – what we are calling a shared narrative.

Several approaches seek to model how ideas spread and evolve (Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Dawkins, 1976; Sperber, 1996). A common insight is that ideas spread when they pass through two sets of cognitive filters: Constraints on encoding (attention, memory, and trust) and constraints on communication (motivation and ability to share). But for a culturally transmitted idea to not only spread but be acted on, that idea must pass through a third filter – constraints on action. The idea must be perceived as actionable and produce motivation to act. Narratives can pass through all three filters – encoding, communication, and action – and therefore are likely to socially propagate.

First, narratives are easy to remember. People often represent information as scripts, or stereotyped sequences of events (Schank & Abelson, 1977). Because people so naturally represent information using causal–temporal structure, people are far better at remembering information organized as stories (Bartlett, 1932; Kintsch, Mandel, & Kozmsinsky, 1977; Torndyke, 1977). Humans’ remarkable ability to remember information encoded as stories is perhaps most impressively attested by oral traditions, such as the transmission of the Greek epics and Hindu and Buddhist historical texts over centuries purely through word-of-mouth (Rubin, 1995).

Second, people like to talk about narratives, making them susceptible to spreading through word-of-mouth (Berger, 2013). This may be because narratives are well-suited to balancing novelty against comprehensibility (Berlyne, 1960; Silvia, 2008), with the most contagious narratives including a small number of novel concepts against a larger background of familiar concepts (Norenzayan, Atran, Faulkner, & Schaller, 2006). Narratives can convey new information in digestible forms that they match our default causal–temporal representations of events (Schank & Abelson, 1977) and focus on the behavior of human actors, commandeering our natural tendency toward gossip (Dunbar, 1996). Moreover, as discussed above, narratives are highly persuasive, and therefore commonly used when trying to convince others.

Finally, narratives lend themselves to action. Because narratives have a causal–temporal organization, and are often organized around the actions of individuals (Mandler & Johnson, 1977), they provide a ready template for intervening on the world.
Indeed, causal knowledge is crucial precisely because it can be used to bring about desired outcomes (Woodward, 2003). Culturally acquired knowledge of physical causation is embedded in physical tools, which can manipulate the physical world. Analogously, culturally acquired knowledge of social causation is embedded in narratives, which serve as templates for manipulating the social world. We suggest that narratives which lead to effective actions are particularly likely to survive this filter, just as effective institutions are likelier to survive social evolution (Hayek, 1958). Therefore, narratives that have survived this crucible of cultural evolution potentially lead to adaptive decision-making even under radical uncertainty.

Because narratives live and die by cultural evolution (Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Henrich, 2018), their propagation depends on their social, economic, and physical environment. Narratives surrounding masks at the start of the COVID-19 differed profoundly across countries (Hahn & Bhadun, 2021), due both to social norms and differing experience with infectious disease. Henrich’s (2020) account of how the West became prosperous suggests that narratives originated by the Catholic Church altered norms around cousin marriage, generating new family structures and patterns of cooperation that led to markets and science.

9.3. Shared narratives propagate through social networks

If shared narratives facilitate coordination and learning, then as they shift over time and propagate through social networks, they should be tied to large-scale outcomes. Since economic actors’ decisions are driven by narratives (Section 5.2.2), changes in the emotional content of socially available narratives may shift attitudes toward risk. If so, then measures of approach and avoidance emotions in economic narratives should predict the direction of economic aggregates – output, employment, GDP growth – that depend on investment. Nyman, Kapadia, and Tuckett (2021) studied this claim using text-mining techniques on internal Bank of England commentary (2000–2010), broker research reports (2010–2013), and Reuters news articles (1996–2014).

First, relative sentiment is a leading indicator of economic volatility and consumer sentiment. This reflects the idea that a preponderance of approach over avoidance emotions is needed to produce conviction to invest (Keynes, 1936). For each document, the proportion of words signaling approach (e.g., “excited,” “ideal”) and avoidance words (“threatening,” “eroding”) was calculated, with the difference between these indices constituting relative sentiment. Shocks to relative sentiment in the UK had negative effects on industrial production, employment, and the stock market, with these impacts lasting for nearly 20 months (Nyman et al., 2021). Tuckett and Nyman (2018) also found that relative sentiment also predicted changes in investment and employment in the UK, US, and Canada more than 12 months out (Tuckett, 2017). For example, a plot of relative sentiment against major events in the lead-up to the global financial crisis shows a precipitous decline in relative sentiment in the year leading up to the failure of Bear Sterns in March 2008. A similar analysis using 1920s data from the Wall Street Journal found that sentiment shocks, beyond economic fundamentals, impacted production and stock values leading up to the Great Depression (Kabiri, James, Landon-Lane, Tuckett, & Nyman, 2023); sentiment likewise appears to account for the slow recovery from the 2008 recession (Carlin & Soskice, 2018).

Second, excessive homogeneity around narratives portends trouble. Nyman et al. (2021) used topic modeling to assign each article in the text database to a particular narrative and compute the degree of narrative topic consensus at each time point. Prior to the crisis, homogeneity increased around narratives high in approach emotions (excitement) and lacking avoidance emotions (anxiety), which could have been a potential warning sign of impending financial system distress (Nyman et al., 2021). This supports the idea of groupthink or emotional conformity as a driver of booms and busts and the notion that integrated emotional states that manage ambivalence are better-suited to stable decision-making, compared to divided states that ignore discordant information (Tuckett & Taffler, 2008).

Macroeconomic crises are necessarily rare and atypical, so no method will reveal definitive answers about their causes. But these techniques can also be used at a more micro-scale. For example, Tuckett, Smith, and Nyman (2014) studied relative sentiment in news articles about Fannie Mae. From 2005 to mid-2007, sentiment became increasingly exuberant, along with Fannie Mae’s share price, and unmoored from economic realities reflected in the Case-Shiller Housing Price index. Such states can result from the fetishization of some “phantastic object” (Tuckett & Taffler, 2008) – in this case, mortgage securitization. A similar analysis of Enron’s internal emails in 2000–2002 revealed comparable emotional–narrative dynamics of build-up and collapse surrounding the deregulation of the California energy market and Enron’s impending (ill-fated) entry into broadband. Overall, the confluence of macro- and micro-level analyses converges to suggest that emotional–narrative sentiment spreads through social networks and may causally influence economic outcomes.

10. Conclusion

So often, decisions in economics textbooks and psychology laboratories alike are divorced from the need for sense-making and imagination, overtly quantified in their consequences and probabilities, taken at a single time-point, and stripped of social context. This reductionist tradition has yielded massive progress. But progress in understanding everyday decision-making also requires us to put back those elements that have been stripped away. CNT is our answer to this need.

To summarize CNT standing on one foot: We impose narrative structure on information to explain the past, imagine the future, appraise that future, take sustained action, and coordinate actions socially. The mediation problem – a mental representation that can mediate between the external world and our choices – is solved by narratives; the combination problem – a mental process that can drive action by combining beliefs and values – is solved by emotion. Decisions can be reasonably adaptive even without well-specified probabilities and utilities because individual narratives are influenced by culturally evolved shared narratives and by feedback from our own actions.

10.1. Meta-theoretical considerations

Scientific theories, like narratives, are evaluated partly on aesthetic grounds. In this spirit, we discuss two potential “meta-theoretical” objections to CNT.

First, some may view CNT as too grandiose. Philosophers have mostly given up on generating grand unified theories, and similar efforts such as behaviorism have fared little better in psychology. A skeptical reader may view CNT as a kaleidoscope of ideas – encompassing narratives, explanation, causation, analogy,
forecasting, emotion, motivation, cultural evolution, and more—biting off too much theoretical meat to properly chew, much less digest.

Second, some may view CNT as too skeletal. We do not provide our own account of explanation or emotion or cultural evolution, but rather focus on how these processes fit together. Even the notion of narratives—the theoretical centerpiece of our account, as the mental substrate binding these processes—can be elusive, as it coordinates lower-level representations of causation, analogy, time, and valence. Perhaps we have not bitten off theoretical meat at all, but merely bones.

We are sympathetic to these concerns. Yet we believe that in this case, we have encountered a grand problem that requires a strong skeleton. CNT is not grand in the sense that it attempts to explain all of cognition; rather, it is attempting to explain decision-making under radical uncertainty—an important problem that has largely resisted theoretical progress. It is a grand problem precisely because, we contend, many parts of our mind cooperate to make such decisions. Approaches that ignore any component piece will lack the theoretical machinery required to understand the problem. If CNT is grand, it is not by choice but by necessity.

Thus, CNT is not a theory of explanation, analogy, causation, or emotion, but a theory of decision-making under radical uncertainty. We focus less on the details of these component processes because it is how the processes interact that is central to how we produce the conviction to act under uncertainty. We do not necessarily take a side where there is theoretical disagreement about one of these processes; rather, we specify how these processes relate to each other. CNT is skeletal because the skeleton is the theory; the meat, though delicious, belongs to other theories.

10.2. Contributions

We are not the first to highlight the importance of narratives to decision-making, nor (we hope) the last. But we have aimed to provide an integrative framework that allows insights from several disciplines to be combined, contributing to the ongoing conversation in four main ways.

First, by explaining in detail how narrative decision-making works. We provide a representational framework that captures key information used in real-world examples of narrative-based decisions, and explain how these representations sustain processes of explanation, simulation, and affective evaluation, which jointly motivate action.

Second, by highlighting that narratives address important puzzles about everyday decision-making. Many ordinary decisions are plagued by radical uncertainty, fuzzy evaluation, and the need for sustained commitment; they involve sense-making and imagination; they are inextricably linked to social context. Such decisions—where optimality is ill-defined—resist dichotomization into "rational" versus "irrational." Narratives not only help to solve these problems, but often do so adaptively. Feedback loops at both the individual level (managing conviction for decisions sustained over time) and the collective level (the cultural evolution of narratives) contribute to adaptive choice.

Third, by identifying how processes ordinarily studied in isolation work together. Recent advances in explanatory reasoning highlight the role of heuristics and affect in explanation under radical uncertainty—advances unknown at the time of Pennington and Hastie’s (1986) seminal work. Causal and analogical processing have been studied extensively, with excellent cognitive models of each; yet these models have been integrated surprisingly little with one another or with decision-making models. The pivotal role of affect in solving the fuzzy evaluation problem has received less than its deserved attention in the decision-making literature, as has the role of cultural evolution in socially propagating narratives that can then guide individual choices. We hope to put these areas in dialogue.

Finally, by providing a common vocabulary—including our ideas around the structure of narrative representations, the information flow among narrative processes, and the set of problems to be addressed by a theory of everyday choice.

In keeping with this final point, we emphasize that a common vocabulary is needed precisely because CNT will not be the final word on this topic. Indeed, some of our proposals remain tentative even for us. First, although we believe that causal, temporal, analogical, and valence structure are the key lower-level information included in narratives, there may be other forms of information we have not considered. Second, relatively little is known about how these kinds of information are coordinated; thus, our proposals around narrative coherence rules must remain tentative and likely incomplete. Third, although much has recently been learned about explanatory heuristics, we have not provided an exhaustive list of these heuristics but merely given a few examples to illustrate how they work; more will surely be discovered. Fourth, we know relatively little about what specific features of narratives lead them to be more or less socially contagious and which of those features promote adaptive decisions; memes are selfish, as Dawkins (1976) noted, and not all features of catchy narratives are likely to be adaptive. Yet we would add that the preoccupation of much decision-making research with optimality—whether in assumption or subversion—might profitably yield some ground to the more basic question of how, under radical uncertainty and fuzzy evaluation, we gain conviction to act at all.

We are excited by the prospect that CNT might provide a fruitful platform for collaboration between researchers across the decision sciences—a rallying cry for all who aim to understand social, psychological, and economic aspects of decision-making in the real world.
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Note

1. Excerpts can be found in Tuckett (2012). The full interview, along with the three others selected at random from this larger group, is available at https://www.macmillanihe.com/companion/Tuckett-Minding-The-Markets/study-resources/. More detailed analysis of all the decisions reported by the entire sample, also supported by randomly drawn examples from the coded interview data, has been reported elsewhere (Tuckett, 2011).
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Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) is a welcome broadening of traditional perspectives on decision-making. It can impact a neural computation-based understanding of cognitively intense situations such as economic evaluation, cultural behavior, and social learning, among others. For the latter in particular, the authors highlight the role of causal schemata, memorable analogies, and emotions, as well as of certain constraints on encoding, communication, and action, in order for these narrative fragments to socially propagate.

A core strength of the theory is in its free articulation in several component features. We argue that the theory is weakened, however, by imposing them as necessary components. CNT promises a liberation from the artificial intelligence quagmire of decision trees and reward optimization, but the actual liberation hinges on recognizing the fragmentary character of many narratives, and their a priori independence from considerations of affective value.

Consider, for example, the features of narratives which make them easier to remember: Their abstracted scripts, or what has been specifically defined as “story grammars” (Rumelhart, 1975). These patterns have facilitated the transmission of knowledge in oral form for centuries (Rubin, 1995), to the point that some scholars have placed the contribution of narrative schemata among the most salient enabling characteristics of human cognition (Ferretti, 2022; Gottschiel, 2012). To serve as a memory facilitator, a narrative schema obviously does not have to be exact; nor does it have to be complete, or tinged with a reward value.

An example is provided by metric structures in poetry that can be regarded as non-verbal narrative schemata. While fragmentary, their constrained and repetitive nature makes them a suitable model for a quantitative assessment of the contribution of an underlying “narrative” to memory-related decision-making. A recent study of ours (Andreetta, Soldatkina, Boboeva, & Treves, 2021) focuses on the role of metric schemata in remembering poetry: Activating such schemata was shown to help, incrementally, in retrieving nonsense words from a previously heard meaningless “poem,” in the absence of any affective value or conventional narration. Therefore, a simple form of decision-making (choosing the previously heard non-word from a choice of three) can be facilitated by the “narrative schema” even if the latter is unrelated to the former (all three options would fit the metric pattern). An interpretation is that the metric narration pushes the flow of neural activation forward, enhancing associative retrieval dynamics.

A mechanistic network model of such neural dynamics, streamlined to mathematically tractable form, has been analyzed by Spalla et al. (2021).

This study shows how narrative fragments can be acquired incidentally through Hebbian self-organization, without any notion of utility, and stored as dynamical attractors in simple recurrent
networks, ubiquitously in the cortex (as indicated schematically in Fig. 1). In addition, their unfolding in time (the feature that makes such attractors dynamical, and thus suitable to represent fragments of narratives in the brain) does not consume extra storage resources, as shown by a mathematical analysis of the network model. It even pays off for the stored attractors to represent dynamical narratives rather than static scenes.

Finally, the relevance of narrative fragments in shaping brain activity finds experimental support in a recent study by Zheng et al. (2022), indicating that neurons in the human medial temporal lobe “detect cognitive boundaries” in episodic memories.

Therefore, we believe that CNT can be extended from a purely cognitive domain to that of cortical operations, to inform neuroscience research and bridge the socially relevant gap between semi-rational decision-making and the computational constraints that (loosely) bound our thinking.
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caused present events, which will cause events in the expected future. This (implied) expected future is evaluated for potential threats – dangers as well as potential loss of good things or loss of opportunities to attain them. Well-being, sometimes even survival, requires identification and mitigation of expected threats before the future arrives and the threats become a reality. Mitigation requires action and the question is which action will produce a less threatening future than that which is expected? CNT offers a simple, emotion-based, decision model, called the discrepancy test, for both threat appraisal and action selection.

Temporal/causal structuring of experience results in a narrative (e.g., Atkinson, 1978; Carroll, 2001). Your own structured experience is called your prime narrative (PN), and it constitutes your reality. The PN’s content is too great for practical use, but context guides abridgment of pertinent parts of it, called derived narratives, for communicating with oneself (thinking) and with other people. What is thought and/or communicated is part of your experience and is therefore incorporated back into your PN. So too, when the future turns out to be different from what was expected, the discrepancies are incorporated back into your PN. Both of these update your PN and increase its consistency. The more consistent it or any derived narratives are, the more certain you feel they and what they imply about the future is true and a solid basis for action.

When a derived narrative is shared with other people, it becomes public. Then, others may make it more complex or abstract (beyond one person’s private experience) adding to, honing it, and applying it more broadly. Part of the genius of humanity is the collective, cultural elaboration of derived narratives into science, government, religion, etc., all of which exist, in some form, to mitigate threat.

Turning to CNT, its elements are described in the target article’s Table 1, which we will use to compare CNT and TNT. The first section, Context, describes the decision problem CNT is intended to address; a problem, incidentally, that not everyone regards as a problem (e.g., Phillips, 1970). Be that as it may, the theory’s potential goes beyond this limited problem because it can be read as a more general theory of cognition.

Moving to the second section, Representation: Narrative is defined as incorporating causal, temporal, analogical, and valence information that serves to explain data, imagine and evaluate possible futures, and motivate action. With the exception of analogy, this definition is compatible with TNT’s. Analogy bears more attention in TNT. There is nothing like the PN in CNT. Imagined Futures is compatible with TNT up to the proviso that they are a response to a contemplated choice because neither CNT nor TNT need be restricted to decision-making. Narrative Fragments and Shared Narratives correspond to TNT’s derived narratives as they stand.

The third section of the table, Processes, is more difficult to evaluate because of CNT’s focus upon that narrow decision problem. Explanation, in the active sense intended by CNT, is not part of TNT and certainly its dependence on heuristics is not either. In TNT, explanation, understanding, comprehension, etc., are all manifestations of the internal consistency of the PN, or a narrative derived from it. Simulation generates an imagined future. In TNT, the future simply is the causal implications of what led up to now. Alternative futures can be imagined, but simulation may not be the right term for how this happens (see Beach & Wise, 2022). Affective Evaluation is more clearly detailed in TNT’s Discrepancy Test (ibid.), but the ideas are essentially the same. Communication is the same in both theories. There is (at least) one place where CNT far outpaces TNT. CNT’s description of causal rules that, together with time, define narratives is more thorough and solid than what we have advanced in TNT.

There are other similarities and differences, some of which simply result from the two theories’ different levels of analysis. Those listed above are only the most apparent. Neither theory is better or worse than the other. Overall, they are so much alike that they beg for consolidation. It will be interesting to see if that happens.
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Abstract
We challenge Johnson et al.’s assumption that people reduce unclear situations to a single narrative explanation and that such reduction would be adaptive for decision-making under radical uncertainty. Instead, we argue that people imagine and maintain multiple narrative possibilities throughout the decision-making process and that this process provides cognitive flexibility and adaptive benefits within the proposed model.
The target article by Johnson et al. provides a framework for decision-making under radical uncertainty that relies on narratives to create the "single likeliest" chain of events (target article, sect. 3, para. 11). However, it does not leverage a central feature of narrative thinking: Our ability to imagine multiple possible pasts and futures. While Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) posits the simulation of more than one imagined future, it also assumes that explanatory reasoning results in a single narrative that is "retained for downstream computations such as forecasting" (target article, sect. 7.2, para. 2) and that simulation generates "only one future for each choice" (target article, sect. 3, para. 7). We challenge the assumption that people reduce unclear situations to a single narrative explanation and that such reduction would be adaptive for decision-making. In other words, we disagree that "stories resist Heisenberg’s principle – they take only one state at a time" (target article, sect. 7.2, para. 5). We contend that the plurality of narrative thinking should be integrated more fully into the various processes of CNT: Not only do we simulate more than one imagined future for each choice, but we also make sense of the present by relying on multiple narratives at the explanatory stage of decision-making.

Let us consider the authors’ example of the widow hearing a noise inside her home, with a slight modification, to illustrate the importance of multiple narratives in decision-making. The widow hears a noise coming from downstairs late at night and considers two competing explanations: The noise could be a burglar breaking in, or it could be her lover entering unannounced, but she cannot know for certain. Even if she adopts whichever of these explanations, she should consider two competing explanations: The noise could be a burglar breaking in, or it could be her lover entering unannounced, but she cannot know for certain. Even if she adopts whichever narrative "feels right," the alternative explanation remains in the back of her mind. She then simulates several possible courses of action: She wants to defend herself; however, if it is her lover, she does not want to attack them. If the widow follows CNT, she would make a choice and bet on "the single likeliest imagined future" (target article, sect. 3, para. 11). Either she would grab and swing her baseball bat or she would jump forward to hug her lover. Obviously, a false choice here would be dangerous.

This example highlights that in many situations, it may be necessary to simultaneously consider not only multiple simulations of the future, but also multiple explanations of the present. If narratives play a key role in decision-making, then to understand this process we should consider how people make sense of them. How people consume narratives does not necessarily indicate how people produce them to make decisions. However, the process of narrative consumption provides insight into the relevance of narratives for decision-making because receiving a narrative also involves interpreting an ongoing situation and making predictions for the narrative’s future (Campion, 2004; Magliano, Dijkstra, & Zwaan, 1996).

In research on narrative processing, there is in fact evidence that people do consider multiple possible versions of narratives simultaneously. Every narrative involves expectation management for the future, and thereby includes at least a minimal degree of suspense. Suspense involves simultaneously and continuously imagining at least two possibilities for a narrative’s future, namely a feared outcome and a desired outcome (Carroll, 1990). Intriguingly, suspense and narrative enjoyment remain largely intact even when the outcome of a narrative is known (Carroll, 2001; Johnson & Rosenbaum, 2015; Leavitt & Christenfeld, 2011). One potential explanation for this paradox is that the narrative consumption experience is not only about accurately predicting a single outcome of the story, but also imagining alternative possibilities (Hiskes, Hicks, Evola, Kincaid, & Breithaupt, 2022). This view of narrative processing as possibility generation helps explain the popularity of fan fictions that aim at playing-out alternative versions of a story, as well as economic scenarios involving rapidly shifting opinions about Bitcoin, to use Robert J. Shiller’s example (2019), since competing narratives are already available.

Just as narrative processing research indicates that people may hold multiple future narratives in mind simultaneously, there is also evidence that people maintain possible alternatives for a narrative’s past using counterfactuals. De Vega, Urrutia, and Rifo (2007) find that immediately after reading, counterfactual and factual information remains separate but accessible in memory to readers. Similarly, Ferguson and Jayes (2018) find that readers do indeed attend to and evaluate counterfactual information, even when it differs from factual narrative situations. Consequently, there is evidence that when consuming narratives, we do not remain "blind to alternative possibilities" as Johnson et al. contend (target article, sect. 7.2, para. 1). Instead, alternative explanations of a situation remain open and available.

While this research addresses actual narrative processing, we argue that considering multiple possibilities in real-life decisions is also adaptively beneficial. The authors insist on the value of conviction in decision-making, while highlighting the subsequent need for learning and reassessment based on new information. However, conviction may be detrimental in quickly changing situations, and constant reappraisal and reassessment may be costly as well. If a situation is radically uncertain, settling on a single narrative explanation may pose a high risk, as the example with the widow demonstrates. Instead, keeping multiple possible narratives in mind minimizes the chances of being surprised by, and thus unprepared for, changing circumstances. Moreover, such narrative multiplicity offers a way to compare and discriminate between different courses of action at both the evaluation and simulation stage. In other words, keeping multiple narratives open in decision-making lowers the risks posed by overcommitting to a single narrative that may ultimately offer bad courses of action.

Thus, we recommend a modification to CNT: Considering multiple narrative possibilities throughout the decision-making process is not only something that people do, but it is also beneficial for evaluating the best possible decision. This multiplicity does not preclude decision-making but allows for flexibility as we try to understand our present through explanation, imagine our future through simulation, as well as make decisions through affective evaluation.
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Abstract

Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) is a convincing descriptive theory, and Johnson et al.’s formal model is a welcome contribution to building more precise, testable hypotheses. However, some extensions to the proposed model would make it better defined and more powerful. The suggested extensions enable the model to go beyond CNT, predicting choice outcomes and explaining affective phenomena.

Narratives have long been recognised as important by psychologists (De Beaugrande & Colby, 1979; Bruner, 1985; Pennington & Hastie, 1986; Sarbin, 1986) and more recently by economists (Eliaz & Spiegler, 2020; Shiller, 2017). Intuitively and empirically, narrative plays an important role in thinking.

Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) (target article; Tuckett and Nikolic, 2017) convincingly proposes that people use narratives to settle on a course of action in the face of uncertainty. Earlier work on CNT has not clearly defined what a narrative is: The target article’s significant new contribution is a formal model of narrative. Its model of a narrative can be summarised as a graph of objects, in which:

- Each object may have positive, negative or neutral valence,
- Any pair may be causally related,
- Any pair may be temporally related,
- Any subgraph can represent an analogy with a second, isomorphic subgraph.

This model helps to formalise the phenomena previously treated only descriptively. As it stands, however, it leaves some matters unclear. The model is not quite full enough to support some of the phenomena described in the target article.

The authors ask, in the context of probabilistic utility theory, where do these numbers come from? One might ask them in turn: Where do these narratives come from? The answer, that they are “supplied in part by the social environment” is imprecise and incomplete.

Narratives are to be used for affective evaluation – but other than an optional binary valence on each node, there is no affective component in the model. During explanation, agents evaluate whether a narrative “feels right,” but the model contains nothing that they can use to make this judgement – this feeling must be imported from outside.

This missing information renders some of the examples ambiguous. In Figure 6c, although Fundamentals have a causal effect on Price, this could be either positive or negative – the diagram cannot capture this. In others, the assignment of valence is not explained. In Figure 5a, Masks receive positive valence. Is this because people like wearing them? Or is the valence inferred from Masks’ negative effect on infection? The latter would require narratives to be dynamic rather than static.

Three extensions to the model would resolve these issues. The mathematical approach is provided by the “fuzzy graph” literature (Blue, Bush, & Puckett, 2002; Köczy, 1992; Yeh & Bang, 1975; Zadeh, 1999). A fuzzy graph’s nodes and edges take non-binary values, usually a real number in [0, 1].

First, where the models come from: Instead of constructing narratives on-the-fly for each decision, a persistent causal graph is specified, representing the agent’s whole mental model of the world. This graph is learned (by conditioning, or through verbal learning). Narratives are selected as subgraphs of this model (perhaps with minor modifications), not created from scratch.

The authors relate the story of Mrs O’Leary’s cow, who kicked over a lantern that started the Great Chicago Fire. Although this narrative is “given” to us in the telling, it is believable because we already know that cows kick lanterns and lanterns start fires. Without prior causal beliefs, it might invite doubt rather than conviction.

Narrative subgraphs of a pre-existing causal graph can be instantiated and used faster, and more easily communicated to other people, than new narratives. This explains why a chosen narrative is more likely to contain concepts already salient to the agent (Boyer, 2003). The authors hint at this: “…the most contagious narratives including a small number of novel concepts against a larger background of familiar concepts…in digestible form because they match our default causal-temporal representations of events…”

Second, to enable affective evaluation, valence in the graph is replaced with a scalar affective value, represented by degree of shading in Figures 1 and 2 (interpreted as “anticipated reward” as in Berns, Laibson, & Loewenstein, 2007). When a narrative is evaluated during mental simulation, this affective value is experienced (Ainslie, 2017) and that experience is used in evaluation.

Each affective value is updated during mental simulation as its downstream causal consequences are experienced, allowing future simulations to be more efficient and accurate (Schultz, Dayan, & Montague, 1997). Affectively appealing narratives become “attractors” (Farunak, 2022).

Third, to better specify causal influence, the edges are assigned a scalar coefficient reflecting strength or likelihood of causality. The authors rightly observe that exact probabilities are incalculable under radical uncertainty, but certainly agents can understand that some causal links are stronger than others (Sloman & Lagnado, 2015). These coefficients can influence how narratives are mentally simulated, even without conscious awareness of the agent.

This change allows narratives to be traversed by more than one possible pathway. Imagine a brain evaluating multiple pathways in parallel (or by quickly switching between them).
rather than in isolation. CNT’s proposed explanation and sim-
ulation phases then merge into one process, in which multiple
narrative pathways are tried on for both plausibility and affective
appeal, until one preferred option is found. This perhaps
better reflects the human experience of struggling with
uncertainty.

These refinements more fully implement CNT, and enable the
model to predict more than just conviction. In offline replay

Figure 1 (Caldwell). The background graph prior to narrative selection.

Figure 2 (Caldwell). A narrative selected as subgraph, prompted by a choice situation.
Epistemic trust and unchanging personal narratives

Chloe Campbell and Peter Fonagy

Abstract
Focusing on imagination and the social context in the generation of conviction narratives, we propose that these elements are dynamically related to one another, and crucially that it is the nature of this relationship that determines individuals’ level of epistemic openness and capacity to respond adaptively to update their narratives in a way that increases the possibility of more successful decision-making.

Johnson et al. have taken a radical step in relation to “radical uncertainty.” They have created a model for understanding the wide body of research demonstrating that individuals tend to overestimate their own rationality and decision-making capacities, including, according to the authors, academics, politicians and economists, who collectively tend to have overestimated human rationality. Their case is profound in arguing that the network of norms and institutions society gathers into a system of rules for identifying truth – what Jonathan Rauch, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, recently termed a constitution of knowledge (Rauch, 2018) – is mistaken in relation to understanding how decisions are made.

Here we seek to extend the implications of Conviction Narrative Theory in relation to the role of imagination and its relationship with the social context. Johnson et al. argue that both factors are insufficiently incorporated into decision-making theory: We additionally propose that they are dynamically related to one another, and that it is the nature of this relationship that determines individuals’ capacity to respond adaptively to new information. One defining difficulty with conviction narratives is that, notwithstanding evidence that convictions narratives are understood but not adopted into what Polanyi (1959/2001) calls “personal knowledge,” the sum total of what any individual knows, because it is not regarded as relevant (Fonagy, Luyten, & Allison, 2015). Inflexible, dysfunctional...
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conviction narratives are indications of a lack of trust in incompat- 
patible but pertinent information. We understand the possible 
reasons for this epistemic closure and unwarranted certainty 
as inter-relational in nature (Fonagy et al., 2022). In a develop-
mental psychopathology context, we described the factors that 
drive this entrenchment as early relational insecurity (Fonagy, 
Luyten, Allison, & Campbell, 2017a, 2017b). But we have also 
more broadly come to understand this epistemic shut-down 
as an outcome of functioning within a social environment in 
which the individual does not feel recognised in the communi-
cations they receive. We have suggested that such lack of expe-
rience of recognition in others’ narratives in relation to the self 
may constitute something of the “missing link” in understand-
ing the relationship between socio-economic deprivation and/or 
alienation and psychopathology (Fonagy et al., 2022).

Epistemic dysfunction does not exclusively manifest as out-
right mistrust, it also presents as lack of discrimination in relation 
to the communication of knowledge, rendering the individual vul-
nerable to exploitation or misinformation, which we have termed 
epistemic credulity (Campbell et al., 2021). In a state of epistemic 
credulity, individuals misread or are misled by the narratives pre-
seated by others, imagining that they are being recognised and 
understood, and thus reducing adaptive epistemic vigilance 
towards the information they receive (Sperber et al., 2010). We 
might think here of a populist politician who, despite their blatant 
self-interest, creates a powerful narrative of being able to represent 
the sense of betrayal and injustice felt by the ordinary person, to 
the extent that obvious misinformation about election results is 
believed.

It is easy to pathologise these processes as they manifest in 
their most egregious forms, perhaps partially driven by a social 
media-escalated breakdown in epistemic consensus. In fact, 
such ways of thinking together hold important functions in main-
taining social stability (Mercier & Sperber, 2017) in an expectable 
environment (Cicchetti & Lynch, 1995). Community and collab-
oration are supported by a set of mental processes reserved for 
shared cognition or relational mentalising, also described as the 
“we-mode.” When we intend to accomplish an outcome jointly 
with others, we adopt a “first-person plural perspective” – the 
we-mode (Gallotti & Frith, 2013, p. 160). The we-mode may be 
organised around cognitive and neural structures that are intrinsic 
to individual make-up and are the product of a distinct develop-
mental and evolutionary history (Tomasello, 2019). Building on 
joint intentionality, the joint agent emerges where mental states 
are aligned to achieve a common goal, grounded in respect 
born of each having a role in the collaborative activity 
(Tomasello, 2016). The route by which the we-mode is triggered 
may be understood thus: (1) The learner’s imagined sense of self 
(their personal narrative) (2) is imagined by the instructor, estab-
lishing a prospect for the we-mode and (3) this image is perceived 
by the learner, reinforcing the potential we-mode and (4) com-
pared with the learner’s personal narrative and (5) in case of a 
match, co-representation is created: The we-mode removes the 
I-mode’s protection from change and the channel for rapid, effi-
cient modification of personal knowledge is opened. Relational 
mentalising is thus key to establishing epistemic trust, it is depend-
ent on both instructor and learner taking an imaginative leap in 
relation to the other’s mind, but using that imagination in a man-
ner that is contained within a reasonably accurate assessment of 
both one’s own and the other’s mental state. Mistrust might be 
understood as a failure of imagination, credulity as manipulated 
or untethered imagination.

Johnson et al. describe narratives as representations in individ-
ual minds; shared narratives as being formed by the common ele-
ments fragmentarily shared across a social group. We suggest that 
it is harder to separate individual from shared narratives and 
knowledge than this conceptualisation suggests. Conviction nar-
ratives are particularly relevant for social contexts where strong 
boundaries around social groups exist and information incompat-
ible with current beliefs are discarded if it comes from individuals 
who are members of an out-group to whom epistemic trust is not 
extended (Tong, Wang, & Danovitch, 2020). As information 
incompatible with beliefs accumulates, paradoxically mistrust 
increases as beliefs come to serve to identify the social group 
who hold them. This is an outcome of epistemic vigilance (some-
times hypervigilance) precluding the integration of socially con-
voyed information into knowledge schemata. We have recently 
argued that models for understanding social processes and social 
cognition have failed to learn from developmental psychopathology 
(Campbell & Fonagy, 2022); here we perhaps make a bolder point 
that the psychopathology of everyday life – the lapses in commu-
nication, ruptures and the outcomes of inhibited or disorderly imag-
ination – is the engine of culture, because these processes create 
the narratives that hold (or fail to hold) groups together.
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Abstract

Johnson et al. suggest that we rely on narratives to make choices under radical uncertainty. We argue that in its current version Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) does not account for embodied, direct sensorimotor influences on choices under radical uncertainty that may bypass narratives, particularly in highly time-constrained situations. We therefore suggest to extend CNT by an embodied choice perspective.

Johnson et al. suggest that Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) explains choices under radical uncertainty, arguing that we rely on narratives to make decisions. While we agree with many aspects of CNT and claims made in this target article, including the suggested relationship with boundedly rational approaches, we argue that CNT needs to be extended to account for direct sensorimotor influences and hence embodied choices that generate and inform decisions. More specifically, we challenge the proposition that “narratives characterize real-world decisions under radical uncertainty” (target article, Table 2). In our view, this proposition is not generalizable because narratives do not include embodied choices defined as choices in which the sensorimotor system itself generates and informs decisions (Raab, 2017). Embracing an embodied choices perspective may become particularly relevant if CNT also aims at explaining and predicting motor choices and decisions that are made on rather short time scales.

To start with, narratives are defined as “structured, higher-order mental representations” that serve to “explain the past, […] predict the future, and evaluate possible futures.” We do not dispute that CNT may account for a plethora of real-world decisions under radical uncertainty, such as for the chosen empirical examples regarding macro- and microeconomic decision-making. However, CNT relies on the assumption that narratives serve to first make decisions and then effectuate those decisions by means of actions. In other words, CNT can be classified as a classical “first decide, then act”-theory (Gordon et al., 2021; Wispinski, Gallivan, & Chapman, 2020). Again, this classical approach may be valid for decision-making in economic decision-making under radical uncertainty, yet it falls short to explain many choices “our brains evolved to deal with,” namely “embodied decisions” (Gordon et al., 2021, p. 722).

First, embodied decisions include many decisions in daily life that are made during continuous movements that are characterized by constantly changing action dynamics. Such changes in bodily action dynamics have been shown to directly influence decision-making (Griewbach, Incagli, Herborg, & Cañal-Bruland, 2021). It seems questionable whether such effects can be explained by narratives as the representational “currency of thought.” For instance, Jax and Rosenbaum (2007) found uneconomic (or perhaps cognitively irrational) motor behaviors in reaching tasks. They explained their findings by arguing that participants faced the problem to trade two incommensurate currencies, namely motor programming and planning costs (and associated cognitive and neural resources) and biomechanical costs, referred to as “apples and oranges.” It follows that by not accounting for the influence of sensorimotor information and embodied choices, CNT may fall short to explain at least some real-world decisions under radical uncertainty.

Second, data from the external world need to be perceived in order to inform narratives. Similar to embodied decisions there is evidence to suggest that perception is embodied (Lepora & Pezzulo, 2015). For example, Proffitt (2006) reviewed evidence corroborating that the perception of the environment changes depending on anticipated action costs, thereby adding to our critique that CNT is lacking an embodied perspective to explain choices under radical uncertainty.

Third, next to the emerging fields of embodied decisions and embodied perception, there is growing awareness that bounded rationality and heuristics are embodied (Gigerenzer, 2021). For instance, motor heuristics have been defined as simple rules of thumb that allow actors to motorically choose between options that satisfy the current demands of a given task or situation (Raab, 2017). In contrast to the examples chosen to support CNT, however, whenever movements are part of the action response, it is not only important what to choose but how the body constraints or gives choices when exact movements in time and space matter such as when driving a car, crossing a street, or playing sports.

Together, research on embodied decision, embodied perception as well as embodied choices points to the need to extend CNT in order to account for the embodied nature of choices under radical uncertainty. In our view, this is likely to be particularly important for explaining choices in highly time-constrained situations such as in fastball sports. Reflecting on the representations and processes in CNT illustrated in Figure 2, we are skeptical that such elaborate, sequential steps are run through, for instance, when a batter chooses when and where to move the bat in order to hit the ball into the outfield. We argue that it is much more likely that such choices bypass narratives to allow for successful movement solutions under high temporal demands.

In concluding their target article, Johnson et al. raise the possibility that there may be other forms of information they may not have considered. Here, we suggested that CNT would benefit from an embodied choice perspective that does not take the body and motor actions as the mere executor of cognitive decisions, but acknowledges that changing action dynamics are generating and informing embodied choices. If such an embodied choice perspective would be embraced, CNT may also account for highly time-constrained situations which by definition reflect choice under radical uncertainty, thereby allowing to generalize CNT to a broader set of real-world decisions.
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Abstract

Johnson et al. make a persuasive case that qualitative, story-like reasoning plays a crucial role in everyday thought and decision-making. This commentary questions the cohesiveness of this type of reasoning and the representations that generate it. Perhaps narratives do not underpin, but are ephemeral products of thought, created when we need to justify our actions to ourselves and others.

Johnson et al. make a compelling case that what they call conviction narratives play an important role in human thought and decision-making. But are such narratives primarily products of more basic cognitive representations and processes, which are constructed in the moment to justify and persuade?

Humans continually tell stories about themselves and others, whether in conversation, courts of law, or literature. But, of course, they generate not merely stories, but external representations of many kinds: Diagrams, maps, sketches, descriptions, theories, hypotheses, regulations, algorithms, mathematical proofs, logical formalisms, and many more.

A central and classic question for the behavioral and brain sciences is which of these representations, if any, provide useful analogs of the internal representations underlying thought. Do animals, including humans, represent spatial layouts using “mental maps” (Tolman, 1948)? Is mental imagery underpinned by a distinctively pictorial style of representation (Kosslyn, 1981)? Does the generation and understanding of natural language involve the translation to and from an internal language of thought (Dennett, 1978; Fodor, 1975)? Is our naïve understanding of other people, or the external world, rooted in internally represented theories of folk psychology or naïve physics (Bloom, 2005)? Similarly, researchers have long wondered whether aspects of everyday knowledge are organized into standardized, perhaps story-like, scripts (e.g., Schank & Abelson, 1977) – a viewpoint that Johnson et al. explore in great depth.

How can we tell? As the classic debates mentioned above suggest, there is no single accepted and definitive approach. But one direct approach is to ask what it is, and what it is not, possible to represent, using different types of representation. Suppose that a person judges London to be west of Tokyo, Tokyo to be west of San Francisco, and San Francisco to be west of London. This immediately implies that these judgments cannot be being directly read off from a flat 2D map-like internal representation of the geography of the world – because it is impossible to represent these relationships on a 2D map. Of course, those judgments might be read off from an internal representation that, like the earth itself, has the form of a sphere; or they might be stored in a purely symbolic database.

Consider an ingenious study by Murry and Glennerster (2021), in which people navigate a virtual reality environment, in which “wormholes” have been created which are inconsistent 3D space. If people represent the local environment using Euclidean spatial maps, then they should be unable to represent such wormholes, should therefore be unable to represent such environments using their mental maps, with the result that their navigation should be heavily impeded. In practice, though, people are able to move around these strange spaces successfully, apparently oblivious to their contradictions with the assumptions of Euclidean space. Or consider the visual representation of so-called “impossible objects,” such as the Penrose triangle (Penrose & Penrose, 1958). If vision, or mental imagery, generally involves conjuring up an iconic pictorial representation in 3D space, then such a process should be confounded by impossible objects, because no consistent representation can be found. In practice, the visual system is only able to detect such inconsistencies only after considerable scrutiny.

Turning to decision-making, the assumption that outcomes are assigned cardinal-valued utilities similarly implies that intransitive preferences (preferring A to B, B to C, and C to A) should be impossible to represent, and should be observed empirically due only to unstable preferences or noise. But many have argued that choices can often be systematically intransitive, and hence cannot be mediated by any kind of utility representation over possible outcomes (e.g., Tsetsos et al., 2016).

In each of these cases, the choice of basic representational units determines what can, and what cannot, be represented – and in each of these cases, observed behavioral flexibility seems to go beyond what might be expected if the mind were working with maps, images, or utilities.

If, with Johnson et al., we see conviction narratives as representational units, then it is natural to ask: What representational assumptions do narrative representations embody? Which pieces of knowledge or types of decisions should it not be possible to represent (or represent easily) using narratives? Taking the narrative story at face value, we might expect that people should not be able to represent narratives which have “plot holes” or contradictions – precisely because they should not have a natural story-like representation. Yet, as with
impossible figures, plot holes and contradictions often go undetected. In *The Big Sleep*, the murder of the butler is famously both unexplained, and seemingly inexplicable – Raymond Chandler admitted that he himself had no idea who was responsible (Herman, 1997). Thus, a gaping plot hole evaded both many readers and the author. But the same point arises, of course, for much simpler cases. The “Moses illusion” (Erickson & Mattson, 1981) asks people how many of each animal did Moses take onto the ark; “two” is often the ready answer, although, of course, there is no biblical or other story in which Moses took any animals onto an ark (it was, of course, Noah).

These sorts of cases aren’t necessarily problematic for Johnson et al.’s analysis – but I think they would pose a challenge for any model in which narratives form the building-blocks of knowledge. Because if narratives are the building-blocks of knowledge, then these fundamental narratives need to be coherent in their own terms.

An alternative viewpoint is that the narratives are not building blocks at all, but are the results of cognitive processing [just as we might see visual imagery and indeed visual perception as a result of symbolic computation, rather than as arising from a distinctively pictorial mode of representation (Pylyshyn, 2002, 2003)]. Rather, we might see the mind as an inveterate story-spinner that continually generates narratives, moment-by-moment, to make sense of the world around us (Chater, 2018). So, for example, consider observing Heider and Simmel’s (1944) celebrated animation of an “interaction” in which an aggressive large triangle chases a small triangle and circle. We find ourselves projecting a story-like interpretation, in which the small triangle is initially defending the circle, but is forced aside; the circle “escapes” and locks the large triangle in a confined room (denoted by a rigid rectangle); the circle and small triangle keep themselves hidden; the furious large triangle ends up by “smashing up” the room. Our tendency to populate the world with narratives involving plans, intentions, friendships, and hostilities is, indeed, ubiquitous. But more evidence may be required to justify Johnson et al.’s proposal that narratives play a key role in mental representation.
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Abstract

A significant body of literature has identified how narrative provides a basis for perceiving and understanding human experience. In the target article, the authors arrive at the need for a form of narrative-based reasoning due to constraints that render probabilistic-based reasoning ineffective. This commentary attempts to bridge this gap and identify links between the proposed and existing theories.

Johnson et al. expose a clear example of decision-making in the face of radical uncertainty that can rely on narrative practice. Their approach is all the more interesting as it has come into being entirely independent of the highly analogous work in the narrative tradition of Bruner and Vygotsky, Hutto and Gallagher, Nelson and others (Bruner, 1991; Gallagher & Hutto, 2008; Nelson, 2009; Ricoeur, 1984; Vygotsky, 1965), and thus provides an unbiased supporting case for these theories. In the following I will first briefly situate how this related work on narrative practice and narrative thinking is potentially pertinent to the authors’ work, and then I will similarly review work on narrative and situation models in the context of the authors’ proposal for narrative simulation. The hope is that Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) can be strengthened by building on these foundations, and that reciprocally it can provide a case study for these narrative theories.

Under the heading of “Two modes of thought,” Jerome Bruner argued that in addition to rational thought based on logical reasoning, there is a perhaps more important and pervasive mode of human thought based on narrative (Bruner, 1986, 1987). The two modes are related to the distinction between how to know truth versus how to endow experience with meaning. One mode, paradigmatic or logico-scientific, is concerned with establishing empirical truth. The other mode, narrative thinking, deals in human intention and action and their consequences, and making meaning. Bruner attributes a primordial importance to narrative in the human drive to attribute meaning to events, and speaks of narrative not only in representing, but actually in constituting
realism (Bruner, 1991), and argues that “so our experience of human affairs comes to take the form of the narratives we use in telling about them.” This narrative mode of thought, and the need for making sense of human behavior, that is developed by Bruner is quite similar to Johnson et al.’s proposal that narrative provides an alternative to reasoning based on probabilities under radical uncertainty. Thus, Bruner identifies the distinction, and this second mode of thought that is independently proposed in the target article.

This primacy of narrative in human understanding is likewise highlighted by Gergen and Gergen (1988) who insist that stories (narratives) render events understandable and allow expectations for future events. Ricoeur (1984, 1991) further characterizes this human predisposition to organize experience in a narrative format, in terms of agents, goals, actions, etc., the ability to encode experience in a narrative form, and to understand underlying causes in such narrative structures. This infrastructure for understanding human experience in the context of narrative should be of use in CNT.

Hutto and Gallagher exploit this notion of narrative thought for understanding human behavior in their Narrative Practice Hypothesis. This narrative practice theory holds that in human interaction, people regularly generate folk psychological narratives that explain why a person acted on a particular occasion, and that through exposure to these narratives children acquire the skills to understand and themselves produce such narratives (Gallagher, 2013; Gallagher & Hutto, 2008; Hutto, 2007, 2009). Thus, theories of narrative practice hold that through normal exposure to narratives about human social interaction the child will come to learn how to interpret, react to, and respond to social contexts as provided by a theory of mind or folk psychology where psychological decision-making is made based on narrative patterns (Gallagher & Hutto, 2008; Hutto, 2007; Nelson, 2009). Again, this framework should be of interest as it supports and provides a foundation for the hypotheses in CNT.

In a related way, the authors develop ideas about how reasoning about the future can be achieved by “projecting a narrative forward” in section 7.1. While the intention is good, I believe that a more robust way to consider this would be based on the notion of situation model (Zwaan, 2016; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). A situation model is a mental representation of the state of affairs denoted by a narrative, rather than only a mental representation of the narrative itself. The situation model is thus a richer higher dimensional representation, and contains information that is not explicit in the narrative itself. In this perspective, the narrative is only a partial representation of the much richer underlying situation model that it describes. For forward prediction, it is thus the situation model itself that provides the basis for simulation (Zwaan, 2016) and projection into the future that can be of service in decision-making.

We recently developed a model and situated robotic system that combines sensorimotor and perceptual inputs and narrative inputs to construct a situation model. Through its own experience and human narration, the system uses narrative practice to build up narrative constructions or patterns that are associated with representations of the causal and temporal structure of physical and mental states in the situation model (Mealer et al., 2017; Pointeau, Mirilaz, Mealer, & Dominey, 2021). In a proof of concept, we demonstrated how the system could use existing narrative constructions to understand (and thus potentially make decisions as required in CNT) about newly experienced situations, inspired by the narrative practice hypothesis of Hutto and Gallagher, and the notion of narrative structure of reality and perception of Bruner, Ricoeur, Gergen, and Nelson. Again, such an infrastructure might be usefully employed in providing a basis for certain capabilities identified in Johnson et al.’s CNT.

The multi-disciplinary work described by Johnson et al. provides a rich testing ground for these theories of narrative practice. Indeed, it is quite remarkable that independent of this literature, the authors have arrived at the need for, and initial specification of, a related narrative practice system. In conclusion, Johnson et al. have arrived at the discovery of the value of narrative thinking as a way to overcome constraints imposed by radical uncertainty. It will be of interest to see if and how they reconcile their theory into the existing landscape of narrative thinking, narrative practice, and situation models.
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Abstract
Simulation – imagining future events – plays a role in decision-making. In Conviction Narrative Theory, people’s emotional responses to their simulations inform their choices. Yet imagining one possible future also increases its plausibility and accessibility relative to other futures. We propose that the act of simulation, in addition to affective evaluation, drives people to choose in accordance with their simulations.

According to Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT), simulating imagined futures allows people to assess how they feel about those futures. These feelings, in turn, inform people’s decisions about which future to ultimately pursue. In this account, people simulate by extending the most plausible narrative account of the present into the imagined future. They then use their emotional response – the output of the simulation process – to decide whether to approach or avoid that future (target article). The key here is that the affective evaluation of the simulation drives people’s actions: people choose to act in line with imagined futures they feel good about. While we agree that this is one way simulation can affect decision-making, we propose that simulation does more than just give people information about how they feel about their possible choices. We extend the CNT account by considering how the act of simulation itself can change choice.

A growing body of experimental literature finds that simulating a specific event amplifies the perceived likelihood of that event. For example, after a person simulates contracting a disease, they think it is more likely they will get that disease in the future (Sherman, Cialdini, Schwartzman, & Reynolds, 1985); the easier the symptoms are to imagine, the more people perceive the disease as likely. The effects of simulation also accumulate with repetition. For example, as people imagine a social interaction over and over, the event seems more and more plausible (Schacter, Benoit, De Brigard, & Szpunar, 2015; Szpunar & Schacter, 2013). This amplification of plausibility occurs after simulating both good and bad interactions, suggesting that one’s affective readout of a simulation may occur independently of these consequences. Simulation even has the power to change people’s perceptions of the past, convincing them that they experienced imagined past events (Garry, Manning, Loftus, & Sherman, 1996). Together, these findings suggest that simulation increases the plausibility of simulated events, even when it doesn’t make the event feel more affectively palatable. It is as if simulating an event paves the way for people to think about the event as real, whether or not they want it to happen.

Simulating one possible future can also block the path to alternative futures. Research on memory has shown that recalling one piece of information can make people forget related information – a phenomenon known as retrieval-induced forgetting (Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 1994). For example, if a person studies a list of fruits and then selectively practices apples and grapes, they become less likely to remember oranges or pears later. This suppression can occur during decision-making as well: if people generate detailed evidence supporting one option, it later becomes harder to come up with support for alternative options (Iglesias-Parro & Gómez-Ariza, 2006; Ting & Wallsten, 2011; Weber & Johnson, 2011). Like remembering, mental imagery can induce forgetting (Saunders, Fernandez, & Kosnes, 2009). Simulation may inadvertently narrow people’s options by inhibiting the accessibility of non-simulated futures.

Simulation is clearly more than just a passive way to read out affective responses to choice options. By making the imagined future more concrete and blocking the path to other options, simulation paves the way for a person to walk down the simulated path. Indeed, simulation has the power to shift actual behavior such that people become more likely to enact the simulated future: After people simulate helping another person, they become more likely to actually engage in prosocial behavior (Gaesser, Shimura, & Cikara, 2020). After people simulate making one choice among several, they become more likely to actually pursue that choice (Enz & Tamir, in prep). For example, in controlled lab scenarios, when presented with two snacks to eat, people are more likely to choose the snack that they were randomly assigned to simulate; when presented with two videos to watch, people are more likely to choose the video that they were randomly assigned to simulate. This shift in choice behavior occurs even when people initially like both options equally. This finding translates to consequential decisions outside of the lab, as well. After people simulate an option for an upcoming decision from their own life, they become more likely to choose the option they simulated and less likely to choose any options they did not simulate.

The choice-promoting influence of simulation feeds a positive feedback loop, since people are more likely to simulate options they are initially more likely to choose (Enz & Tamir, in prep). Several lines of work have shown that people begin a decision-making process by considering the most plausible options. For example, people often start with options that reflect the status quo (Weber & Johnson, 2011); options that are valued, moral, or practical (Morris, Phillips, Huang, & Cushman, 2021; Phillips, Morris, & Cushman, 2019); or options that have worked for them in the past (Klein, 1993, 2005). Simulating these already promising options makes them seem even more attractive, further increasing their likelihood of being simulated and ultimately chosen. This simulation-induced cognitive feedback loop could help to explain how people become more convinced of their narratives and corresponding imagined futures over time.

Rather than merely providing a route to affective evaluation, we propose that the act of simulation has the power to change one’s choices. Importantly, simulation can change choices independent of affect. The cognitive effects of simulation increase the likelihood that a person will choose the future they simulate not only because they feel good about that imagined future, but because it becomes the easiest future to imagine and pursue.
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Abstract

Johnson, Bilovich, and Tuckett set out a helpful framework for thinking about how humans make decisions under radical uncertainty. We show that classical theories assume so little about psychology that they are not necessarily in conflict with this approach, broadening its appeal.

Johnson, Bilovich, and Tuckett set out a framework for thinking about how humans make decisions under radical uncertainty. We confront radical uncertainty when there is no objective basis for attaching probabilities to different outcomes of decisions or where these outcomes are themselves subject to vagueness or ambiguity. They explicitly contrast their framework to “classical decision theory, [where] the currency of thought is probability and the driver of action is expected utility maximization” (target article, Fig. 1 legend). This description of classical decision theory is common but inaccurate.

Classical decision theory presents utility maximisation as a representation that can be given. The relevant axioms are met, not as the criteria by which choices are actually made. It is not so much a theory of decision-making as a theory about decision-making. In particular, these theories take it as axiomatic that the individual already knows what they want to do in every situation. The other axioms do not influence their choices but only constrain them.

Expected Utility Theory’s (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1953) axiom (3-Aa) is “the statement of the completeness of the system of individual preferences” over lotteries, which are “combinations of events with stated [i.e., objective] probabilities.” Savage (1954) developed a similar theory for subjective beliefs about probabilities.

Savage’s axiom P1 states that there is “a simple ordering among acts.” Pflanzagl’s (1967) order axiom similarly assumes a complete order over wagers. Anscombe and Aumann (1963) allow for both objective and subjective probabilities and state “we share with him [Savage] explicitly P1.” Schneider (1989) allows subjective non-additive probabilities; his first axiom is a weak order over all acts. In all these utility theories maximising some function of utility is not “the driver of action”; decision-makers are assumed to already know what they want to do in any situation. We have criticised this assumption elsewhere (Kay & King, 2020) and Aumann (1962) shows formally how these theories become silent when it is dropped.

In contrast, Prospect Theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) is represented as a theory of how decisions are made; prospects are valued by combining a decision weight (a function of objective or subjective probability) and the subjective value attached to a change from a reference level for each potential outcome. Although decision-makers are assumed to be able to value any prospect through this mechanism, Prospect Theory permits to explain how these values are reached, rather than merely representing them. (One could also claim that Prospect Theory is just a representation of an even more complex process.)

Many other theories of decision-making claim to deduce, or perhaps recommend, courses of action by assuming a particular goal for the decision-maker. Markowitz (1952) asserts that an optimal portfolio is constructed by finding the optimal point (for a subjective but consistently employed risk tolerance) on an efficient frontier of return-variance tradeoffs; various growth-optimal approaches assume the growth rate of wealth will be maximised. Elsewhere we have shown that in real situations growth optimality requires further psychological assumptions to actually predict behaviour (Ford & Kay, 2022). Still other theories, such as minimax, assume an even simpler goal, for example, choose such that the worst-possible outcome is as good as it can be.

Still other theories are explicitly behavioural and thus describe only particular observed characteristics of real decision-making. For example, the anchoring effect – exposure to a particular, seemingly irrelevant number influences a subsequent decision – seems to demand a psychological explanation. Many such “biases” (or apparent violations of the axioms of subjective utility theory, as they are often defined in contrast to the predictions of a utility theory) have been posited.

With this taxonomy (Table 1), we see that the central economic theory of decision-making under uncertainty draws on
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no theory of psychology (beyond the naïve “people already know exactly what they want”). Given that assumption, the theory merely shows that, with certain restrictions, decision-making can be expressed in a mathematically tractable form. Other theories, often more influenced by psychology, do introduce assumptions about how decisions are actually made, albeit often retaining the assumptions that outcomes can be exhaustively listed and assigned probability-type measures.

Thus the authors do both less and more than it appears. Less, in that their account of affective evaluation of outcomes is not so far removed from the theories they critique; more, in that by providing a psychological framework for how such evaluation occurs, they are providing an explanation for a process that some of those theories assume but are silent upon, and others cannot fully account for.
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Abstract

I enjoyed reading this compelling account of Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT). As a theoretical neurobiologist, I recognised – and applauded – the tenets of CNT. My commentary asks whether its claims could be installed into a Bayesian mechanics of decision-making, in a way that would enable theoreticians to model, reproduce and predict decision-making.

Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) (target article) is both a “theory of narratives” and a “narrative theory” that precludes mathematical or numerical analysis. This commentary reviews the commitments of CNT through the lens of active inference and self-evidencing (Hohwy, 2016), asking whether CNT could lend itself to a formal (Bayesian) treatment.

Box 1 summarises the fundamentals of active inference, as it relates to decision-making under uncertainty. With these fundamentals, one can simulate the kind of decision-making addressed by CNT. For example, active inference reproduces decision-making under unknowable circumstances (Friston et al., 2016); it dissolves the exploration–exploitation dilemma and provides a principled account of affordances (Schwartenbeck et al., 2019). It can model the spread of ideas (Albarracin, Demekas, Ramstead, & Heins, 2022) and has been applied to cultural niche construction and social norms (Veissiere, Constant, Ramstead, Friston, & Kirmayer, 2019).

What prevents CNT from using active inference for simulation, scenario modelling or computational phenotyping (Parr, Rees, & Friston, 2018)? One answer is that the requisite generative models are too complex and difficult to specify. However, there may be some commitments of CNT that could be usefully
dismantled, enabling its claims to be substantiated with simulations and implicit proof of principle.

In active inference, narratives feature as prior beliefs. Indeed, the plans – that underwrite policy selection – are often described as narratives (Friston, Rosch, Parr, Price, & Bowman, 2017b). So, could one cast CNT in terms of narrative (i.e., policy) selection and “planning as inference” (Attias, 2003; Botvinick & Toussaint, 2012; Matsumoto & Tani, 2020)? In what follows, five arguments against formalising CNT in this fashion are considered and countered.

(1) Radical uncertainty does not admit any Bayesian mechanics because the requisite probabilities do not have a well-defined outcome space.

Radical uncertainty rests upon an unknowable outcome (e.g., John Kay’s wheel example). However, outcomes are known quantities that are observed. Technically, radical uncertainty refers to unknowable (i.e., hidden) causes of outcomes. However, finding the right causal explanation just is the problem of Bayesian inference. So what is radical about radical uncertainty? The answer might lie in the hierarchical nature of belief updating and implicit generative models. Given the parameters of a generative model, I can be uncertain about hidden states generating my observations. However, I can also be uncertain about the parameters, given a model. Finally, I can have uncertainty about my model. Radical uncertainty seems to concern the model structure.

Resolving the three kinds of uncertainty above corresponds to inference, learning and model selection, respectively. All entail maximising marginal likelihood or minimising free energy, with respect to posteriors over states, parameters and models, respectively. Model selection is known as structure learning in Radical Constructivism (Salakhutdinov, Tenenbaum, & Torralba, 2013; Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011; Tervo, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2016). Structure learning is a partly solved problem, through Bayesian model reduction (Friston, Parr, & Zeidman, 2018), where redundant components are removed from an overly expressive model to maximise model evidence (e.g., Smith, Schwartenbeck, Parr, & Friston, 2020). This reductive approach complements non-parametric Bayes, which formalises the inclusion of new narratives (Gershman & Blei, 2012). In light of Bayesian model selection, one could argue that radical uncertainty admits a Bayesian mechanics.

(2) The utilities of different kinds of outcomes cannot be compared in a meaningful way.

This is only a problem if one subscribes to Bayesian decision theory as a complete account. Active inference vitiates this objection because to be Bayesian optimal is to resolve uncertainty in the context of securing preferred outcomes (i.e., minimise expected free energy; see Box 1). Crucially, expected utility and information gain (Howard, 1966; Kamar & Horvitz, 2013; Moulin & Souchay, 2015) share the same currency; namely, natural units (when using natural logarithms of prior preferences). This lends a quantitative and comparable meaning to the value of information and preferences.

(3) Certain outcomes are so fuzzy they are impossible to predict and therefore one has to use heuristics.

Knowing something is unpredictable is itself an informative prior that can be installed into hierarchical generative models: c.f., Jaynes’ maximum entropy principle (Jaynes, 1957; Kass & Raftery, 1995; Sankhavadi, 2022). So, how do “fast and frugal” heuristics fit into active inference? Heuristics are generally considered as priors that comply with complexity minimising imperatives (Box 1), for example, habitisation (FitzGerald, Dolan, & Friston, 2014) or the minimisation of perceptual prediction errors (Mansell, 2011). In short, heuristics are exactly what active inference – under

---

**Box 1 (Friston). Active inference**

Recent trends in theoretical neurobiology, machine learning and artificial intelligence converge on a single imperative that explains both sense-making and decision-making in self-organising systems, from cells (Friston, Levin, Sengupta, & Pezzullo, 2015) to cultures (Veissiere et al., 2019). This imperative is to maximise the evidence (a.k.a. marginal likelihood) for generative (a.k.a., world) models of how observations are caused. This imperative can be expressed as minimising an evidence bound called variational free energy (Winn & Bishop, 2005) that comprises complexity and accuracy (Ramstead et al., 2022):

\[
\text{Free energy} = \text{model complexity} - \text{model accuracy}
\]

Accuracy corresponds to goodness of fit, while complexity scores the divergence between prior beliefs (before seeing outcomes) and posterior beliefs (afterwards). In short, complexity scores the information gain or cost of changing one’s mind (in an information theoretic and thermodynamic sense, respectively). This means Bayesian belief updating is about finding an accurate explanation that is minimally complex (c.f., Occam’s principle). In an enactive setting – apt for explaining decision-making – beliefs about “which plan to commit to” are based on the free energy expected under a plausible plan. This implicit planning as inference can be expressed as minimising expected free energy (Friston, Daunizeau, Kilner, & Kiebel, 2010):

\[
\text{Expected free energy} = \text{risk} (\text{expected complexity}) + \text{ambiguity} (\text{expected inaccuracy})
\]

Risk is the divergence between probabilistic predictions about outcomes, given a plan, relative to prior preferences. Ambiguity is the expected inaccuracy. An alternative decomposition is especially interesting from the perspective of CNT:

\[
\text{Expected free energy} = \text{expected cost} - \text{expected information gain}
\]

The expected information gain underwrites the principles of optimal Bayesian design (Lindley, 1956), while expected cost underwrites Bayesian decision theory (Berger, 2011). However, there is a twist that distinguishes active inference from expected utility theory. In active inference, there is no single, privileged outcome that furnishes a utility or cost function. Rather, utilities are replaced by preferences, quantified by the (log) likelihood of encountering every aspect of an observable outcome. In short, active inference appeals to two kinds of Bayes optimality and subsumes information and preference-seeking behaviour under a single objective.

---
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hierarchical generative models – is there to explain. On this reading of active inference, self-evidencing just is satisfying (Gerd Gigerenzer, personal communication).

(4) But people don’t behave as if they were rational, or even with bounded rationality.

Many careful studies in cognitive neuroscience are concerned with how people deviate from Bayes optimality. However, this overlooks the complete class theorem (Brown, 1981; Wald, 1947). The complete class theorem says that for any pair of choice behaviours and cost functions, there are some priors that render the decisions Bayes-optimal. This has the fundamental implication that Bayesian mechanics cannot prescribe optimal (i.e., rational) decision-making. It can only describe rationality in terms of the priors a subject brings to the table. This insight underwrites the emerging field of computational psychiatry, where the game is to estimate the prior beliefs of patients that best explain their decision-making (Schwartenbeck & Friston, 2016; Smith, Khalsa, & Paulus, 2021).

(5) But the dimensionality and numerics of belief updating in realistic generative models are beyond the capacity of any computer, human or otherwise.

This argument rests on the use of sampling procedures to approximate posterior distributions, for example, likelihood free methods or approximate Bayesian computation (Chatzileena, van Leeuwen, Ratnam, Baguelin, & Demiris, 2019; Cornish & Littenberg, 2007; Girolami & Calderhead, 2011; Ma, Chen, & Fox, 2015; Silver & Veness, 2010). However, active inference rests on variational schemes found in physics, high-end machine learning (Marino, 2021) and (probably) the brain (Friston, Parr, & de Vries, 2017a). Variational Bayes eschews sampling by committing to a functional form for posterior beliefs; thereby converting an impossible marginalisation problem into an optimisation problem; namely, minimising variational free energy (Feynman, 1972). In summary, some people may think generative models with realistic narratives cannot be inverted; however, they (i.e., these people) are are existence proofs that such models can be inverted.
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Bayesian decision theory to situations of uncertainty running the Bank of England. Savage emphasized that applying (S, C) in which all possible future states S, all possible consequences C, and all probabilities are known. A game of roulette is an example. If the state space (S, C) is not fully known, as in most real-world decisions, the situation is one of radical uncertainty, also called a known, as in most real-world decisions, the situation is one of radical uncertainty, also called a

The tools of Bayesian decision theory – the consistency axioms, maximization of expected utility, and Bayesian probability updating – are tailored for situations of risk, not uncertainty. In Savage’s (1972/1954) terms, a situation of risk means a small world (S, C) in which all possible future states S, all possible consequences C, and all probabilities are known. A game of roulette is an example. If the state space (S, C) is not fully known, as in most real-world decisions, the situation is one of (radical) uncertainty, also called a large world. Examples include finding the right partner, raising one’s children, and running the Bank of England. Savage emphasized that applying Bayesian decision theory to situations of uncertainty “is utterly ridiculous”.

Dealing successfully with uncertainty, intractability, and incommensurability – all situations beyond the reach of Bayesian decision theory – requires different tools. Narratives are one tool (target article; Tuckett, 2011), heuristics are another (Gigerenzer, Hertwig, & Pachur, 2011). A narrative provides a story while a heuristic provides a concrete sequence of actions, such as what information to search, when to stop, and how to decide. People use heuristics to find a partner, raise their children, run large institutions, and make investment decisions. As Johnson et al. note, developing a repertoire of heuristics and learning to select these in an adaptive way is often the best one can do in the real world.

How do heuristics and narratives relate to each other? One possibility might be that heuristics select narratives, a second one that narratives select heuristics.

Johnson et al.’s burglar-versus-cat narrative illustrates the first link: An observation is made (hearing a noise at night) and, in the absence of probabilities, heuristics are used to evaluate and select one of the two narratives. Here, Johnson et al. see the role of heuristics akin to hypotheses testing. To me, the burglar-versus-cat story is not the best example to highlight radical uncertainty, while the references to investors, banks, and central banks clearly are. In the burglar-versus-cat narrative, all uncertainty appears to be limited to the probabilities, akin to a form of a small world known as ambiguity, and the set of possible states of the world (burglar versus cat) is known. In contrast, the “big” narratives on which religion, politics, and science are based are rarely selected on a daily basis. Rather, these narratives select what we believe and how we behave until a revolution in thought occurs. In other words, big narratives select heuristics.

Consider what Max Weber (2001/1904) called the Protestant ethic. Work hard and accumulate capital. Don’t waste one’s earnings on pleasure, power, or material comfort. Instead, live frugally and reinvest them to accumulate more capital. It is based on the teachings of various Puritan religions, including Calvinism, Methodism, Pietism, and Baptism. According to Weber, the underpinning is the doctrine of predestination: God has already chosen who will be saved from damnation or not. All one can do is to look for cues to find out whether one is among the chosen. Working hard and not wasting time on worldly pleasures is such a clue. Wasting time playing billiards, by contrast, is a sign of being doomed. Benjamin Franklin, a proponent of the Protestant work ethic, coined the term “time is money.” To the present day, many people have internalized the heuristics for accumulating capital and not wasting time, including the associated feelings of guilt, without necessarily being aware of the underlying narrative. Narratives can be unconscious, while the associated heuristics actively guide life and moral judgments.

Weber contrasts this ethic with a traditional Catholic narrative, where individual fates are not predetermined and forgiveness is possible. People living by this narrative can play billiards, eat well, and enjoy their life without feeling guilty. Weber tells the story of employers who increased the hourly wages of their workers to make them work longer for a limited time, such as at harvest time. Yet to their surprise, many workers did not work more, but fewer hours. Their narrative selected a satisficing heuristic with an amount of money as the aspiration level. When they had earned enough, they stopped working, went home, and spent their earnings and free time together with their family. To make them work longer would have meant reducing, not increasing, their hourly wages. The Protestant work ethic, in contrast, selects a heuristic that tries to boost capital: Work hard, accumulate as much capital as possible, and do not spend it on pleasure. In both cases, the narrative is first, and it selects the heuristics to execute the narrative.

Narratives can select heuristics, and heuristics can select narratives. These are probably not the only links. Another possibility is that the heuristics we live by are learned by imitation, and a narrative is constructed around these to create a consistent story after the fact, or make sense of what one does. A final possibility is that narratives and heuristics co-evolve; changing one changes the other. Further thinking is needed.

All in all, I congratulate Johnson et al. for having the courage to write about the importance of narratives in the context of decision-making. That stands in stark contrast to the widespread belief that all decisions in the real world can be reduced to small worlds where Bayesian decision-making can find the optimal answer. Savage, known as the father of modern decision theory, warned about this misconception. It renders pointless all of psychology, from causal stories to trust and emotion. The belief that we live in a small world is itself a powerful narrative that selects the research questions asked and the experimental tasks studied. We should make our theories more relevant for large worlds,
and to do so, we need to take uncertainty seriously, along with the narratives and heuristics by which we live.
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Abstract

The case for the superiority of Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) over probabilistic approaches rests on selective employment of a double standard. The authors judge probabilistic approaches inadequate for failing to apply to “grand-world” decision problems, while they praise CNT for its treatment of “small-world” decision problems. When both approaches are held to the same standard, the comparative question is murkier.

Johnson, Bilovich, and Tuckett marshal evidence from a wide range of sources to make the case that decision-making under radical uncertainty involves essential use of narratives; structured, higher-order representations that include information about the causal, temporal, valence, and analogical structure of the decision problems they represent. They make a compelling case that Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) deserves a seat at the table in theorizing about decision-making under radical uncertainty. But they go further and claim that CNT is superior to theoretical frameworks in which probabilistic inference and expected utility maximization take center stage. I’ll argue that their case rests on selective employment of a double standard. They argue that probabilistic inference is impossible under conditions of radical uncertainty, while the task of selecting the most plausible narrative is possible. In order for the latter task to be possible, however, various heuristics must be used to first winnow down the space of possible narratives to a small set of compact narratives from which the best can tractably be selected. But if such heuristics are allowed to play a role in CNT, they should also be allowed to play a role in probabilistic approaches. Once they are, the asymmetry between CNT and probabilistic approaches with respect to their ability to handle radical uncertainty disappears.

Savage (1954) famously distinguished between “small-world” and “grand-world” decision problems. Small-world decision problems are the ones we encounter in textbooks. In such problems the spaces of possible outcomes, actions, and evidence are highly constrained, and it is possible to calculate which action maximizes expected utility, as well as how this would change were the agent in question to gain various pieces of evidence. Small-world decision problems are tractable because they represent only a tiny subset of the possible distinctions that can be made. Grand-world problems represent an agent facing a vast array of options, considering all logically coherent hypotheses about the outcomes of their choosing those options, and considering the relevance of all of their sensory and background information to all of the previous. Nobody has ever written down a grand-world decision problem, and if, per impossibile, someone did, they’d still be unable to solve it. Savage admitted he had little to say about how we identify small-world problems for analysis, and effectively treated the process as a black box.

While Savage distinguished between small- and grand-world decision problems in the context of expected utility theory, essentially the same distinction can be made in other paradigms for thinking about rational choice. The idea that grand-world decision problems are intractable is very closely related to the infamous “frame problem” for artificial intelligence (McCarthy & Hayes, 1981), in which it’s not assumed that an agent must select an optimal action by computing expected utilities. In this more general setting, the problem is how an agent identifies a representation of her practical situation – one that contains enough relevant information for solving it to be fruitful, while still being compact enough to be tractably analyzable – as the one to subject to some decision-making rule. This problem arises no less for CNT than for probabilistic approaches to decision-making; the space of possible narratives is vast and unstructured, as is the space of possible items of evidence an agent might compare for consilience with one or another narrative.

While the authors acknowledge the size of the space of possible narratives, they have very little to say about how we manage to identify tractable, small-world problems of narrative comparison; their discussion of how we use explanatory heuristics to evaluate narratives effectively assumes we already have a small set of candidate narratives on the table for evaluation. This argumentative strategy amounts to a double standard. Most of the authors’ arguments for the inapplicability of probabilistic approaches to decision-making under radical uncertainty – arguments about the impossibility of enumerating all possible outcomes of our actions, all relevant pieces of evidence, and of coming up with both prior and conditional probabilities for all of the previous – presuppose that probabilistic methods must be applied directly to grand-world decision problems. But when they discuss CNT, they treat the process of how we get from a grand-world problem to a small-world one as a black box; while they mention a necessary role for heuristics, they have nothing to say about how they work, or why similar heuristics couldn’t work for probabilistic approaches.

If we ask whether probabilistic approaches can meet the same standard to which the authors hold CNT – being feasibly applicable not directly to grand-world problems, but instead to small-
world problems in which some set of heuristics has already identified a tractable set of relevant hypotheses, pieces of evidence, and evaluatively relevant features – the prospects aren’t so obviously bleak. It’s true that even in small-world problems computing exact posterior probabilities is NP-hard (Cooper, 1990). But it’s also well known that there are tractable methods for approximate Bayesian computation (Lintusaari, Gutmann, Dutta, Kaski, & Corander, 2017). It’s also true that we generally lack non-arbitrary methods for assigning prior probabilities in small-world problems. But given the fruitfulness of Bayesian, probabilistic models in other areas of cognitive science such as vision (Yuille & Kersten, 2006), where worries about arbitrariness aren’t obviously any less applicable, it’s premature to assume such challenges can’t be met in the case of decision-making.

None of this is to undermine the authors’ positive case for CNT. Nor is it to say that all of their comparative arguments for the superiority of CNT over probabilistic approaches rely on the double standard I describe above; the discussion of “digitization” in section 7.2 is immune from the criticism I’ve offered here. Still, argumentative double standards should be avoided; neither CNT nor probabilistic approaches to decision-making seem particularly well-suited to answering the exceedingly difficult question of how we identify small-world problems for analysis. Perhaps CNT provides a better account of how we handle such small-world problems once we’ve identified them, but if so, that claim isn’t supported by evidence for the infeasibility of applying probabilistic methods directly to grand-world problems.
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Article Abstract

Human lives are radically uncertain. Making sense of such uncertainties is the hallmark of wisdom. Sense-making requires narratives, putting them in the center stage of human everyday decision-making. Yet what if radical uncertainty is a narrative itself? Moreover, do laypeople always consider such narratives irrational? Here we pose these questions to enrich a theory of choice under uncertainty.

Everyday human decision-making is neither purely analytic and probability-driven nor is it about whimsical constraint satisfaction. There is nothing radical about this claim – most of the world’s philosophical traditions put context-sensitive meaning-making instead of logical deduction of correct probabilities at the heart of discourse about what makes up human wisdom (Grossmann, 2017). After all, the ecology of everyday life is rarely well-defined: Preferences of other decision-makers are rarely transparent, and situations typically evolve. Consequently, logically derived probabilities may be of little use for decision-making in the ill-defined contexts of everyday life. Instead, at least since Aristotle scholars have emphasized meta-cognitive faculties that help one to navigate life’s uncertainties, get a better sense of the issue at hand (Grossmann, 2017; Grossmann et al., 2020b), and to justify their choices (Grossmann, Eibach, Koyama, & Sahi, 2020a).

In the Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT), Johnson et al. echo these philosophical themes, leveraging insights from cognitive, affective, and behavioral sciences to shed light on how narratives guide human choices under “radical” uncertainty. They postulate a powerful and insightful account of narrative reasoning and the conditions under which people are likely to use it. We applaud the authors’ ambitious attempt to integrate disparate bodies of literature in decision sciences and philosophy. At the same time, for CNT to become a common vocabulary in decision sciences, it may need greater clarity about two of its foundational components: Radical uncertainty and reasonableness (versus rationality) as a criterion of good judgment.

CNT postulates that people resort to narrative reasoning in situations where they face radical uncertainty, in which the probabilities of outcomes (or evaluative criteria) are unknowable or ambiguous. Below, we outline how radical uncertainty and fuzzy evaluation may themselves sometimes be the product of narrative reasoning. The person’s causal models of the world can determine whether they perceive a given decision problem as a situation of manageable uncertainty, where reasonable estimates of probabilities and values can be assigned to decision outcomes, or a situation where the probabilities of outcomes are too radically uncertain or fuzzy to evaluate using probabilistic reasoning.

Causal models of the world can determine how much uncertainty is perceived in any given decision problem because such models determine what range of factors need to be accounted for. Some folk theories may lead people to situate a particular
problem within a relatively tractable deterministic, linear casual system where uncertainty is calculable. For example, Enlightenment thought conceived of a world whose properties were rationally ordered and, at least in principle, knowable. By contrast, other folk theories may situate the same problem within a dynamic, non-linear system in which radical uncertainty applies. For example, postmodern narratives conceive of a world in which most or all knowledge claims are fundamentally suspect and subject to shifting power dynamics within society. Thus, radical uncertainty is the exception within the Enlightenment worldview but the norm within the postmodern worldview.

Notably, there are individual and cultural differences in people’s acknowledgement of the uncertainty and changeability of events and awareness of limitations in their knowledge and understanding, which are the core epistemic premises of wise reasoning (e.g., Grossmann et al., 2012; Porter et al., 2022; Santos, Huynh, & Grossmann, 2017). Such differences in lay epistemic assumptions will mean that some decision-makers construe a particular judgment as a situation of radical uncertainty that requires narrative reasoning approaches while others construe it as a situation of manageable uncertainty in which probabilistic reasoning is applicable. Moral narratives may also frame probabilistic reasoning as taboo in certain contexts, such as making decisions involving sacred values (Baron & Spranca, 1997; Tetlock, Kristel, Elson, Green, & Lerner, 2000). Thus, even probabilistic reasoning is ultimately contingent on prior narratives—namely, narratives that frame the judgment as one in which there was relevant, reliable, sufficient information to assess and evaluate the probabilities of outcomes (Douglas, 2001).

Moreover, individuals may be tactically motivated to construe a situation as if involving radical uncertainty. In a recent example, even after there was compelling clinical evidence of the efficacy of COVID mRNA vaccines for reducing COVID illness, some vaccine skeptics framed vaccination as a context of radical uncertainty by emphasizing that until long-term data on vaccination outcomes were available it was impossible to know whether vaccination is in one’s interest (Lu, 2022). Some people expressed hesitancy about getting a COVID mRNA vaccine due to a variety of imagined long-term side effects ranging from cancer to infertility (Pertwee, Simas, & Larson, 2022). Radical uncertainty can also be rooted in narratives that discount official information about probable outcomes as fabrications designed to manipulate the population for nefarious purposes, such as the conspiracy theory that public health information about vaccination efficacy was an elaborate hoax to get tracking microchips into people’s bodies (Pertwee et al., 2022). These examples illustrate how radical uncertainty can be a subjective product of narrative reasoning rather than an objective description of the available information.

Our second point concerns criteria of good judgment within CNT. CNT is presented as a type of bounded rationality where the benchmark for sound judgment is reasonableness rather than rationality. Hereby, the definition of reasonableness appears to rely on folk concepts (Grossmann et al., 2020a), whereas the definition of rationality is a smorgasbord of theoretical positions not derived from laypeople. Johnson et al. argue that most definitions of rationality rely on assigning probabilities, which are absent under radical uncertainty and thus disqualify rationality as a possible benchmark.

This argument assumed that the definitions of theorists and of laypeople are equivalent, which is not necessarily so. Lay people define rationality as reductionist and seeking to serve a single value whereas they define reasonableness as holistic and seeking to balance incommensurable values (Meyers, Eibach, Hanxiao, & Grossmann, 2022). The lay definition of rationality does not require probabilities to be assigned, sidestepping the original rejection of rationality as a benchmark. If the lay standard of reasonableness is used for CNT, then the lay standard of rationality should be used, too. This would parallel non-radical decision scenarios wherein people hold both standards to be descriptions of good judgment, dependent on the goal(s) of the decision-maker.
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Abstract

While Conviction Narrative Theory correctly criticizes utility-based accounts of decision-making, it unfairly reduces probabilistic models to point estimates and treats affect and narrative as mechanistically opaque yet explanatorily sufficient modules. Hierarchically nested Bayesian accounts offer a mechanistically explicit and parsimonious alternative incorporating affect into a single biologically plausible precision-weighted mechanism that tunes decision-making toward narrative versus sensory dependence under varying uncertainty levels.

The authors argue that narrative is a mechanism by which decisions under radical uncertainty are made tractable to the predicting mind, a valuable criticism of reductionistic decision-making theories based on homo economicus. Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) relies on affect and heuristics (“a fallible but useful system”) as non-probabilistic mechanisms driving decision-making while simultaneously characterizing them as self-contained modules without a mechanistically explicit and biologically plausible characterization. In CNT, the brain operates in a fundamentally different way under risk than under radical uncertainty, explicitly assigning probabilities in the former and affectively responding to imagined futures in the latter. We believe the dichotomy between probabilistically explicit and radically uncertain decision-making modes to be inaccurate. Their claim assumes that the brain does explicitly assign probability point estimates to discrete outcomes under risk and that probabilities and narratives are mechanistic substitutes. However, predictive accounts of decision-making argue that the brain’s computations are well approximated by Bayesian probability distributions, not that explicit single point estimates are actually assigned as in expected utility theory (Friston, 2010).

Hierarchical Bayesian accounts treat perception as a set of predictions constructed from (and bounded by) past experience, competing over which one best accounts for sensory evidence by minimizing prediction errors in a hierarchically nested fashion, from low-level sensory data (e.g., shiny objects with sharp edges) up to the causal narrative (e.g., glass broken by dog’s wagging tail) (Friston, 2010). This does not require explicit probabilistic point estimates nor potentially infinite predictions. The hierarchical nature of perceptual processing means that the probabilistic process of choosing the best-fitting narrative is itself guided by the lower-level probabilistic processes constructing the sense data which the narratives compete to fit. Here, radical uncertainty simply means that more confidence is placed on already existing priors from higher up in the predictive hierarchy than on available sensory evidence when constructing the causal narrative that guides action. That higher-level predictions are more likely to be causal (e.g., dog broke glass) than lower-level sensory feature-based ones (e.g., furry tail next to sharp shards) accounts for why it may appear that we rely on narratives when uncertainty is higher. Explicit assignment of probability point estimates need not occur anywhere in this process, nor are heuristics and probabilities distinct operational modes. Rather, the same predictive system may be tuned to be more sensory versus narrative driven along a continuum between low and high uncertainty via precision-weighing of priors and evidence biologically implemented through neuromodulatory gain control (Barrett & Simmons, 2015). This account is a more parsimonious, mechanistically explicit, and biologically plausible account of decision-making under variable uncertainty.

The authors claim that “in lieu of probabilities to assess narratives, heuristics are used; […] instead of probabilities assigned to imagined futures, the single likeliest imagined future is adopted and evaluated. Rather than utilities assigned to particular outcomes over many dimensions, emotions are felt in response to imagined futures.” Yet they fail to mechanistically characterize the heuristics and to say how they operate if not probabilistically. Doesn’t “single likeliest imagined future” imply a probabilistic assessment? CNT tries to solve the cognitively intractable problem of evaluating simulated futures by relegating it to affect. Saying that “emotions are felt” fallaciously takes affect to be an opaque module existing safely outside of a probabilistic logic. In fact, we believe affect is what the authors are trying to account for in the first place – a fallible but useful shortcut (or heuristic) that probabilistically evaluates competing future simulations structured as culturally supplied narratives by fitting them to interoceptive sensory signals (Gendron, Mesquita, & Barrett, 2020). Theories of affect as homeostasis-driven prediction (Damasio & Carvalho, 2013) and as allostatic regulation (Kleckner et al., 2017) explain how probabilistic evaluation of interoceptive sensoria under varying uncertainty gives rise to feelings. These mechanistically explicit theories of affective processing treat feelings as low-dimensional representations of interoceptive predictions about the expected consequences of visceromotor commands on the body’s internal milieu. Feelings thus encode the expected energy cost of an action that predictively responds to the organism’s current situation via the same predictive hierarchy mentioned above, with narrative-like predictions at the top fitting sensory predictions at the bottom. CNT proposes that “explanatory fit is experienced affectively,” but affective states can themselves drive narrative and narrative choice via interoception. In other words, their model is limited to the use of internal representations to account for exteroceptive data and misses interoception as the key element in action selection under uncertainty. If we take narrative to be the structure of higher-level priors in the nested predictive hierarchy, the gain control mechanisms that regulate the extent to which the affective system is sensory (bottom-up) driven versus prediction (top-down) driven accounts for why sometimes narrative is constructed based on evidence and why sometimes perceptual evidence is altered to fit an existing narrative, a fundamental phenomenon not explained by CNT.

While CNT is useful in that it offers a place for narrative and affect in probabilistic decision-making, it is less mechanistically explicit and parsimonious than hierarchical Bayesian accounts of affect, in which affect and narrative emerge from a single biologically plausible mechanism that tunes the system toward narrative versus sensory dependence as uncertainty increases. We believe the latter to better account for the role of narrative in action selection over CNT as the alternative to utility-based reductions of the human brain to homo economicus.
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Abstract

By structuring information in a systematic relational framework, narratives are cultural attractors that are particularly well-suited for transmission. The relational structure of narrative is partly what communicates causality, but this structure also complicates both transmission and selection on cultural elements by introducing correlations among narrative elements and between different narratives. These correlations have implications for adaptation, complexity, and robustness.

A key adaptive challenge humans face is the ability to make decisions under uncertainty, where learning is at best incomplete because of inherent complexity relative to information-processing capacities, an insufficient time span for learning, or nonstationarity of variability (Turner, Smaldino, Moya, & Jones, 2022). The general principle for the management of uncertainty is robustness (Kay & King, 2020): Solutions cannot be optimized for specific conditions, but need to be good enough for a wide range of conditions. The time frame for the emergence of the genus Homo coincided with a particularly variable period in Earth’s history in a region with remarkably high-frequency variability (Antón, Potts, & Aiello, 2014). Moreover, this variability was nonstationary (Levin, 2015). Learning fully about environmental conditions was largely not possible because of this nonstationary, high-amplitude, fine-grain variability. This suggests that adaptive decision-making under uncertainty is a fundamental aspect of being human. The development of culture is clearly an essential feature of the success of the genus Homo, and H. sapiens in particular. Johnson et al.’s identification of narrative as a tool for dealing with radical uncertainty is a major conceptual contribution and has big implications for debates in the field of cultural evolution.

As it is shared knowledge, culture requires transmission. What distinguishes culture as an adaptive strategy is that it is shared and its advantages stem from relaxing the need to learn decisions anew across individuals and through time. What Sterelny (2017) calls the “California” school of cultural evolution emphasizes high-fidelity transmission of cultural elements effectively through copying with errors (e.g., Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman, 1981).

However, the organ that permits the development of culture, the brain, is not a passive copying machine; rather it is an information processor. In a world of infinite distractibility, elements of cultural knowledge must be attended to and meanings must be ascribed. As a result, it is likely that people transform elements of culture as they learn, process, and transmit them. This is the fundamental argument of Sperber (1996) and subsequent work in the tradition of cultural attractor theory, what Sterelny (2017) calls the “Parisian” school. The focus of the Parisians is on cultural attractors, which attempt to account for the fidelity and persistence of cultural ideas without the imitation of experts by novices that the California school presumes. While the idea that learners actively transform cultural information is appealing, the Parisian approach remains weak on formal mechanisms of transmission and is missing the strong modeling tradition of the California school (Sterelny, 2001, 2017). Without this, cultural attractor models lack explanatory power. Sterelny (2001, p. 848) suggests that the Parisian models “represent the consequences of transmission biases but they explain nothing about the sources of those biases.” Narrative provides this.

While ideas may not replicate, we suggest that stories do. This makes narrative a very important type of cultural attractor. Narrative transforms ideas and generates emergent qualities of meaning, causal explanation, etc., but narratives are also uniquely transmittable. Stories are highly transmissible, even in the presence of substantial noise or long transmission chains (Mesoudi, Whiten, & Dunbar, 2006). By facilitating transmission, narrative also functions as a means to distribute cognition beyond the single individual. Narrative improves recall and interest in information, aiding that crucial limiting resource, attention (Glaser, Garsoffky, & Schwan, 2009). By facilitating attention, retention, and transmission, narrative helps accomplish the crucial elements of culture, namely, extrasomatic information storage and processing.

Narrative includes a number of features that make it useful for encoding and transmitting information under conditions of uncertainty. Narrative provides (1) a mechanism for transmitting complex information that goes well beyond imitation, (2) causal structure, thereby facilitating exploration, and (3) coherence, which ensures robustness. Currie and Sterelny (2017, p. 19) note, “As our information about the causal background is enriched, coherence becomes an increasingly important, increasingly demanding constraint.” Checks on coherence ensure a degree of fidelity in transmission and provide the foundation for selection to work.

As Johnson et al. note, narratives are causal explanations. Their causal structure, representable as a directed graph (as in their Fig. 3), means that the elements of narratives are relational. Through their relationship, as indicated by an arc in the directed
In the context of cultural evolution, narratives, as transmissible cultural attractors, complicate selection on cultural elements. In addition to the relational nature of the elements of a narrative, highly compelling narratives attract associated concepts through semantic association, metaphor, and connotation (as noted in sect. 5.1.3). If we want to understand the dynamics of selection on particular cultural traits, we need to consider them as multivariate traits because of the emergence of covariance between elements both within the narrative and between the narrative itself and associated narratives. This covariance means that cultural traits will respond to both direct selection, as with standard cultural-evolutionary models, but also to indirect selection on covarying cultural traits. Figure 1 provides a demonstration of two simple narratives that provide a causal structure for two outcomes (Z and Z'), with common element across the two narratives of Y. Not only will the elements within a narrative be correlated from the perspective of selection acting on their frequency, the two narratives themselves will be correlated.

This has many implications. One important implication, particularly for the early selective advantage of narrative transmission, is that we expect narrative structures to be more robust to mistakes about specific elements. Evolutionary robustness is the persistence of an organismal trait under perturbations (Wagner, 2013). Of course, narratives as cultural attractors can shape meaning in potentially harmful ways as well. A high-coherence narrative can capture otherwise orthogonal information or can be resistant to updating as contradictory evidence accumulates.
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Abstract

Conviction Narrative Theory is an interesting and plausible way to think about how individuals make decisions when quantitative assessments are not open to them. The question I pose is the following. Is there any general result about how decisions should be taken independent of the particular circumstances of that decision?

Decision-making under uncertainty has tended to proceed on the assumption that there is a "right" and a "wrong" way of making decisions. There is a large literature on the assumptions behind the view that individuals or organisations should maximise a measure of expected "utility" but all approaches along these lines require the assumption that there are subjective probabilities attached to every conceivable state of the world. In a world of radical uncertainty, however, no such probabilities exist (Kay & King, 2020). How then should individuals make decisions in such a world?

There are two immediate implications of radical uncertainty. First, optimising behaviour cannot be defined. Second, there is no single rule of thumb that can replace optimising behaviour: Individuals must learn to cope with circumstances as they arise. What modes of thought are useful in confronting the situation of this kind? Johnson et al. recognise that when quantitative assessments of uncertainty are impossible, individuals try to understand radical uncertainty in terms of narratives. This is how people communicate with each other. But they go much further in analysing how narratives are constructed and communicated to others. Their Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) argues that "narratives arise from the interplay between individual cognition and the social environment, with reasoners adopting a narrative that feels 'right' to explain the available data; using that narrative to imagine plausible futures; and affectively evaluating those imagined futures to make a choice." This is an interesting and plausible way to think about how individuals make decisions when quantitative assessments are not open to them. As the authors comment, "we use narratives to make sense of the past, imagine the future, commit to action, and share these judgments and choices with others."

Narratives are used to evaluate "imagined futures." In turn, decisions are made through the adoption of heuristics which are simple rules of thumb that precisely, because they are simple, are likely to be robust. All of this is compelling. The paper provides a rich framework within which to think about what constitutes rational decision-making in a world of radical uncertainty. But the question I would pose is the following. Although the authors start and continue with revealing examples of decisions, the conceptual apparatus of CNT is not used to provide answers except in a general and abstract form. Is it possible to do so, or are we driven to the proposition that only an analysis of specific circumstances can explain why a decision was taken? Is there any general result that we can discuss independent of the particular circumstances of that decision? The intellectual attractions of a general theory are clear. But is this an illusion in our present state of knowledge? More fundamentally, in a world of radical uncertainty can there be a general theory at all?

The authors are clearly conscious of this issue. They argue, correctly in my view, that they are tackling a "grand" problem. But the question of how far we can get in constructing the general theory remains open. Nevertheless, as the authors conclude, "the preoccupation of much decision-making research with optimality – whether in assumption or subversion – might profitably yield some ground to the more basic question of how, under radical uncertainty, we can explain the available data; using that narrative to imagine plausible futures, and affectively evaluating, we gain conviction to act at all."

Social scientists across a variety of disciplines are needed to make progress in this important area.
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Abstract

Johnson et al. make a strong case for Conviction Narrative Theory, but it remains unclear why so many adaptive narratives include supernatural causes and other falsehoods. Focusing on religions, I argue that an adaptive decision-making system might include supernatural falsehoods because they simplify complex problems, they are sensitive to long-term incentives, and they evoke strong emotions in a communicative context.
Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) resonates with the anthropological evidence that societies use narratives to frame uncertain decisions (Douglas, 2013). People evaluate narratives with a blend of emotion and intuition (Zinn, 2016), and CNT convincingly outlines how this might be part of an adaptive decision-making system under radical uncertainty. And yet anthropological evidence also shows that high-risk and uncertain decisions frequently involve religious narratives with supernatural causes and other falsehoods (Evans-Pritchard, 1937; Malinowski, 1932). If our narratives are adaptive for dealing with uncertain fitness-relevant problems, then why are so many narratives false?

A popular answer is that our evolved cognition is like a flawed superpower: Humans might be generally sensitive to the statistical and causal structure of their environments (Sperber, Premack, & Premack, 1995), but they are also prone to biases and misleading intuitions that disrupt these capabilities (Kahneman, 2013). An alternative answer, which I advocate here, is that religious falsehoods are part of a broader tendency to generate useful, ecologically rational narratives (Lightner & Hagen, 2022). Under radical uncertainty, where information is scarce and the data-generating processes are unknown, how should people think about fitness-relevant challenges like natural hazards or social conflicts? I will discuss three ingredients that supernatural falsehoods might add to decision-making narratives.

The first ingredient is that they simplify complex problems. Contra Johnson et al. in section 6.1, there are strong theoretical reasons to suggest that simple narratives explain more of the data under radical uncertainty, because they are less sensitive to variance around future observations (i.e., they improve a bias-variance tradeoff; Brightton & Gigenerzer, 2012). When explaining complex phenomena, a simpler narrative that ignores the idiosyncratic details of individual observations is more likely to generalize to other scenarios with different background circumstances (Quillian, 2020; Woodward, 2006).

A familiar example is the intentional stance (Dennett, 1987). Humans can predict and navigate social behavior because we ascribe simple, reductive mental state concepts to a truly complex and mysterious type of data-generator: other minds (Gerstenberg & Tenenbaum, 2017). Religious falsehoods similarly tend to impute oversimplified, anthropomorphic falsehoods onto complex phenomena. For example, many societies depend on forest resources. Forests are complex ecological systems (Filotas et al., 2014), where many species interact in a dynamic “web-like structure” resembling social causation (target article, sect. 6.1). Animistic religions often construe these forest systems as having person-like entities that purposefully engage in helpful, antagonistic, and communicative relationships with each other (Attran et al., 2002; Ingold, 2006). This perspective might be dismissed as superstitious, but it can serve the genuinely useful and otherwise difficult task of making sense of a complex, dynamic ecological network (ojalehto mays, Seligman, & Medin, 2020).

The second ingredient is that supernatural falsehoods are often sensitive to long-term outcomes that matter. Consider, for example, the Australian Martu landscape burning practices that ultimately lead to continuing food availability (Bird, Taylor, Codding, & Bird, 2013). These practices create a collective action problem because the payoffs are only high if people participate in the required labor (Lightner & Purzycki, 2023). Rather than resorting to decision or game theory, Martu view their burning practices as part of a sacred narrative where failing to participate would bring about the end of the world (Bird, Bird, Codding, & Taylor, 2016). In a real sense, this has useful causal information: In their harsh and arid environment, a collapse of the food supply would be a dire outcome.

Even explanations for “randomness” vary across cultures in ways that seem sensitive to long-term ecological risks (Tucker, 2017). Howell (2012), for example, observed that the Malaysian Chewong explain misfortune in terms of spiritual retribution for norm violations rather than chance. In a sense, this seems irrational because it posits a tapestry of non-human agents who sanction inauspicious practices. In another sense, Howell argues, there’s an ecologically relevant logic to their view of randomness, because Chewong social rules “prevent risk situations from occurring” while recognizing the fact that “in performing their daily tasks, humans are not separate from the natural world” (p. 9).

Interestingly, Johnson et al. discuss an unpublished experiment that also seems to suggest that people think of randomness as an explanation, rather than a lack thereof (Johnson, Matiashvili, & Tuckett, 2019; sect. 7.1.1). They also mention that participants tended to think that unexplained price changes were signals when positive. If participants had a long enough time horizon in mind, then this does not seem like a particularly irrational heuristic because major stock market indices do tend to increase over a long enough timeframe (Kim & Ryoo, 2011). Like the Martu and Chewong, when given a noisy process with scarce information, participants might have been sensitive to the feedback they have received in the long run.

The third ingredient is that supernatural falsehoods can effectively manipulate behavior by evoking strong emotions when they are communicated. Consider the many sources of danger that forests can contain at night (e.g., predators, enemies, falling hazards). Rather than enumerating and weighing all the possibilities, many societies use narratives to evoke salient fears that effectively keep others from harm’s way (e.g., “avoid the forest at night because monsters lurk in there”) (Morin & Sobchuk, 2022; Sugiyama, Sugiyama, Slingerland, & Collard, 2011). Supernatural punishment is an especially common and effective tool for motivating cooperative behavior because it presents decision-makers with a distressing imagined future for breaking the rules (Bendixen & Purzycki, 2017; Fitouchi & Singh, 2021). Indeed, supernatural appeals across cultures are not about random subject matter; they are usually about locally important socioecological challenges like resource management and cooperative conflicts (Bendixen et al., 2021; Purzycki, Bendixen, Lightner, & Sosis, 2022). They are also sensitive to long-term causation: Cheating might pay in the short-term, but losing a cooperative partner can genuinely present a long-term opportunity cost (Delton, Krasnow, Cosmides, & Tooby, 2011).

Finding the narrative that “feels right,” as CNT puts it, can help bypass a considerable amount of noise when responding to a complex and mysterious problem. More importantly, religious narratives, though false or seemingly irrational, often turn out to reflect concerns about behaviors that matter for people’s livelihoods. With radical uncertainty, they are often all we have.
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Abstract

We propose extrapolating Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) to clinical psychology and psychiatry. We demonstrate how CNT principles may benefit assessment, therapy, and possibly even modify public health views of neuropsychiatric disorders. Our commentary focuses on hoarding disorder as a model, elaborates on discrepancies in the scientific literature and suggests how the CNT may resolve them.

Johnson et al. provide a thought-provoking and insightful synthesis of ideas advancing our understanding of decision-making. We suggest that the reach of the Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) affects far broader psychology fields than Johnson et al. propose. We argue for widening CNT’s scope to neuropsychiatric disorders, psychotherapy, and their impact on public health.

Considering the CNT as it applies to generic decision-making under radical uncertainty may limit its impact. Difficulties tolerating uncertainty and resolving it are central in multiple neuropsychiatric disorders (Gillett, Bilek, Hanna, & Fitzgerald, 2018; Lebert, Turkington, Freeston, & Dudley, 2021). Individuals often portray such difficulties using subjective reports, objective measures, or both. There are discrepancies between subjective reports and objective tasks assessing resolution of uncertainty or decision-making under uncertainty. Healthy adults’ objective resolution of uncertainty may differ under certain conditions, but their subjective estimate of uncertainty remains constant in these different conditions (Linkovski, Rodriguez, Wheaton, Henik, & Anholt, 2021). In other studies, the association between subjective intolerance of uncertainty (IU) and subjective anxiety severity was higher than the association between IU and objective decision-making under uncertainty (Luhmann, Ishida, & Hajcak, 2011). The CNT accounts for these discrepancies as the objective uncertainty may differ under certain conditions, but their subjective estimate of uncertainty remains constant in these conditions.

The discrepancy between objective and subjective uncertainty measures is imperative for neuropsychiatric disorders. Difficulties resolving uncertainty are transdiagnostic and may serve as a treatment target but are often measured with subjective assessments (McEvoy, Hyett, Shihata, Price, & Strachan, 2019).
Multiple clinical cohorts report increased subjective IU (Gillett et al., 2018) and subjective IU predicts response to psychotherapy (Castriotta, Dozier, Taylor, Mayes, & Ayers, 2019). Objective uncertainty measures most often include monetary decision-making or cognitive reasoning (Aranovich, Cavagnaro, Pitt, Myung, & Mathews, 2017; Pushkarshkaya et al., 2015, 2017; Ruderman et al., 2016; Strauss et al., 2020; Zald & Treadway, 2017) as they are derived from rational approaches and are easily inferred. These tasks informed our understanding of neuropsychiatric disorders and hold some predictive validity to developing psychopathologies (Ruderman et al., 2016). Yet there are discrepancies between these objective tasks and subjective assessments. For example, hoarding disorder (HD) patients struggle with letting go of items, irrespective of their objective value (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). These patients have elevated subjective IU scores and often report struggling with uncertainty in their daily life (Wheaton, Abramowitz, Jacoby, Zwerling, & Zerling, 2016). Objective decision-making tasks suggest that HD patients have intact decision-making under uncertainty, although they may be less flexible (Pushkarshkaya et al., 2017) and that these patients are less sensitive to losses than healthy adults (Aranovich et al., 2017). In real life however, HD patients may be extremely sensitive to losing items (Orr, Preston-Shoot, & Braye, 2019). This discrepancy may be reduced if we incorporate CNT principles in objective tasks. For example, using emotionally laden tasks yielded significant leaps in our understanding of neuronal mechanisms of HD (Tolin et al., 2012). We hypothesize that experimental tasks using multiple decision options, affect-laden stimuli, and having individuals explain their narrative fragments or engage in affective valuation or simulation of decision outcomes will result in much greater differences between HD and non-HD cohorts.

The CNT framework aligns with psychotherapeutic interventions. Working with clients to expose, expand, and alter their narratives is a common goal of many psychotherapies (Goldblatt, Briggs, Lindner, Schechter, & Ronningstam, 2015; Rhodes, 2013). In HD, first-line psychotherapies aim to modify thoughts, beliefs, and decision-making processes assigned to items and to the self (Mathews et al., 2018; Steketee & Frost, 2013; Tolin, Frost, & Steketee, 2007). The CNT may define these thoughts, beliefs, and decision-making processes as narratives or narrative fragments. In line with CNT principles, current treatments have therapists or volunteers aiding HD clients assess their narratives of items and verbally simulate outcomes of their decisions in their homes – such practices may increase affective reasoning and widen the narrative fragments (Crone, Angel, Isemann, & Norberg, 2020; Linkowski et al., 2018; Muroff & Otte, 2019). The CNT suggests that narratives bind processes and perception to guide actions (target article). Therapists may work with clients on explicitly communicating new narrative fragments, which in turn will modify clients’ narrative and alter their actions in a more profound way.

CNT discusses shared narratives and their role in economic outcomes. Neuropsychiatric disorders are a leading cause in reducing economic productivity (Chen, Kuhn, Prettner, & Bloom, 2018; James et al., 2018; Wittchen et al., 2011). Economic models suggest that major depressive disorder alone costs the US economy 326 billion dollars per year (Greenberg et al., 2021). These disorders are associated with societal stigma (Chasson, Guy, Bates, & Corrigan, 2018; Corrigan, 2004) which is internalized and affects treatment-seeking and informing mental health status with employers (Clement et al., 2015; Schnyder, Panczak, Groth, & Schultz-Lutter, 2017). Increasing help-seeking behaviors may lessen the economic burden of neuropsychiatric disorders. Extrapolating the CNT suggests that changing the shared narrative of mental health may reduce the economic costs of neuropsychiatric disorders.

To summarize, we propose that CNT can benefit how we study and treat neuropsychiatric disorders and help decision-makers and health systems lessen the global burden these disorders cause.
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Commentary/Johnson et al.: Conviction Narrative Theory

Abstract
I encourage Johnson et al. to ground Conviction Narrative Theory in more detail in foundational, earlier decision-making research – first and foremost in Herbert Simon’s work. Moreover, I wonder if and how further reflections about narratives could aid tackling two interrelated grand challenges of the decision sciences: To describe decision-making environments; to understand how people select among decision-strategies in environments.

Conviction Narrative Theory stresses how important narratives are for decision-making. I agree, and would encourage Johnson et al. to anchor Conviction Narrative Theory more in foundational work on decision-making – first and foremost in that of Herbert Simon.

Moreover, I believe reflecting about narratives could aid tackling two interrelated theoretical challenges of the decision sciences: How to describe decision-making environments; how to explain how people select among different decision-strategies for action as a function of their environment.

How to describe environments?
Simon (1990) stressed that “Human rational behavior ... is shaped by a scissors whose two blades are the structure of task environments and the computational capabilities of the actor” (p. 7). Together with Newell, he developed a research program that characterizes those blades.

Narratives could serve to capture and transmit actionable insights for tackling ill-structured problems (Simon & Newell, 1958). In such problems, “the objective function, the goal, is vague and nonquantitative” (p. 5), key variables are non-numerical, and “computational algorithms ... are not available” (p. 5). Simon and Newell (1958) contrasted such problems to well-structured ones, which “can be formulated explicitly and quantitatively, and ... be solved by known and feasible computational techniques” (p. 5). Their typology of well-structured versus ill-structured problems is orthogonal to the Knightian (Knight, 1921/1971) contrast between uncertainty and risk Johnson et al. focus on: Both ill-structured and well-structured problems can come with uncertainty. What matters for decision-making is not just uncertainty – and be it Donald Rumsfeld’s surprising “unknown unknowns” (Mousavi & Gigerenzer, 2017, p. 363) – but also the degree and type of structure a problem exhibits. Most challenging real-life problems do not come with clearly delineated boundaries; rather, they are undefined, they can shape-shift and evolve dynamically over time, or be interchained with, and leading into, new problems. Particularly social task environments – which Johnson et al. discuss – exhibit such structural fuzziness.

How do people select among different strategies for action?
One may speculate that narratives allow recognizing key elements of ill-structured problems. Recognizing one’s task environment and patterns therein may help knowing what strategies one should rely on. Indeed, Simon (e.g., Simon, 1990; Simon & Chase, 1973) stressed how important recognition processes are for human decision-making and rationality. My hypothesis is that narratives


serve what is known as strategy selection in the decision sciences (e.g., Marewski & Schooler, 2011).

Moreover, narratives may inform us not only about what we should do, but also about what we can do in the first place. The latter function (‘the can’) is a prerequisite for selection (‘the should’): Narratives likely transmit actionable insights; they are vehicles for passing on heuristics and other decision-making strategies across generations; they aid filling our toolbox of strategies. Think of holy books, fairy tales, or folk wisdom: “Do not put all your eggs in the same basket” (Hafenbrädl, Waeger, Marewski, & Gigerenzer, 2016, p. 218), “Do to others as you would have them do to you” (The Bible, Luke, 6:31), and other well-known simple guiding principles are heuristic decision-strategies (e.g., Marewski & Hoffrage, 2020). Polya (1945/2014) – a founding father of the study of heuristics whose insights shaped Newell’s and Simon’s work on heuristics (Dick, 2015) – saw how ancient proverbs and heuristics of more modern days correspond.

Many such decision tools have fuzzy scopes and their task environments fuzzy boundaries. Such lack of definiteness could be functional: One may speculate that fuzziness allows for those narrated descriptions of tools and environments to attach to different kinds of ill-structured real-world situations a decision-maker may experience.

Indeed, communication, selection, and pattern detection all form part of Conviction Narrative Theory; there may be room for an integrative research program.

Developing Conviction Narrative Theory’s narrative

Such a program warrants precise definitions of concepts concerning the environmental and mental blades, and those theoretical elements must fit to each other, analogously to how two blades must fit to cut. Currently, Johnson et al. invoke uncertainty to characterize environments only broadly. Future developments of Conviction Narrative Theory could specify different types of environments further, with structure being one dimension. Likewise, one could zoom into specific models of heuristics and organize the toolbox of different types of heuristics as a function of the description of environments available. For instance, most fast-and-frugal heuristics (Gigerenzer, Todd, & the ABC Research Group, 1999) are algorithmic models that can be applied to well-defined problems that feature uncertainty. Classification and probabilistic inference tasks are examples. Heuristics that come as qualitative guiding principles – as in proverbs – may help to manage diverse ill-defined tasks, with more fuzzy boundaries. For example, qualitative guiding principles such as the one described in Luke (6:31) may serve leadership and cooperation alike, and be it in business or in warfare (see also Marewski & Katsikopoulos, 2022).

Currently, Conviction Narrative Theory invokes heuristics too nonspecifically, brushing across Tversky and Kahneman’s (1974) error-prone shortcuts and heuristics as ecologically grounded models of bounded rationality (e.g., Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996). Only the latter reflect Simon’s (1990) scissors (see Petracca, 2021, for a discussion). Also accounts of more complex tools need detail. Bayesianism is an example: Johnson et al. do not distinguish between Lindley’s (1983) “Universal Bayes” (Gigerenzer & Marewski, 2015, p. 431), allegedly applying to all environments, and Savage’s (1954/1972) domain-specific Bayesian decision theory. The latter sets apart “small” and “grand” worlds (e.g., p. 84), complementing Knight’s contrast between risk and uncertainty (see Binmore, 2017), and taking into account “human possibility” (p. 16), not too inconsistent with Simon’s notion of bounded rationality. Future work could deep-dive into such earlier theories of decision-making, examining if and how they would fit Conviction Narrative Theory.

All of the above might translate into two tasks: (1) Theory integration, and (2) setting apart, in detail, Conviction Narrative Theory from alternative lines of thought. Tackling both tasks may aid to better transmit the narrative Conviction Narrative Theory itself represents, allowing researchers to better understand and work with that narrative.

Conclusion

To conclude, many narratives feature heroes of the past. Newell and Simon’s heuristics (e.g., 1956) set the grounds for an entire field. Heuristics and Simon’s (e.g., 1955, 1956) notion of bounded rationality form part of Conviction Narrative Theory, albeit with relatively little reference to Simon, and so do Savage’s (1945/1972) “small worlds” (e.g., p. 84), but without much reference to Savage. Polya and Newell are heroes of the past, currently still lost. Conviction Narrative Theory is a fascinating narrative, but one that remains to be completed.
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Is Conviction Narrative Theory a theory of everything or nothing?

Ben R. Newell and Aba Szollosi

Abstract

We connect Conviction Narrative Theory to an account that views people as intuitive scientists who can flexibly create, evaluate, and modify representations of decision problems. We argue that without understanding how the relevant complex narratives (or indeed any representation, simple to complex) are themselves constructed, we also cannot know when and why people would rely on them to make choices.

At the conclusion of their thought-provoking paper, Johnson et al. provide some vivid imagery in an effort to contextualise their contribution. They contrast a view of Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) as comprising “too much theoretical meat” (sect. 10.1, para. 2) with a view that the theory is “skeletal,” containing too little substance. This tension between the meat and the bones, or the details versus the framework, runs throughout the target article and is never fully resolved – and so exactly what CNT offers to scholars of decision-making remains unclear.

At the heart of this tension lies an unresolved contradiction regarding the scope of the theory. In some contexts, Johnson et al. designate CNT as merely a theory of decision-making under radical uncertainty and not a theory of the many crucial aspects of cognition – explanation, analogy, causation, emotion – that are often abstracted away in classical approaches to judgement and decision-making. In other contexts, narratives are being offered as the all-encompassing “currency of thought.” Determining how broadly CNT can contribute to our understanding necessitates consideration of how a decision unfolds.

The first task for any decision maker, as Johnson et al. note, is to understand their current situation. How people achieve this understanding is an issue that appears in various guises across cognitive science. The “frame problem” in artificial intelligence research, the “correspondence problem” in judgement and decision-making and the “problem of induction” in philosophy all ask how agents are able to identify and act on relevant aspects of a situation. To adapt one of Johnson et al.’s examples: How does the widower determine the provenance of the noise that awoke him and decide what to do?

Johnson et al.’s claim appears to be that the first thing the widower does is to realise that he is under conditions of radical uncertainty in which probabilities are unknowable. How this initial step is achieved is not specified by the theory but it seems crucial if the purview is decision-making under radical uncertainty and not all decision-making, or indeed deliberative behaviour in general.

If narratives are only invoked when probabilities do not apply then the theory needs to explain how people know they are in such a situation. If the claim is broader and that narratives, or perhaps the internal monologues that accompany them, are used as a general guide to thinking and deciding – the “currency of thought” – then there is a deep concern that the theory loses coherence and becomes a set of generic statements about various tenuously related cognitive and emotional processes. There is clearly value in pointing out the relevance of other research areas to the endeavour of understanding behaviour that is often viewed through the narrow lens of expected utility theory (EUT), but to claim that this broadening of perspective constitutes a novel theory seems like overreach.

Returning to our widower, the idea that he explicitly runs a probability calculus over the possible outcomes of different actions is, naturally, absurd. He has most likely got to this stage in his life without ever hearing of EUT or its implications – just like the vast majority of people. As such, asking whether or how he knows that he is under conditions of radical uncertainty is also nonsensical. He has heard a sound and has to make a decision. Invoking EUT to explain how he does this might provide a way to think about and analyse the potential consequences of different actions but it is not a psychological explanation of his behaviour (and was never intended to be, e.g., by von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947).

We agree with Johnson et al. that narratives provide another way to think about this process, but just as probability-based theories can be critiqued for not explaining “where the numbers come from,” narrative approaches, like CNT, suffer from under-specification of how narratives are constructed (e.g., Klayman, 2001; Newell, Lagnado, & Shanks, 2022). By focusing only on a narrow set of all possible representations (complex narratives), CNT is unable to account for when and why people might use simpler strategies to deal with problems. Johnson et al. claim that narratives are higher-order representations that flexibly include lower-order representations, but the threshold for lower versus higher-order representations remains murky, as does the mechanism for flexible integration. This is problematic because as long as we do not understand how the relevant narratives are themselves constructed (or indeed any representation, simple to complex), we also cannot know when and why people would rely on them to make choices.

To answer the when and why questions, we would typically turn to diagnostic empirical evidence but here again the picture is rather unclear. Johnson et al. have a somewhat conflicting view stating both that lab-experimentation is “ill-suited” for testing the prevalence of narrative thinking, and that “finer-grained experimental evidence” is required to draw more definitive conclusions than those derived on the basis of qualitative interviews.

One potential solution to these problems is to start more modestly and focus on how people build up simple representations. Not all situations necessitate complex, emotionally charged simulations and evaluations, but they always necessitate the
development of some kind of representation. Considering people to be “intuitive scientists” puts the focus on the process of how representations are generated and not on a particular kind of complex representation (Szollosi & Newell, 2020; Szollosi, Donkin, & Newell, 2022). From this perspective, understanding how people develop relatively simple representations – such as of integer numbers (Carey & Barner, 2019) or of the frequency of various events (Mason, Szollosi, & Newell, 2022) – can provide a useful starting point by enabling clearer ways to measure or manipulate the range of factors that Johnson et al. (rightly) claim play into any decision.

Explaining how such representations emerge does not require probabilities, or utilities, or the kinds of calculations that CNT wants to eschew, and we expect that focussing at this simpler level could eventually provide a window into how more complex representations (narratives) are built from primitive information. Without thinking carefully about these initial steps of flexible representation generation and selection there is a risk that the theoretical “tastiness” of CNT will be lost in a soup of conceptual complexity.
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Abstract

This commentary focuses on affective structures and the main adaptive functions of shared narratives to fill the gaps of the Conviction Narrative Theory. The transmission of narratives among individuals in highly uncertain situations is irrevocably tainted by affects and anchored in collective memory. Narratives have important evolutionary functions for human beings under threat and act as the social glue that creates and strengthens social bonds among individuals.

Since the dawn of time, the transmission of narratives among individuals tends to proliferate in times of wars; natural and man-made disasters, the COVID-19 crisis; and other dangerous and highly uncertain situations. These narratives that allow people to construct meanings of the crisis and cope with adversity are irrevocably tainted by affects and anchored in collective memory (Seeger & Sellnow, 2016). Because the Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT), proposed by Johnson et al., focuses primarily on textual objects, we aim to highlight the extent to which the structural and generative semiotics can constitute a relevant complementary contribution to the choice of narratives deployed by individuals in situations of radical uncertainty.

The singularity of semiotics as an interdisciplinary research field is to grasp constructed or coded elements that bear complementarity to social and cognitive sciences to seize the in-depth meanings of human communication (Greimas, 1966). The semiotic analysis of narratives implies identifying a structure, a dynamic that renders it possible to understand the narratives’ architecture and deep mechanics. The narratives’ architecture stems from the narratives deployed; their rhetorical and argumentative arrangements; the identified discursive structures, denotations, and connotations; and, finally, the systems of values and emotions that underlie these narratives. The dynamics of a narrative arise from a network of tensions rooted in a lacunar situation, an initial lack or trigger that acts as a revealer. In particular, during the COVID-19 crisis, a meticulous analysis of narratives revealed not only the collectively shared imaginary narratives that reflect humans’ primal fears of the plague disease but also the collective imaginary narratives (McLaughlin, Pelletier, & Boespflug, 2022).

Indeed, structured semiotic analysis reveals the architectures of meaning at the narrative level and facilitates understanding individuals’ emotions underlying a narrative, an action, or a practice. Nevertheless, CNT, which evokes the affective dimension as a fundamental constituent of narrative thinking, does not consider any tools for its analyses, whereas the semiotics of passions, founded by Greimas and Fontanille (1991), allows one to seize the experience of the subject, a subject governed by their feelings. The passion, which is a crucial and prototypical component of the Paris School of Semiotics (Broden, 1992), requires a thorough textual analysis of narratives governed by sensitive, somatic, and perceptual dimensions. The semiotic analysis of passion narratives demonstrates that this universe of modalities and configurations precedes a signification, is situated at a pre-cognitive level, and is animated by tensions that reveal various valences, areas of attraction and repulsion, and “states of mind.” These antagonistic narrative configurations affirm the primary affective and social nature of human beings that tends to transcend historical and cultural boundaries (Greimas & Fontanille, 1991).

Narratives have other prominent functions for human beings in addition to those mentioned in the target article. First, from the
evolutionary perspective, narratives represent a universal activity that allows the transmission of survival-relevant information and meaning-making of new, uncertain, and dangerous objects or situations (Pelletier & Drozda-Senkowski, 2020). Second, narratives are transmitted to provide audiences with relevant information that allows them to construct representations of an unknown object or situation. Thus, narratives might be particularly persuasive in manipulating the audiences’ representations of the physical or social environment to transmit or create desired reality (Sugiyama, 1996, 2017). Third, direct, person-to-person transmission of narratives tends to create and strengthen social bonds among individuals and, therefore, facilitates social cohesion and cooperation, which are elemental for individuals’ survival (Bietti, Tilston, & Bangerter, 2019).

Thus, although people may be unaware of the affective structures and adaptive functions of narratives, especially in the context of radical uncertainty, there seems to be no doubt about their functions in terms of creating reality and strengthening interpersonal relationships. This offers a solid reason for strategically selecting one’s narratives, which equates to persuasively manipulating reality and intersubjectivity. Thus, narratives are a powerful social construction tool that depends on the manner and the social context in which a discourse is constructed by individuals to structure the shapeless uncertainty.
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What makes narratives feel right? The role of metacognitive experiences
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Central to Johnson et al.’s Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) is the assumption that reasoners adopt “a narrative that feels ‘right’ to explain the available data” and use “that narrative to imagine plausible futures” (target article, Abstract). Their discussion of what makes a narrative “feel right” focuses on structural aspects of the narrative and neglects the role of metacognitive experiences in the construction and evaluation of narratives. This commentary addresses this gap, drawing on feelings-as-information theory (Schwarz, 2012; Schwarz & Clore, 2007).

Narratives are more compelling when they are easy to construct. People monitor the dynamics of their own thought processes and have more confidence in their thoughts when processing is easy (Koriat, 2007; Schwarz, 2015). Numerous content, context, and person variables can influence the subjective experience of fluent processing (Reber, Schwarz, & Winkielman, 2004; Schwarz, Jelbert, Noah, & Zhang, 2021). Some influences are integral to what the person thinks about (e.g., the coherence or complexity of a narrative), whereas others are incidental (e.g., momentary distractions or the readability of a print font). Because people are more sensitive to their feelings than to the source of their feelings, they frequently misread incidental feelings as bearing on what they are thinking about. The inferences they draw from processing fluency are guided by lay theories of mental operations, which are usually correct. People assume, for example, that a narrative is easier to process when it is familiar, coherent, and compatible with other things they know than when it is not. Hence, they infer higher familiarity (Song & Schwarz, 2009) and coherence (Topolinski & Strack, 2009) when processing is easy, and are less likely to notice a claim’s incompatibility with their own knowledge (Song & Schwarz, 2008), even when the experience is solely due to variations in color contrast, print font, or ease of pronunciation. Because familiarity is an important input into judgments of risk and trust, people are also more likely to invest in stocks when the ticker symbol is easy to pronounce (Alter & Oppenheimer, 2006; Green & Jame, 2013), indicating reduced risk perception, and to trust online sellers when their usernames are easy to process (Silva, Chrobot, Newman, Schwarz, & Topolinski, 2017). Moreover, fluent processing due to repetition (Hasher, Goldstein, & Toppino, 1977), cultural familiarity (Oyserman, 2019), audio quality (Bild et al., 2021), color contrast (Reber & Schwarz, 1999), rhyme (McGlone & Tofighbakhsh, 2000), related nonprobative photos (Newman & Zhang, 2021), and many other incidental variables increases the acceptance of claims as true (Brashier & Marsh, 2020; Schwarz & Jelbert, 2021).
This suggests that only fluent narratives are compelling enough to elicit strong “convictions,” whereas disfluent narratives are likely to seem implausible (Schwarz, Sanna, Skurnik, & Yoon, 2007). Debiasing research supports this conclusion. After an outcome is known, people believe that they could have predicted it (Fischhoff, 1975). To attenuate this hindsight bias, it is often recommended to consider how the event might have turned out otherwise (Larrick, 2004), thus prompting the development of an alternative narrative. Because thinking of just a few reasons for alternative outcomes is more difficult than thinking of many, this debiasing strategy is successful when people are asked for a few reasons, but backfires when they are asked for many (Sanna, Schwarz, & Stocker, 2002). Even when people successfully generate many reasons for alternative outcomes, the associated difficulty convinces them that the obtained outcome was almost unavoidable. All three results—the emergence of a hindsight bias, its attenuation through generating a few alternatives, and its exaggeration by generating many alternatives—reflect judges’ reliance on their own metacognitive experiences and can be obtained with different incidental and integral manipulations of processing fluency (Schwarz et al., 2007).

In addition to providing information about one’s processing dynamics, fluent processing is experienced as pleasant and elicits a spontaneous positive affective response that can be captured with psychophysiological measures (Winkielman & Cacioppo, 2001). Hence, a given stimulus is liked more when it is easy to process, for example, due to repetition (Zajonc, 1968), visual (Reber, Winkielman, & Schwarz, 1998) or conceptual primes (Belke, Leder, Strobach, & Carbon, 2010), or individual differences in color vision (Alváro, Moreira, Lillo, & Franklin, 2015). This affective pathway from fluent processing to liking parallels the influence of happy and sad moods (Schwarz, 1990) and figures prominently in aesthetic preference and judgments of beauty (Reber et al., 2004). The common intuition that beauty and truth go hand in hand reflects that processing fluency serves as an input into both judgments (Schwarz, 2018).

CNT holds that “explanatory fit is experienced affectively” (sect. 6.2). Processing fluency provides affective as well as non-affective information that informs assessments of what one is thinking about—when thoughts flow smoothly, people nod along (Schwarz & Jalbert, 2021). The observed parallel influence of integral and incidental variables implies that assessments of explanatory fit are highly error prone—because people are more sensitive to their feelings than to the source of their feelings, narratives can feel “right” (or “wrong”) for reasons that are substantially unrelated to the content of the narrative. For researchers, this source insensitivity provides two useful methodological tools. In Johnson et al.’s examples, narrative content and associated feelings cannot be separated—simulating a narrative that leads to a positive (negative) future elicits positive (negative) feelings and either the content of the narrative or the feeling it elicits may drive subsequent choices. To separate the contributions of content and feelings, one can (1) elicit an incidental feeling, as in the above examples, or (2) undermine the informational value of integral feelings by leading people to attribute their feelings to an incidental source, which attenuates or eliminates the impact of feelings (e.g., Novemsky, Dhar, Schwarz, & Simonson, 2007; Schwarz & Clore, 1983). Without such manipulations, CNT’s causal claims about the roles of narrative content versus the accompanying (affective or non-affective) feelings, and their relative contributions at different stages, remain ambiguous. The further development of CNT will benefit from tackling this task.
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Abstract

Education often relies on an implicit assumption that decisions are made rationally, and focuses on situations in which there are correct answers that can be known with certainty. The proposal that decision-making is often narrative, especially in contexts of radical uncertainty, suggests important changes to education practice and new questions for education research.

We outline three educational implications of Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT).

First, CNT can contribute to understanding pre-existing results in the education literature, especially regarding challenges to effective learning that is retained and applied in new contexts (e.g., Barnett & Ceci, 2002). As a concrete example, imagine a biology teacher who hopes that class content will help students understand the world and make better decisions in the future. Perhaps, years after the class, students might be able to correctly identify a new conspiracy theory around vaccines as being biologically implausible. Such an achievement requires that relevant information is initially understood and encoded into memory, remembered over a long time, recalled unprompted and outside of the original learning context, and finally applied correctly to a novel context ("far transfer"). CNT makes clear some of the challenge: When people are constructing potential narratives, snippets of information learned for a very narrow goal and applied in a very narrow context long ago (e.g., memorizing what “Helper T cells” are, to pass a biology exam about the immune system) may have very low salience as building blocks for narratives.

Second, CNT has implications for educational practice: Teachers can help students identify when intuitive narrative is or is not best suited to understanding and decision-making. When narrative is useful, teachers can help students learn to use it more effectively.

Consider an example of narratives interfering with reasoning, such that increased knowledge paradoxically increases wrong judgments. Kahn et al. (2012) found that “Members of the public with the highest degrees of science literacy and technical reasoning capacity… were the ones among whom cultural polarization was greatest” (e.g., about climate change). Such results indicate the power of the “narratives”. Teaching and learning more “facts” can be useless – or even harmful – if incorporated into a flawed narrative framework. This is consistent with research on confirmation bias (Nickerson, 1998), but CNT makes clear what is being confirmed in many of these cases: A particular narrative about the world. Regarding education, it suggests that students might be guided to be particularly cautious about narratives when they feel strongly about a topic but don’t yet know a lot about it.

In contrast, other examples show narratives being an asset for learning and reasoning. Dudley and Bold (1996) revised a non-calculus-based introductory physics course to start with everyday life (e.g., how does electricity within a house work?) and then worked down to the low-level physics phenomena (e.g., voltage). Notably, this approach “does not insist on mathematical rigor at every step, but concentrates more on the development of conceptual understanding.”

These contrasting examples illustrate the difficulty of knowing when to employ narrative. Indeed, some colleagues objected to the revised physics course because “they fear that any neglect of rigor compromises the physics education of the students.” This gap between what instructors think is best and what works well for students may be partially explained by “the curse of knowledge”: Once you know something, it is hard to simulate the mind of someone who does not know it (Wieman, 2007). Imagine a psychology teacher explaining the proper interpretation of p-values. Even when the lesson focuses on the mathematical level, the teacher’s rich understanding of p-values is embedded in knowledge of the “replication crisis” in psychology. She might be thinking about Simmons, Nelson, and Simonsohn (2016) reporting that “undisclosed flexibility in data collection and analysis allows presenting anything as significant”; or Bennett, Miller, and Woldford (2009) finding “results” from an fMRI of a dead salmon; or check-lists to avoid p-hacking (Wicherts et al., 2016); or “meta-discussion” about the tone around discussions of replication (Derksen & Field, 2022). In short, the instructor has a huge amount of related knowledge available to contextualize – and narrativize – her understanding of the low-level details being discussed; the students do not, and this gap can make pedagogy extremely challenging.

Third, CNT suggests priorities for future education research. Future research can identify both how to best use narratives and how to best teach students to use narratives. Consider simulation games that place students in the heart of the action. Shared experience of students in role-playing exercises becomes a useful narrative that the instructor can leverage to translate knowledge to terms meaningful to students. For example, one of us has had students do a classroom exercise simulating the working of direct
democracy, with students taking roles with different interests and knowledge in a self-governing democratic city facing a momentous decision. By pursuing their interests in the exercise, students end up experiencing a variety of important social and political phenomena, such as the spread of misinformation. Class comes “built-in” with the narrative of what happened in the exercise that led to the spread of misinformation, providing the instructor with a concrete narrative for analysis to ensure a shared understanding of the concepts and theories. Such practices seem well-supported by various aspects of CNT, but future research can help establish which practices actually lead to the best learning outcomes.

As an additional consideration, how can teachers give clear feedback when the focus is not on whether the final answer is “correct” but rather the process (and narrative) leading to the answer? Teachers must challenge students to break apart and critically examine the narratives underlying decisions and perspectives. This approach presents an opportunity to teach a transferable skill rather than discipline-specific knowledge. Through an evaluative lens: Are the students presenting structured evidence to justify their position? Is this evidence of high source quality? Do valid causal links tie narrative elements? Have they identified and mitigated biases that could have undue influence? Such questions prompt faculty to craft feedback aligned with Hattie and Timperley’s task, process, and self-regulatory levels (2007) that is likely to serve as “high-information feedback,” shaping learner behavior in more productive ways than simple reinforcement or punishment (Wisniewski, Zierer, & Hattie, 2020). This deeper engagement with process can enable students to regularly sense-check their biases and assumptions, be more open to incorporating new evidence and updating perspectives, and be more resistant to superficially compelling yet unfounded narratives.
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Abstract
In his ‘script theory,’ Tomkins first proposed that people unconsciously organize their life experiences in terms of narrative structures he termed “scripts.” I use a clinical vignette to illustrate how the psychotherapeutic process of “making the unconscious conscious” involves becoming aware of the maladaptive scripts that people unwittingly live by, and developing them into the “conviction narratives” proposed by the authors.

A psychotherapy patient arrived late, hurried into my office, and threw herself down in her seat. Tears had ruined her eye makeup and created black streams down her cheeks, although her facial expression was furious. As our eyes met, she declared with a force that slapped me across the face, “I hate drunks.” The patient was referring to her husband, whose alcohol dependence made life painful for her and their only child. A few seconds after I absorbed the impact of her fury and asked what had happened, nascent thoughts coalesced into a singular question in my mind: “If you hate drunks so much, why did you marry one?”

In fact, a familiar story was played out in her decision to marry this man – a kind, high-functioning survivor of childhood sexual abuse who, like the patient’s father, drowned his emotional pain in alcohol. She genuinely loved her husband and wanted to heal him, a wish that as a child she had been able to fulfill, if only intermittently, in relation to her father. Yet she lacked emotional insight into the connection between her childhood relationship with her father and her marital choice. An unconscious script ran through her relationships with these two men, which can be represented as:

He is in pain; I am forlorn → I try to ease his pain → He feels better and engages with me → I feel connected to him

This structure illustrates a more automatic and unconscious level of narrative processing than the “conviction narratives” proposed by the authors. The seminal personality theorist Silvan Tomkins first proposed that people employ narrative processing to organize their life experiences with his “script” theory (1979, 1987, 1991), which augured the rise of the narrative Zeitgeist across many fields of psychology (Demorest, Popovska, & Dabova, 2012; Howard, 1991; McD Adams, 2001; Nelson & Fivush, 2004). To understand and cope with emotionally intense experiences, Tomkins proposed that people form “scripts” or affective schemas that represent how such experiences typically proceed and how to respond in order to maximize positive affect and minimize negative affect. While scripts are constructed from specific emotional
experiences, they become general rather than specific so as to function as a personal guide for anticipating and managing similar experiences in the future. As Demorest et al. (2012) described, “The individual is both dramatist and actor, constructing the scripts through which he or she understands and lives life.”

In this sense of providing an emotional guide, scripts are similar to the authors’ conviction narratives. However, the latter are more complex, higher-order representations that allow people to imagine multiple possible futures — not just one, and evaluate those futures in arriving at consciously considered choices and action plans. Moreover, scripts are overlearned through repeated reinforcement and thus operate automatically and largely unconsciously, making them resistant to change. While originally adaptive, scripts can therefore become maladaptive when subsequently activated by ostensibly similar experiences that they do not, in fact, apply to. As a child, my patient’s script allowed her to negotiate her father’s pain and alcoholism and sustain a close relationship with him. Similarly becoming her husband’s emotional caretaker, however, left her feeling exploited, exhausted, and entirely unmet in her marriage.

If a goal of psychotherapy is “to make the unconscious conscious,” people need to become aware of the maladaptive scripts that they unwittingly live by, and develop them into reality-based conviction narratives. When my patient became aware of her script, she recognized that she had to take care of her father as a little girl in order to maintain a relationship with him. Similarly attending to her husband, and obviating her own needs in the process, however, need no longer be the price of intimacy. Indeed, continuing down this path would only destroy her marriage. So she decided on a different course. She would talk with her husband about how his drinking was impacting on their marriage and their son, and insist that he take responsibility for his illness by getting treatment and specialized social support. Only then could they relate to each other as marital partners and as parents, rather than as caretaker and patient. By developing fully considered narratives that accorded with the distinct emotional realities of her relationships with her father and husband, my patient was now free to imagine alternative futures and choose her own story, rather than repeat the painful story of her childhood.

The client’s permission to write about her psychotherapy was obtained on tape more than 25 years ago, using general descriptors to make her and others unidentifiable.
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Abstract

Convincing narratives are not confabulations. Presumably they “feel right” to decision-making agents because the probabilities they assign intuitively (i.e., implicitly) to potential outcomes are plausible. Can we render explicit the calculations that would be performed by a decision-making agent to evaluate the plausibility of competing narratives? And if we can, what, exactly, makes a narrative “feel right” to an agent?

Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) claims that probabilistic formalisms cannot explain decision-making under radical uncertainty, where “probabilities cannot be assigned to outcomes.” Accordingly, it replaces statistical analysis with a folk- psychological account: Decision-making agents adopt narratives that “feel right” to explain the available data and to imagine and evaluate plausible futures.

Since one narrative is more convincing than another, they presumably both encode probable outcomes intuitively — which is why the narrative that feels right is adopted. If so, what, exactly, makes a candidate narrative “feel right” to an agent?

I have argued elsewhere (Solms, 2021; Solms & Friston, 2018) that feelings represent fluctuating uncertainty under active inference: Decreasing uncertainty (inverse precision) in a course of action feels “good” for an agent because it increases confidence in its likelihood to minimize its variational free energy, and vice versa. It is possible to reduce this decision-making process to an equation: One that has recently been translated into folk- psychological terms by Smith, Ramstead, and Kiefer (2022). In what follows, therefore, I paraphrase them closely.

The relevant formalism (the POMDP formulation of active inference) pivots on the concept of a “policy” (denoted by $\pi$). A policy is a possible course of action that decision-making agents can entertain; it predicts a specific sequence of state transitions. What CNT calls “adopting a narrative,” therefore, is formalized under active inference as “policy selection.” Another pivotal concept is “expected confidence” (denoted by $\gamma$) which is a precision estimate for beliefs about expected free energy. “Expected free energy” (denoted by $G$) is the future variational free energy (the future $F$) expected under the outcomes anticipated when following a policy, given a model.

Here is the formalism:

$$G(\pi) = D_{KL}[q(o_t | \pi) || p(o_t)] + Eq(s_t | \pi)[H[p(o_t | s_t)]]$$
It says that a policy is more likely to be selected if it minimizes risk plus ambiguity.

Technically, under active inference, “risk” encodes the anticipated Kullback-Leibler divergence (denoted by $D_{KL}$) between two quantities. The first quantity ($q(o_i|x_i)$) corresponds to the observations an agent anticipates at each time-point (denoted by $o_i$) if it selects one policy versus another. This formalizes the folk-psychological notion of expectations. The second quantity ($p(o_i)$) corresponds to a policy-independent prior over observations which encodes the observations that are congruent with an agent’s “prior preference distribution.” This term formalizes the folk-psychological notion of goals. Selecting a policy to minimize free energy ($G(\pi)$) entails minimizing the difference between these prior expectations and the anticipated outcomes. An agent tries to infer which policy will generate outcomes closest to its goals, and selects the one that it believes is most likely to achieve what it desires (or values).

“Ambiguity,” technically, encodes the expected entropy (denoted by $H$) of the likelihood function for a given state at each time-point (denoted by $s_t$). Entropy measures the precision of a distribution. This means that an agent that minimizes $G$ will actively seek states with the most precise mapping to observations (i.e., it will select policies expected to generate the most informative outcomes).

The posterior probability distribution over policies is

$$p(\pi) = \sigma(\ln E(\pi) - F(\pi) - \gamma G(\pi))$$

This says that the most likely policies are those which minimize $G$, under constraints afforded by $E(\pi)$ and $F(\pi)$ – where $\sigma$ denotes a function that converts the result back to a proper distribution with non-negative values summing to one. $E(\pi)$ encodes a fixed prior over policies that can be used to model habitual actions, in line with past influences. $F(\pi)$ scores the free energy of past and present observations under each policy (i.e., the evidence they provided for each policy). It reflects how well each policy predicts the observations that have already been received.

How much weight should an agent afford a policy based on evidence from the past relative to the expected free energy of observations in the future? It depends upon the precision estimate for beliefs about expected free energy ($\gamma$). This pivotal quantity controls how much model-based predictions about outcomes contribute to policy selection. It formalizes how much the predictions are trusted. Lower values for $\gamma$ cause an agent to act habitually and with less confidence in its future plans.

The precision estimate is updated with each new observation, allowing an agent to modulate confidence in its model of the future. This updating is performed via a hyperprior ($\beta$), the rate parameter of the $\gamma$ distribution:

$$p(\gamma) = \Gamma(1, \beta)$$

$$E[\gamma] = \gamma = 1/\beta$$

$$\beta_{\text{update}} \leftarrow \beta - \beta_0 + (p(\pi) - p(\pi_0)) \cdot (-G(\pi))$$

$$\beta \leftarrow \beta - \beta_{\text{update}}$$

$$\gamma \leftarrow 1/\beta$$

Here, the arrow (→) indicates iterative value-updating (until convergence), $\beta_0$ is a prior on $\beta$, and $p(\pi_0)$ corresponds to $p(\pi)$ before an observation has been made to generate $F(\pi)$. That is, $p(\pi_0) = \sigma(\ln E(\pi) - G(\pi))$. For our purposes, this quantity within the value that updates the hyperprior ($\beta_{\text{update}}$) is especially important since it concerns feelings. This is a type of prediction error indicating whether a new observation provides evidence for or against beliefs about $G(\pi)$ – that is, whether or not $G(\pi)$ is consistent with the $F(\pi)$ generated by a new observation. When it leads to an increase in $\gamma$ (when confidence in $G(\pi)$ increases), it acts as evidence for a positive feeling, and vice versa.

The equation for posteriors over policies determines how likely a policy is. In folk-psychological terms, it determines an agent’s drive to select one narrative over another. We have seen that this arises from two influences: The prior over policies ($E(\pi)$) and the expected free energy ($G(\pi)$). While $E(\pi)$ maps well to habitual policies, $G(\pi)$ reflects the inferred value of each policy based on beliefs (e.g., $p(o_i|x_i)$ and $p(o_i|s_t)$) and desired outcomes (i.e., $p(o_i)$). The policy with the lowest expected free energy therefore formalizes the intentions of an agent. In the absence of habitual influences, the intention would become the policy the agent feels most driven to choose in $p(\pi)$.

The pivotal role of feelings is clear. The formalism shows that when new observations support a current policy (when they are consistent with $G(\pi)$), $\gamma$ increases, which generates “good” feelings, and vice versa. This increase in $\gamma$ boosts an agent’s confidence in its beliefs about expected variational free energy, which in turn reduces the appeal of habitual policies, $E(\pi)$.

In short, decision-making agents adopt policies that feel right to explain the available data and to imagine and evaluate plausible futures.
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Behaviour under uncertainty is messier than proposed, and while laudable in its breadth, Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) risks specificity for pluralism. Indeed, narratives themselves are presented in the target article as multifaceted, enveloping the functions of structure, simulation, affect-evaluation and communication. This fuzziness allows it to include a broad variety of cognitive functions and mechanisms, which while useful for more general descriptions, also makes its strengths and weaknesses as an explanation difficult to evaluate in detail. I propose that in addition to relying on narratives in situations of radical uncertainty we also have another option: Random exploration by acting on the world.

Consider, for example, an infant who in a situation of truly radical uncertainty (i.e., a situation with very shallow schemas, limited priors or disjointed narrative structure) acquaints with the world by putting things in their mouth, by wiggling and whacking the world. This is an example of model-free learning, where in novel situations we prod and poke to reveal the structure of the situation and possibly to alter it into a more familiar choice set. Only after we have inferred some structure to guide our predictions do we begin to form more complex model-based predictions to guide our actions (Castro-Rodrigues et al., 2022). Now it is not necessary that the inferred structure corresponds to any so-called ground truth, merely that it provides enough structure for action, that is, the reduction of uncertainty may be illusory. Alternatively, we may uncover this structure by asking others, of using others’ representations as scaffolding for one’s own.

Behind both attempts is the aim to reduce the uncertainty by acting on the world or by updating our internal model. Behind a variety of such uncertainty (or free energy) minimization accounts lies the free-energy principle (FEP, Friston, 2010), a broad formalization which arguably also engenders decision accounts from expected utility to softmax accounts (Friston et al., 2014). It proposes predictions to be hierarchically structured (Friston, 2010) with the task of the organism to reduce uncertainty thus maintaining the environmental fit of their “generative model.” At the higher hierarchical end, predictions take the form of beliefs, with narratives as socially reinforced and integrated belief landscapes. These belief landscapes compete for valuation in a multidimensional matrix (for a main valuation account, see Sharot, Rollwage, Sunstein, & Fleming, 2022). A mismatch in the belief and the actual state of the world calls for one of two lines of action: Revising and updating the internal generative model; or active inference. Active inference refers to action selection as a process of imposing structure on the generative model organized from sensory data (Friston, Da Costa, Hafner, Hesp, & Parr, 2021). From this point of view, CNT would fit the FEP fold. The utility of such an account is singularly to reduce uncertainty in a fashion that can be approximated by Bayesian methods yet account for bounded rationality. FEP accounts sidestep the critique provided by the authors against Bayesian accounts that in situations of radical uncertainty priors cannot be set. Considering CNT a higher order method for uncertainty reduction, that is, as a way to increase the model fit of the environment and the generative model, the problem is removed: From the first-person view of the generative model, we can impose a model on the situation, even if its initial first-iteration fit were poor; to launch the competition for the best fit. After all, at some point, we stop dealing with uncertainty by putting things in our mouth for inquiry and utilize other methods.

CNT is praiseworthy in its scope and explanatory breadth. However, there are several avenues to begin clarifying these functions and the mechanisms. It is noteworthy that if were to replace the term “narrative” with that of “reflective consciousness” in the definition and describe it as:

…structured, higher-order mental representations incorporating causal, temporal, analogical, and valence information about agents and events, which serve to explain data, imagine and evaluate possible futures, and motivate and support action over time (target article, Table 1 and sect. 5, para. 3)

…we would not be that far removed from various accounts of consciousness overall. For example, biological realism considers our conscious experience as a spatiotemporal virtual reality, a simulation of the world beyond our senses (Revonsuo, 2006).

With such limitations in mind, I propose CNT would gain in explanatory depth by integrating a developmentally informed account of how we move from model-free learning to narratives under uncertainty. One could make the claim that only once the social complexity increases and our mental representations acquire complexity probabilistic reasoning becomes both limited and a resource strain – and when active engagement fails – do we switch to narratives, again unified under the function of uncertainty reduction and thus formalizable (for children faring well in probabilistic reasoning see Girotto & Gonzalez, 2008; Riggs, 2019).

A more thorough analysis would illuminate how the proposed mechanism functions: What is necessary and what is sufficient for CNT and its subcomponent dynamics. For example, it is suggested we simulate the structure of the mental representation of reality already before birth (Hobson, 2009), whereas narrative communication develops later as it requires theory-of-mind, and causal and temporal reasoning abilities (Stadler & Ward, 2005). Before such parsing, CNT is at risk of falling into the same mechanistic trap it sees as the demise of competing theories with the broader terms doing a lot of work.
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Abstract

Whereas most commentators agree about the centrality of narratives in decision-making, the commentaries revealed little consensus about the nature of radical uncertainty. Here we consider thirteen objections to our views, including our characterization of the uncertain decision environment and associated cognitive, affective, and social processes. We conclude that under radical uncertainty, narratives rather than probabilities are the currency of thought.

R1. Three theorists in search of a brawl

Midnight. A full moon illuminates the town square, as a desperate trio vaults onto the scene. They pause, huffing and puffing as their academic lungs reach beyond their intended capacity, their sweat glistening. Torches. Pitchforks. Crazed villagers scurry from all directions: Your heroes are surrounded. Fifty-four manic eyes stare them down...

A scene much like this was on our minds when we published this paper. Many of the proposed ideas confront not only neoclassical economics, but also most behavioral approaches, including much of judgment and decision-making research. Formal decision theory, artificial intelligence research, and standard economics are all deeply uncomfortable with the idea that there could often be situations requiring action in which there is no right answer, where probabilities are a poor guide. While behavioral economics rightly rejects the idea that we are optimal probabilistic decision-makers, it retains optimal probabilistic reasoning as a normative standard. We challenge this perspective too. Under radical uncertainty, we are not “good” or “bad” probabilistic actors. Probability simply has nothing to do with it.

We were looking for trouble.

Yet, in the town square that is this journal, we were confronted not by thugs, but by twenty-seven sets of experts in a dazzling array of fields, including cognitive psychology, neuroscience, philosophy, psychiatry, management studies, kinesiology, social psychology, affective science, Earth science, experimental humanities, semiotics, literature, organizational behavior, religious studies, and – the dismal science itself – economics. We were delighted to see commentaries from practitioners and applications of Conviction Narrative Theory (CNT) to issues in clinical practice (Linkovski & Eitan; Siegel), education (Sheskin, Bogucki, Perry, & McAllister), and society (Campbell & Fongany). Pleasingly, not one of the commentators proposed immolation, defenestration, drawing-and-quartering, or even a good whipping. (Well, maybe a lash or two.)

As far as we can tell, every commentator agrees with our basic premise that narrative thinking is crucial to human decision-making. But the commentaries reveal a deep divide in the field over the relevance and even existence of radical uncertainty. Some agree that we need credible theories of how to take action under radical uncertainty. Others are more inclined to reduce radical uncertainty to risk – a position which we believe has limited applicability to the kind of real-life decisions that really matter as opposed to "small worlds" contexts. We doubt we can do much to shake these theoretical commitments – as Grossmann, Meyers, and Eibach (Grossmann et al.) suggest, people may have strong priors on the existence of radical uncertainty – but will do what we can to taxonomize the disagreements.

R2. The problem

Real-world decisions differ in many ways from those studied in laboratories and textbooks. We must often make massively consequential choices when data are incomplete, the options are ambiguous, the future may not resemble the past, and the axioms of standard decision theory (see Ford & Kay) are not satisfied. Such decisions often require both commitment and flexibility over time. Above all, such decision-making is about taking action in the face of potentially paralyzing uncertainty. Choices like monetary gambles and perhaps even that facing our widow – who has been put through such an ordeal between our target article and interlocutors – may be amenable to standard analyses. But it is far less clear how career choices, climate change mitigation, pandemic preparedness, and economic development policy can be effectively understood this way.

While many of the problems associated with such everyday decisions differ from those of textbook “small-world” choices, two central issues must, as a matter of logic, be solved by any theory of decision-making. A central idea in cognitive science is that we do not act on the world directly, but through our mental representations of that external world (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1981). These representations or beliefs need to be stored in a format that can act as a “currency of thought” that mediates between the information we pick up from the external world and our decisions to act on that world (the “mediation problem”; target article, Figure 1). In principle, many types of representations could fit this...
bill – anything sufficiently isomorphic to the world. But our decisions are determined not only by our beliefs, but by our values. We need some “driver of action” that combines beliefs and values into choices (the “combination problem”). In our view, the core logical challenge faced by behavioral decision theory is identifying cognitive architecture that can solve both problems simultaneously.

One important approach is to assign probabilities to various possibilities (our beliefs), utilities to each of those possibilities (our values), and choose the option that yields the greatest expected utility (our choice). In our terminology, the currency of thought is probability (our beliefs are represented in a way that both summarizes the world and feeds into our choices) and the driver of action is utility maximization (our choices reflect the weighted combination of beliefs and values). Determining those probabilities and utilities may be complicated, but the central idea is remarkably simple.

This style of theorizing has often been attributed to economics. But Ford and Kay note that formalizations of decision theory in terms of expected utility maximization (Savage, 1954) do not actually make any assumptions about psychology, so (i) such formal theories do not strictly treat probabilities as a “currency of thought” or utility maximization as a “driver of action,” and (ii) CNT is not inherently in conflict with these theories. Yet this has not stopped economists, psychologists, and many policy-makers from treating these constructs in exactly the way we describe – tacitly taking expected utility maximization as the psychological basis of “rational” economic behavior. As one example among many, Becker (1968) writes of his economic theory of crime that “The approach taken here follows the economists’ usual analysis of choice and assumes that a person commits an offense if the expected utility to him exceeds the utility he could get by using his time and other resources at other activities” (p. 176).

Behavioral economists have criticized this approach at length because people often assess probabilities wrongly. Fair enough. But we are pointing to a different and deeper problem: Often, decisions have to be taken – for instance whether to invest large sums in a new vaccine or to take costly steps to mitigate climate change – where there are no probabilities to be wrong about. In a world of risk, where outcomes are enumerable and probabilities calculable, expected utility maximization may make sense as a normative or even descriptive theory. In a world of uncertainty, where there is no way to assign probabilities even in principle, expected utility maximization not only is the wrong descriptive account, but is unintelligible as a normative theory. For these situations, behavioral economics inherits this unintelligibility by accepting the normative premise that uncertainty can be reduced to risk even while denying the descriptive claim that people do so optimally. The problem with using expected utility theory to explain decision under radical uncertainty is not that people are bad at probabilistic reasoning. The problem is that, under radical uncertainty, people couldn’t be good at it.

We need a theory that accounts for action with no probabilities at all. This is where Conviction Narrative Theory comes in.

R2.1. Objection 1: Such a theory may not be possible

Some commentators took issue, less with CNT’s specific claims, but with its scope. Not to put too fine a point on it, Newell and Szollosi muse whether CNT is “a theory of everything or nothing.” They see a tension between our aspiration to explicate the “currency of thought” and our claim to be developing a theory not of causation, analogy, emotion, etc., but of how these component processes fit together to account for decision-making under uncertainty. We do not see the contradiction. CNT says that, for decisions under radical uncertainty (though not necessarily in other contexts), narratives are the currency of thought. We go into considerable detail about what a narrative is and what processes it participates in. But our account sits at a higher level of analysis than theories of causation, analogy, and so on. There are multiple competing perspectives on these lower-level representations and processes, and we mostly avoid these debates because they are not part of CNT’s theoretical commitments.

As inventions go, CNT is more like a car than a carburator. The automobile’s innovation was the particular way that the components are connected to one another, not the components themselves, such as wheels, brakes, or carburators. A car, like a theory, is a tool for solving a particular problem. It is not a strike against its inventor that it includes parts invented by others, nor does the inventor deserve credit for their inclusion. But the fact remains: They take us further than a horse.

King asks whether a general theory of decision-making under radical uncertainty is even possible. The answer is probably “no” if King seeks a model, like expected utility theory, that can generate choices from some tractable set of inputs (e.g., subjective probabilities and utility functions). We doubt that even a descriptive, much less a normative, theory of this sort is possible. Descriptively, narratives are likely to depend on unique features of the situation and the decision-maker’s idiosyncratic beliefs and values, which may be forbiddingly difficult to systematize. Normative theories of decision-making under radical uncertainty in general are likely to fall short for similar reasons to probabilistic approaches – who is to say what the right action is in a non-stationary world where the underlying model is not only unknown but changing?

But less ambitiously, we do believe an explanatory rather than predictive or normative theory is possible. We believe we can characterize the kind of mental representations and processes that are typically used to make such decisions, even if the content of those decisions is going to depend on too many unspecifiable, context-sensitive factors for a complete predictive theory. The more precisely the field can characterize those lower-level components (e.g., causation, analogy, affect), the more explanatory the resulting product (CNT + the best theories of causation, analogy, etc.) will be. We also believe that by focusing decision research on the conditions in which conviction (rather than a “correct” choice) is achieved, an agenda is created that is of much greater practical use.

R3. Context

To restate CNT briefly: For many everyday decisions, people adopt narratives – mental representations coordinating causal, analogical, temporal, and valence structure – to explain decision-relevant information and link proposed actions to intended outcomes. Narratives are the joint product of individual cognition and the social environment: People pick up on “narrative fragments” from others which feel right in context and are incorporated into individual narratives to support action. Once a narrative is adopted that makes sense of the evidence, people use the causal structure in that narrative to simulate or imagine the future that would unfold if they chose a particular course of action. They then deploy the same emotional processes they use to appraise actually present situations to appraise the imagined
future. If the appraisal yields approach emotions, then they choose that course of action; if it yields avoidance emotions, they choose a different course. Since decisions must manage doubts and uncertainties over time, people can do so either adaptively in an “integrated state” that maintains commitment while being open to evidence and potentially course corrections, or maladaptively in a “divided state” that repels doubts by blindly clinging to a narrative until reality intervenes. People may chronically differ in their tendency toward either stance, but situational forces such as organizational structure and normative practices can shift people toward one or the other (Fenton O’Creery & Tuckett, 2022).

We view this process not as infallible, but as by-and-large adaptive given the constraints posed by the environment under which many everyday decisions are taken. We describe four such constraints at the beginning of the target article: Such decisions are often taken under radical uncertainty (meaningful probabilities do not exist) and fuzzy evaluation (a precise and commensurable utility function cannot be characterized), the decision often must be sustained over time (they require a long-term commitment), and they are often socially embedded (information is processed not only through individual cognition, but through our interactions with others). Thus, we agree with Marewski that both blades of Simon’s (1990) scissors are needed to understand decision-making – the external environment and internal processes.

Our point is that narratives can help to cope with all of these features of the decision environment while implementing the internal psychological processes (sense-making and imagination) that so often seem to characterize the phenomenology of decision-making. Narrative evaluation relies on heuristics rather than probabilities. Narrative simulation relies on affect rather than utilities. Narratives can resist change, permitting commitment (though also risking ossification, as Breithaupt, Hicks, Hiskes, & Lagrange [Breithaupt et al.] and Campbell & Fonagy rightly note). Narratives can incorporate information from the social environment, permitting the forces of cultural evolution to apply selection pressures to our beliefs alongside individual cognition. This socially distributed aspect of narrative decision-making is an important part of how people often make reasonably good decisions despite environmental and cognitive constraints.

Although we received minimal pushback on our points about fuzzy evaluation, commitment, or social embeddedness, we encountered several objections to our characterization of radical uncertainty.

R3.1. Objection 2: Radical uncertainty does not exist

We sense a deep divide among our commentators about the very existence of radical uncertainty, which we believe to represent a disagreement across many fields more broadly. For example, Jinich-Diamond and Christov-Moore suggest that uncertainty falls on a continuum, where our probability distributions in more uncertain situations depend more on prior probabilities (generated from a higher-order probability distribution) than on new evidence. In fact, this is an eliminative account of radical uncertainty – it’s probabilities all the way down. Friston’s commentary can also be read this way. Conversely, many others seem to view the issue as decided in the opposite direction, including Ford & Kay, Gigerenzer, and King. Marewski also notes Simon and Newell’s distinction between well-structured and ill-structured problems, which we see as closely related, since one way a situation can be uncertain is when the outcomes cannot be enumerated. Although most commentators left their view on this topic implicit – and we are reluctant to take words written between the lines and place them firmly in people’s mouths – we suspect many commentators and readers find themselves attracted more to one or the other of these positions.

What we are not saying is that, under radical uncertainty, every possibility is equally plausible and anything goes, but rather that probabilities are incalculable. For example, here is Keynes’ (1937) famous passage:

> By “uncertain” knowledge, let me explain, I do not mean merely to distinguish what is known for certain from what is only probable. The game of roulette is not subject, in this sense, to uncertainty...The sense in which I am using the term is that in which the prospect of a European war is uncertain, or the price of copper and the rate of interest twenty years hence, or the obsolescence of a new invention, or the position of private wealth-owners in the social system in 1970. About these matters there is no scientific basis on which to form any calculable probability whatever. We simply do not know.

We can read Friston and Jinich-Diamond and Christov-Moore in two ways. On the one hand, coming from the relatively stable world of biological functioning (e.g., vision or motor control), we can suppose they are mainly thinking about contexts which change very slowly and are strongly path-dependent. It means they can usually discount the significance of the kind of rapid and unexpected innovation that characterizes the social and economic phenomena with which Keynes was preoccupied. In this case, our differences with them are ones of focus and framing. On the other, if not and they really have in mind decisions about pandemics, climate change, economic policy, etc., then their approach, in which decision-makers rely on prior probabilities even under radical uncertainty, is hard to support. We doubt that people have prior probability distributions over such events as those Keynes is describing. Perhaps, when pressed, people might provide such numbers. But such estimates could only be improvised in the moment and have little relationship to behavior (here, we suspect we are aligned with Chater).

We accept we will not convince everyone with our negative case against probabilistic approaches. Preexisting philosophical and disciplinary commitments preclude this. Yet, in the target article, we also marshal many sources of positive evidence for narrative influences in decision-making. Some of this evidence is potentially reconcilable with probabilistic approaches to narrative, while some would be very difficult to reconcile (e.g., the “digitization” results in Johnson, Merchant, & Keil, 2020, as Greco notes). For Friston, we suspect his proposed probabilization of narrative decision-making would be a satisfying theory that could formalize narratives as a tool for decision-making under risk (we take it that for Friston, all decisions are risky in the sense that they can be formalized using probability theory). We are much less bullish on this approach because we reject the rejection of radical uncertainty. This leads naturally to the next objection.

R3.2. Objection 3: CNT [does] [does not] explain decisions under risk

CNT has little to say about decision-making under risk. Probabilistic theories, such as classical decision theory or Bayesian models or heuristics-and-biases models that take probabilities as inputs, are sensible contenders and we do not attempt to adjudicate this debate. Beach and Wise believe this is an
unnecessary limitation. We see it as an empirical question, as either answer could be justified theoretically.

If so many decisions are taken under radical uncertainty that our cognitive architecture is primarily attuned to such contexts, then plausibly narrative cognition applies to risky decisions as well. One way that this could be true is if we think of some narratives as licensing probabilistic reasoning – a point closely related to Grossmann et al.’s suggestion that radical uncertainty is itself a narrative and to Gigerenzer’s observation that the idea of a “small world” is a compelling narrative. To use Beckert and Bronk’s (2018) term, “calculative devices” can be embedded in a narrative, as when a gambler decides to adopt a particular mathematical procedure as an input to their decision-making strategy. Less sanguinely, policymakers may reify a particular economic model as literally true, applying its mathematical formalism to a situation in which it is inappropriate. Orthogonal to whether the calculative device is appropriate to a situation, its mathematical application may itself be deployed correctly (as when seasoned weather forecasters apply their models) or incorrectly (as in the many mistakes identified in judgment and decision-making research).

Alternatively, since probabilistic reasoning is indeed a valuable way to decide under risk, we do not rule out the possibility that we have separate mechanisms for doing so. Indeed, CNT is not trying to explain all decisions. Some commentaries point to very low-level decisions that we agree may not be mediated by narratives. Cañal-Bruland and Raeb note that many motor decisions, such as where and when to hit a baseball, do not seem to be especially cognitively mediated. Andreotta, Spalla, and Treves (Andreotta et al.) look to decisions such as selecting the correct answer in a recognition memory task, questioning whether such decisions are affectively mediated. We don’t know; we simply see this as a non-overlapping magisterium. Problems such as when and where to hit a baseball are far more constrained and structured than the sorts of problems CNT is intended to address.

If we do have separate mechanisms for dealing with risk versus uncertainty, then as Newell and Szollosi note, we would need to have some way to identify such situations. Alternatively, if even risky decision-making is mediated through narratives, we still need principles for identifying when to apply narratives that include calculative devices. Grossmann et al. make an impressive array of intriguing suggestions in this connection, including the role of folk theories, individual differences, moral norms, motivation, and culture.

R4. Representations

We characterize narratives as “higher-order” representations; they do not necessarily confine themselves to causal structure, but can coordinate causal structure with analogical, temporal, and valence information. We believe that this kind of representational flexibility is integral to the sophistication of human thought. Despite its importance, there is little theoretical or empirical work examining how these different kinds of lower-level representations are coordinated. We sketched how these representations might look, but we readily acknowledge that much more needs to be done. Here, we consider three challenges to our sketch.

R4.1. Objection 4: CNT’s representational framework is too complicated

Newell and Szollosi recommend that, in lieu of narratives, we focus on simpler representations. They give as examples the study of how people represent integers and event frequency. We certainly have no objection to research that takes a more minimalist or even reductionist approach to understanding mental representations or processes. Such strategies have been massively successful in cognitive science for understanding countless issues. But this does not entail that they are the only legitimate scientific approach or that they are well-suited to solving every problem. Indeed, Newell and Szollosi unfavourably juxtapose our view that qualitative methods are superior to experiments for understanding the prevalence of narrative thinking with our view that experiments are superior to qualitative methods for understanding the processes of narrative thinking. But this is not a contradiction! Different tools are suitable for different purposes. Lab experiments risk creating thoughts or behaviors in artificial settings, where they would not exist in a naturalistic setting – so they are not ideal for understanding how frequent a behavior is in the real world. Interviews can suffer from post-hoc rationalization and the opacity of introspection – so they may not be ideal for understanding some psychological processes. Methodological imperialism is equally myopic whether it is staked by psychologists on behalf of lab experiments, behavioral economists on behalf of field experiments, economic theorists on behalf of formal models, or social scientists on behalf of interviews and ethnographies. Complex problems require all the help we can muster if we are ever to triangulate the truth.

As for the specific suggestion to build up from simple to complex representations, we believe success is far more likely if we approach the problem from both angles. After all, there are many investigations of simpler representations and processes, including much of our own work and arguably most of cognitive psychology. We would channel here (a different) Newell (1973), who argues that “you can’t play 20 questions with nature and win.” The elder Newell means that we need to conjoin experimental evidence that dissect component processes (“playing 20 questions”) with integrative models that explain how these processes work in concert to yield thought and behavior. In the case of CNT, this is not (yet) developed to the level of a mathematical model – and, indeed, part of the reason is that cognitive science does not yet have complete models of the component processes. Yet we believe that theorizing the relationships between cognitive processes must take an equal role to examining how those component processes work. We need both cars and carburetors.

R4.2. Objection 5: CNT’s representational framework is too simplistic

Coming from the totally opposite end, Caldwell suggests that our representational model of narratives is too simple. We do not intend for our sketch of a representational theory of narratives to be the final word on the subject, and we agree with Caldwell that it can be developed further. Some of Caldwell’s extensions are plausible and should be considered in future work. Yet extensions of this framework should be (i) mindful of the empirical evidence, and (ii) careful to preserve the features that make it suitable for dealing with action taken under radical uncertainty.

As an example of the first issue, Caldwell suggests that people represent some causal relationships as stronger than others. This may be true, but the point is controversial in the causal cognition literature (e.g., Yin & Sun, 2021) and we are ourselves unsure.

As an example of the second issue, we suggest caution in installing “a scalar affective value” into each node. We are unsure
that this is an advance over representing utilities. As Walasek and Brown (in press) forcefully demonstrate, the problem with utilities is showing preferences into a one-dimensional common currency, as a scalar affective value would. CNT abandons this approach in favor of affect because affect is multidimensional, motivates action, and is an evolved system for adaptively dealing with real situations. As no small bonus, emotions are known to exist, whereas no one has ever actually seen a utility function in the wild (though we understand that there is a large bounty for one caught alive).

**R4.3. Objection 6: Narratives are too incoherent to be the building blocks of knowledge**

Chater asks whether narratives are stored in long-term memory and applied off-the-shelf to situations as they arise, or instead improvised in the moment and constructed on the fly. On one extreme, Chater suspects that narratives are constructed post-hoc justifications. On the other extreme, Caldwell suggests that all of our knowledge is constructed in one grand narrative from which we extract a subset at any given time – a point Beach and Wise echo in their invocation of a “prime narrative” in the Theory of Narrative Thought.

While we agree with Chater that narratives can be inconsistent, this is not a sufficient basis to reject the idea that we store narratives that support action. Narratives are beliefs, and although Chater (2018) believes that “no one, at any point in human history, has ever been guided by inner beliefs or desires,” we do not share this belief. (Unless Chater is right, in which case neither of us have beliefs to disagree about!) Most beliefs are much more pedestrian than unconscious desires or repressed memories: Bees can sting, fertilizer makes crops grow, my boss is grumpy on Mondays, J-walking is taboo. Such beliefs are not consciously accessible most of the time, but plainly guide our decisions; they are not post-hoc confabulations for avoiding the beehive, purchasing fertilizer, complimenting the boss, or waiting for the traffic signal. The most extreme version of Chater’s view appears untenable: The building blocks of narratives – including causal and analogical knowledge, social norms, and probably simple intuitive theories – seem clearly to be stored as beliefs in long-term memory.

Yet we would not go so far as Caldwell or Beach and Wise in the opposite direction. Caldwell suggests that narratives are excerpted as subgraphs from a “causal graph…representing the agent’s whole mental model of the world.” One needn’t embrace a Chaterian view of mental flatness to find this implausible. It is unlikely that people could maintain a consistent model of this size in their minds, both for theoretical reasons (e.g., the “frame problem” mentioned by commentators) and empirical reasons mentioned by Chater. Indeed, our own prior work suggests that causal representations are remarkably discrete (Johnson & Ahn, 2015, 2017). People believe that there is a causal relationship, for instance, between wine (A) and sleep (B) and between sleep (B) and dreaming (C), but not between wine (A) and dreaming (C). People have separate, semantically distinct causal mechanisms for the soporifics of wine and for the phenomenology of dreams. Causation is mentally represented in “islands” rather than “networks.”

Rather than impaling ourselves on the horns of this dilemma, we tentatively offer the following resolution. We agree with Chater that narratives are not the “building blocks” of knowledge. That distinction goes to the lower-level representations that are coordinated by narratives (e.g., causal and analogical schemata). But those lower-level schemata must often be fleshed out in more complex narratives to support sense-making, prediction, and action. Sometimes this fleshing out happens slowly, through cultural evolution and social development, whereas other times it may indeed occur on-the-fly as Chater suggests, to fit a particular situation.

Unlike Chater, however, we believe that narratives can also be stored, retrieved, and elaborated over time. This is central to CNT’s account of why decision-making can be reasonably adaptive, even under radical uncertainty. Sustained representations of narratives enable two feedback loops. First, they allow feedback from our actions to impact our narratives on an individual level. Decision-makers potentially revise narratives in light of whether actions taken on their behalf work out well or not. Second, sustained individual representations of narratives underlie the shared narratives that are shaped by cultural evolution. Entire societies and subcultures can fall under the spell of a shared narrative, for good or for ill, as illustrated by examples from Campbell and Fonagy, Gigerenzer, and Lightner. This depends on shared representations, such as transactive or collective memory (Hirst, Yamashiro, & Coman, 2018), which conjoints memories stored in individual minds with social processes.

Thus, we reject the claim that narratives are merely epiphenomenal constructions after the fact, made to justify our decisions. It is certainly true that narratives do often play a justificatory role (Cushman, 2020; Mills, 1940), as we note in the target article. But we think it clear that they can also cause decisions. For one, the anticipated need to justify a behavior can itself change our behavior; as Mills (1940) puts it, our justifications must make sense to collaborators, requiring that they fit a “vocabulary of motive.” But even beyond their justificatory role, causal narratives seem to cause behavior. Surely causal cognition functions to allow successful interventions on the world (Woodward, 2003) and analogical reasoning functions to apply lessons from one situation to another, supporting action (Holyoak, 1985). Many experiments cited in the target article show how altering one aspect of a mental representation (causal, analogical, temporal, or valence information) impacts downstream decision-making. Narratives can serve a justificatory function, and these communicated narratives may even differ from the narratives that drove behavior. But recognizing that narratives can be constructed post hoc does not mean that a decision was not also driven by a narrative ex ante.

**R5. Explanation**

Turning from representations to processes, we first highlight the role of narratives in making sense of decision-relevant information by imposing structure. The target article made two claims about this process. First, it relies on heuristics; second, explanatory fit is experienced affectively (some narratives “feel right”). Many of the more critical commentaries highlighted concerns about this process.

**R5.1. Objection 7: CNT does not provide an account of how narratives are generated**

Several commentaries point out that we do not provide an account of how narratives are generated, only how they are evaluated once they are generated (Caldwell, Greco, Newell & Szollosi). This is not an issue that CNT considers in detail, although it is indeed
important. As Greco notes, solving this issue is an essential part of the transition from a “grand world” problem to a more tractable “small-world” problem. For instance, Friston seems to equate the problem of Bayesian model selection with the problem of hypothesis generation, but such a process requires candidate models to be considered. Some process that sits outside of probabilistic reasoning would be necessary to generate the structures to be selected, even if the selection process operates along Bayesian lines.

Much of the work of narrative generation is in fact outsourced to the social, historical, and family environment. Certainly, new “grand narratives” of the sort described by Gigerenzer and Lightner, or those discussed by Shiller (2019), arise only once in a great while, emerging slowly through cultural evolution. (In this sense, the question “how are narratives generated?” is rather like “how are species generated?”) On a much smaller scale, though, people likely combine causal and analogical knowledge in new ways in everyday life, such as when we consider a new career or relationship. CNT does not provide a detailed account of this process, but we do believe that a narrative approach helps to focus attention in the right direction.

First, narrative accounts can draw on the broader literature on how people generate causal hypotheses, including through heuristics. The central idea is that effective generation strategies (i) rely on easily accessible information and (ii) cue hypotheses that have a reasonable chance of being relevant and correct. Many of these strategies are related to time (e.g., Lagnado, Waldmann, Hagmayer, & Sloman, 2017; Rottman & Keil, 2012), which is one reason to think narratives coordinate temporal information. One example, briefly mentioned in the target article, is our own prior work on how event structure is used to narrow the space of potential causes for a specific event (Johnson & Keil, 2014). Research on event perception has found that people segment experience into discrete events (Zacks & Tversky, 2001) at multiple levels of granularity (i.e., higher-order events that subsume lower-level events, such as a trip to the mall that includes episodes for visits to particular stores). Johnson and Keil (2014) found that people use two heuristics derived from event structure for narrowing candidate causes: (i) Events at one level of granularity are preferentially considered as candidate causes (i.e., matching higher-level effects with higher-level causes); and (ii) for events at a lower level of the hierarchy, other lower-level events that are part of the same higher-level event are preferentially considered as candidate causes.

Second, hypothesis generation must draw not only on information readily available from the immediate environment, but from long-term memory. Thus, a detailed understanding of how the lower-level building blocks of narratives are represented and indexed in memory will be crucial. When narratives must be generated bottom-up, the generation process presumably begins with the evidence to be explained, which acts as retrieval cues for general knowledge that may be incorporated into the narrative. If the evidence includes observations, A, B, and C, then the generation process will involve memory search for causes and analogies related to A, B, and C. Indeed, we know that causal relationships act as stronger retrieval cues than non-causal relationships with equally strong associative strength (Fenker, Waldmann, & Holyoak, 2005). Plausibly, the narrative would be built up until it is deemed a sufficiently complete explanation (Korman & Khemlani, 2020).

Third, notice that storing narratives in memory greatly simplifies this process, as does adopting shared narratives from the social environment. Rather than carrying out a potentially arduous process of narrative construction, one could simply pull a narrative off the shelf when triggered by a given situation, perhaps with some tailoring; or multiple narratives might be retrieved and then evaluated. This is one additional reason to be skeptical of the idea, à la Chater, that narratives are always or usually constructed on the fly.

R5.2. Objection 8: CNT is not specific enough about what heuristics are used

Greco mentioned that we were not very specific in the target article about what heuristics are used. While CNT is itself agnostic on this question, there is a growing literature on exactly this issue that we reference in the target article (e.g., Horne, Muradoglu, & Cimpian, 2019; Johnson, Rajeev-Kumar, & Keil, 2016; Lombozro, 2016). As one example among many, people use simplicity as a cue to an explanation’s prior probability and complexity as a cue to its likelihood or fit to the data (Johnson, Jin, & Keil, 2014; Johnson, Valenti, & Keil, 2019b; Lombozro, 2007), circumventing the need for exact probabilistic computations. This literature mostly looks at much simpler kinds of representations (of the sort that Newell & Szollosi favor studying), so future research should generalize these heuristics to more complex narrative structures, understand how they interact, and study how they are prioritized when in conflict.

Some of the commentators mentioned still other heuristics. Gigerenzer brings up the fascinating point that narratives can themselves select heuristics (his Protestant Work Ethic example). Schwarz highlights the importance of metacognitive cues, such as fluency, with a related point made by Jinich-Diamant and Christov-Moore about “interception” (observation of internal states). We agree that such cues are important. As Schwarz notes, fluency is closely related to our point that we select narratives that “feel right,” and thus to the construct of explanatory “satisfaction” studied in the explanation literature. The causes of explanatory satisfaction are often, but not always, structural features such as simplicity (Lombozro, 2007) and explanatory scope (Khemlani et al., 2011). That is, feelings are often the proximate cause of behavior, even as they implement intelligent and context-sensitive heuristics or strategies for selecting actions. We suspect that Schwarz is sympathetic to this point, although he also discusses evidence that incidental emotions can influence fluency for reasons unrelated to structure.

R5.3. Objection 9: Heuristics could be used to estimate probabilities rather than narratives

There are three versions of this objection.

First, Greco argues that probabilistic theories have an equal right to invoke heuristics as CNT does. Thus, evidence that people use heuristics to evaluate explanations should not count as evidence for CNT. We agree with this principle, but in practice probabilistic theories of cognition tend to reduce heuristics to approximation techniques for performing probabilistic calculations. For example, Griffiths, Chater, Norris, and Pouget (2012) explicitly contrast their view of heuristics that we “can connect directly to optimal solutions” (p. 417) against “bag of tricks” views. This is a plausible move for probabilistic accounts, which link to more recent developments in “resource rationality” (Lieder & Griffiths, 2020), and which may be successful for modeling cognition under risk. We remain skeptical of “optimal” solutions, whether exact or approximate, under radical uncertainty.

Second, Jinich-Diamant and Christov-Moore argue that CNT actually is sneaking in probabilities under the cover of darkness when it invokes heuristics such as “simpler explanations are
likelier than complex ones.” This is a mistake. A heuristic that compares two possibilities and concludes that one is likelier does not logically necessitate probabilities, but only a comparative (rather than absolute) judgment of likelihood. Radical uncertainty is not the same as saying that anything goes. Some possibilities (there will be another pandemic or development of cheap nuclear fusion) are more plausible than others (there will be a civilization-ending nuclear war or development of faster-than-light travel) even if we cannot assign probabilities to them. This is true even without radical uncertainty. If you see one bag with many black marbles and another with only a few, your approximate number system (Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004) can estimate which bag has more marbles in it. You would conclude it is likelier that a marble drawn from one bag is likelier to be black than one drawn from the other, even if you have little idea how many marbles are in each bag. Crucially, while such behavior could be rationalized probabilistically from the outside, probabilities themselves need not be mentally represented in making this judgment. To view it as impossible to deem one event more likely than another without representing probabilities is to trivialize probabilistic approaches.

Third, a possibility not raised by commentators but which troubles us nonetheless, is that even if probabilistic theories could not be appropriate normative accounts under radical uncertainty, people might nonetheless impose probabilities where they ought not. On the one hand, much of the evidence reported in the target article contradicts this perspective for simple everyday decisions under radical uncertainty. But of course, inappropriate probability-based decisions can be observed, as when value at-risk models made disastrous probabilistic assumptions in the lead-up to the 2008 financial crisis, ignoring the possibility of things never previously encountered (Taleb, 2007). In fact, we suspect that the tendency to conflate risk with uncertainty is primarily a (recent) cultural phenomenon that has occurred as the proliferation of risk management tools and other quantitative models have appeared to offer greater levels of “authoritative” precision. This is one way that “the belief that we live in a small world is itself a powerful narrative,” as Gigerenzer put it.

**R5.4. Objection 10: CNT can be subsumed into probabilistic theories**

Several commentaries compare CNT to probabilistic approaches, such as Free Energy Theory, including Friston, Jinich-Diamant and Christov-Moore, Solms, and Tuominen. Insofar as these approaches are committed to probabilistic representations, we view this reduction as implausible under radical uncertainty (see Objection 1). For example, Jinich-Diamant and Christov-Moore suggest that we can “take narrative to be the structure of higher-level priors in the nested predictive hierarchy” and feelings as “low dimensional representations of interoceptive predictions about the expected consequences of visceromotor commands on the body’s internal milieu.” We are unsure how literally this is to be taken, but, needless to say, we are wary of such representational claims.

More broadly, we think it crucial to be clear about what level of analysis a theory is operating at. This can help to clear up confusion. For instance, sometimes the claim is made (e.g., by Jinich-Diamant & Christov-Moore) that probabilistic theories do not view our minds as actually computing probabilities, but that probability distributions can be constructed that approximate what the mind is doing. This is, roughly, the move from Marr’s (1982) algorithmic to computational level. We have no problem with this as a research strategy (and said so in sect. 4.1 of the target article), with three caveats.

The first is that such theories should make falsifiable predictions which should be reasonably close matches to the empirical evidence. Some of the empirical results described in the target article are flatly inconsistent with probabilistic theories, with work on “digitization” (Johnson et al., 2020; Murphy & Ross, 1994) striking at fundamental claims about probabilistic thought. This is not to say that theoretical reconciliations could not be generated, but that we have not yet seen attempts to do so.

The second is that we must be clear on their theoretical status (i.e., what scientific problem they are solving). Computational-level theories are useful for characterizing why the outputs of a cognitive system are intelligent given the problem and constraints, but they explicitly are not mechanistic theories. The reason is obvious: If the theory is not saying that people represent probabilities in their minds but instead are doing something well-approximated by Bayesian inference, a mechanistically explicit account would need to say what that thing is. We are not claiming that CNT is a fully mechanistically explicit theory in the sense that in its current state it could be simulated on a computer – but it is mechanistically explicit in the sense that it claims that people do represent narratives in their minds, and do use them in processes of explanation, simulation, affective evaluation, and communication. There is much more to be said about all of these things, but CNT does specify what representations and processes underlie decisions under radical uncertainty.

The third is that computational-level accounts often depend on a “rational analysis” of a task (Anderson, 1990; Chater & Oaksford, 1999). We agree that this is valuable. However, we are skeptical that a probabilistic analysis of choices under radical uncertainty is a rational analysis. Approaches such as Free Energy Theory seem potentially well-suited for understanding evolved biological functions in stationary environments where probability distributions are learnable because they do not shift; under such conditions, the theory’s commitment to optimization (Friston, 2010) can be appropriate. Yet, while Friston notes that we can be uncertain about hidden states, model parameters, or models themselves, he does not consider that the underlying model itself can often shift in complex decision environments such as the economy – they are non-stationary. The assumptions required to “rationally analyze” radical uncertainty using probabilities in fact assume away radical uncertainty.

Although the four commentaries written from an explicitly probabilistic perspective all are couched in terms of Free Energy Theory, other probabilistic perspectives are also relevant. One family recently gaining traction is resource rationality (Lieder & Griffiths, 2020), which considers bounded rationality from a Bayesian perspective. These accounts invoke tools such as approximation algorithms and attempt to give Bayesian rationales for specific heuristics given cognitive constraints. We are sympathetic to such approaches, particularly to the sampling approaches that have recently begun to accrue empirical support. Such approaches can yield “Bayesian brains without probabilities” (Sanborn & Chater, 2016), a view which seems far more plausible under radical uncertainty compared to approaches that invoke explicit probabilistic representations. Examining whether sampling and narrative approaches can be unified would be an exciting theoretical task.

**R6. Simulation**

With a narrative in mind to explain the past, CNT holds that decision-makers use the causal and temporal structure embedded
in the narrative to simulate the consequences of potential actions. These simulations occur one a time, with people focusing on one particular imagined future that feels accurate rather than weighting combinations of different futures.

R6.1. Objection 11: Simulation changes narrative plausibility

Enz and Tamir describe some fascinating experiments showing that merely simulating the future changes its perceived likelihood, in part by making alternatives harder to retrieve. This mechanism is compatible with, but distinct from, those invoked by CNT. Given that a narrative is often compatible with multiple possible futures, a further account is needed of how imagined futures are generated from narratives, unifying with greater detail the evidence discussed in the target article. The path-dependence proposed by Enz and Tamir will likely be an important part of such a theory, especially for the important subset of decisions that are made repeatedly or sustained over time.

R6.2. Objection 12: People can and should simulate multiple possibilities

Breithaupt et al. balk at our suggestion that people simulate a single future at a time. To be clear, we are not suggesting that people only consider a single future. Rather, we are saying that people consider one at a time, cannot consider them all, and adopt only (provisionally, in the case of an integrated state) to guide actions sustained over time. Thus, multiple futures can be considered and compared, with only one (e.g., the most plausible one) adopted as true. What we do not believe people can typically do is to contemplate multiple futures simultaneously, weighing predictions by the relative probability that each of those futures might happen. This is the point made by the “digitization” experiments discussed in the target article (Johnson et al., 2020; Murphy & Ross, 1994).

Yet even provisional adoption of a single imagined future can get one quite far. First, we need not always adopt the most plausible future, but instead sometimes select futures that highlight the target article (Johnson et al., 2020; Murphy & Ross, 1994). Indeed, the boundary conditions on “digitization” tend to feature exactly such situations, such as dangerous categories (Zhu & Murphy, 2013) or immoral people (Johnson, Murphy, Rodrigues, & Keil, 2019a). Second, despite cognitively adopting a single future as true (in the sense that they do not average over alternatives), people can still experience metacognitive uncertainty about that belief if the adopted future is not seen as much more plausible than alternatives. In Johnson et al. (2020), participants ignored less-likely alternatives when making predictions, but when more-likely and less-likely alternatives implied different futures, participants were less confident in their predictions. The adoption of a single future, coupled by metacognitive uncertainty that fuels epistemic humility, can support a committed course of action while maintaining an open stance toward alternatives (an “integrated state”), both in the sense of willingness to revise one’s narrative as new information accrues and of “hedging” behavior like that described by Breithaupt et al. This strikes us as an important direction for future research.

R7. Affective evaluation

With an imagined future in mind, the decision-maker uses the same affective system to appraise that future as they would use for an actually present situation, which in turn feed into our motivational system to approach or avoid choices that lead to those futures. While emotions start out as adaptive mechanisms to prioritize needs, through development they come to internalize social input and reflect cultural wisdom (Scherer, 2005).

We received little push-back on the specific role of emotions invoked by our theory, including our idea that appraisals could be carried out over “default” dimensions (those invoked in standard appraisal theories of emotion) as well as “ad hoc” dimensions (cued by specific goals) and our ideas about how emotions help to manage decisions that must be maintained over time.

R7.1. Objection 13: CNT unduly prioritizes affect at the expense of cognition

Despite relatively little pushback on specifics pertaining to emotion, beyond what we mentioned in earlier responses, we did get the sense that some commentators were uneasy with the extent to which CNT prioritizes affect over cognition. We simply think affect versus cognition is a false dichotomy. Rather, CNT is a theory of how affect and cognition relate, support one another, and jointly support action. Affect guides which narratives we adopt (though not only affect, we hasten to add in response to Schwarz) and affect appraises potential choices via the imagined futures they invoke (though this need not be the only effect of imagination, as Enz & Tamir note). Moreover, in adaptive decision-making characterized by “integrated states,” cognition and affect work together to maintain conviction and potentially revise narratives in light of new information. Affect and cognition are essential and inseparable in adaptive decision-making, with neither more important than the other.

R8. Communication

CNT encompasses both cognitive and social processes. Fragments of (individual) narratives are communicated within social groups, giving rise to shared narratives that in turn feed back into individual narratives. This is important both in solving the challenging problem of narrative generation (as Greco and several other commentators note) and in harnessing the adaptive power of cultural evolution to explain how people can make choices that mostly work, in a world of uncertainty. Narratives facilitate social coordination (via reputation-tracking and persuasion), drive social learning, spread through social networks, and evolve. Pelletier, McLaughlin, and Boespflug (Pelletier et al.) highlight the usefulness of a semiotic approach for understanding these functions, while Jones and Hilde-Jones extend some of these ideas more formally, identifying reasons why narratives act as “cultural attractors” that might be resistant to change (for better and for worse).

Other commentators highlight both the positive (Lightner) and negative (Campbell & Fonagy) implications of narratives’ privileged status in communication. Together with the commentaries by Linkowski and Eitan and Siegel applying CNT to clinical practice, Campbell and Fonagy’s commentary suggests the intriguing possibility that individual psychopathy is often linked to maladaptive (individual) narratives, while “collective psychopathy” is often linked to maladaptive shared narratives. Given the pressing importance of issues such as polarization and misinformation, studying such issues through a CNT lens may be valuable.
**R8.1. Objection 14: There is no guarantee that cultural evolution will select adaptive narratives**

This objection was actually not raised by any of the commentators, but we think we need to make clear it is an important issue for future research.

Consider Lightner’s interesting commentary on religious narratives. Lightner asks why narratives are so often false, concluding that even false narratives can enhance fitness by simplifying problems, solving long-term collective action dilemmas, and harnessing powerful emotions to generate conviction to act and coordinate behavior. Whether such narratives are actually true has little to do with whether they are adaptive. This account is quite consonant with CNT.

Presumably, the selection story here is a group selection one – groups that evolve such narratives are likelier to survive and expand, and thus the narrative spreads with the group. But an important point raised by Dawkins (1976) is that “memes” such as narratives, like genes, are selfish. That is, selection favors memes that themselves survive and propagate, not necessarily memes that help their hosts to survive. These can overlap, as Lightner argues for religious narratives, but they need not. The examples of misinformation raised by Campbell and Fonagy may fall into this category.

Thus, what guarantee (if any) is there that cultural evolution of shared narratives promotes adaptive decision-making? An initial observation is that the answer must depend on the reason why the shared narrative is propagating – whether it is spreading because it facilitated a successful outcome. This could be the case if its adherents are likelier to survive to tell the tale or because the positive outcome motivated them to share the underlying narrative. In contrast, narratives can act as “cultural attractors” without bearing much resemblance to reality, as when they are used to signal group affiliation. Sheskin et al. mention research on science communication (e.g., Kahan, Peters, Dawson, & Slovic, 2017), which shows that narrative-confirming beliefs about issues such as climate change and gun control contribute to polarization. Similarly, Caplan (2007) argues that people are often “rationally irrational” in their economic views, which may be wrong from a scientific perspective but useful for gaining social credit with one’s in-group, all the while leading to poor government policy through the ballot box.

We view this as a crucial question for future research, and one where formal modeling along the lines suggested by Jones and Hilde-Jones may be useful.

**R9. Future directions**

The commentators generously provided many ideas for future research. Some commentators provide ideas about how to unify CNT with other approaches such as the Theory of Narrative Thought (Beach & Wise), Free Energy Theory (Friston), situation models (Dominy), and semiotics (Pelletier et al.). Marewski observes that both cognitive and environmental processes guide decision-making; we agree and would argue that one of CNT’s principal insights is that two features of the decision environment are importantly linked: Radical uncertainty and social embeddedness. There are ontogenetic questions about how narratives are used through development (Tuominen); we would add the phylogenetic question of how narrative cognition evolves. Interesting questions were raised about the similarities and differences between narratives and other mental representations, such as scripts (Siegel), story grammars (Andreetta et al.), and situation models (Dominy). More work needs to be done to fill in, computationally model, and experimentally test our sketch of narrative representation; suggestions such as those provided by Caldwell will be useful, as will incorporating research on lower-level representations as Newell and Szollosi suggest. Much is still to be learned about how narratives are used to simulate futures, particularly the question of which futures are simulated and how this interacts with the processes described by Enz and Tamir. An especially important issue for understanding decision-making across levels of analysis is to model the feedback loops between individual and social processes that contribute to narrative evolution (Jones & Hilde-Jones).

Space precludes us from speculating about these fascinating issues in detail; but crucially, it would be speculation. We hope that other researchers will continue to take up these important questions so that we need no longer speculate.

In the target article, we closed with our hope that CNT can provide a common vocabulary and motivate a shared set of questions for the decision sciences. The commentators have fueled our belief that CNT will prove to be, indeed, a useful narrative.
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